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SVIC NOTES

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT IN THE TEST LAD

Five and one half years ago, the Shockand Vibration the existing body of knowledge? In what ways could
Information Center, Goddard Space Flight Center information be codified, packaged and transferred
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory jointly sponsored to the shock and vibration community? Several
a meeting. The meeting was called a Seminar on options come to mind which we at SVIC could help
Understanding Digital Control and Analysis in Vibra- to get organized.
tion Test Systems.* It served a very useful purpose
at that time; a lot of new digital control/analysis We could recycle a special seminar on digital control
test equipment was being put on the market and and analysis test equipment, emphasizing the soft-
many analogue people needed information in a ware part of the business.
hurry. The seminar filled this need. That was quite
some time ago and much has happened since then. There are a dozen or so topics suitable for literature

reviews such as modal analysis, animated displays,
Looking at those proceedings recently and reflecting etc. These could be published in the DIGEST.
on what was said there I noticed a few new trends.
Today there are more companies making and selling Users groups could be formed for the purpose of shar-
similar types of equipment - you have more of a ing information. They could meet at our yearly
choice of options and systems to pick from. The Shock and Vibration Symposium. Also, special
equipment is becoming more reliable and more sessions could be orchestrated at the Symposium.
portable. It is also becoming more software oriented.
Many companies now have a fairly powerful mini- A special publication might be put together where

computer as the backbone of their systems. They each chapter could be written by one or more experts
might be using a system to run a random, sine or on a specific topic. SVIC has in the past coordinated
shock test, to do a modal analysis or process time the publication of multi-author documents as well
series test data, all under control of a computer, as a series of monographs.

The most interesting new trend is that due to the use There are many options which come to mind and I
of off-the-shelf minicomputers most of the programs would like to hear what other members of the shock
are written in open code. You can get a copy of the and vibration community think on this subject. If
programs and modify them if you want to. you would like to write a paper, a literature review,

participate in a panel session or special seminar or
This is going to be the trend; more and more users are just discuss the options we would like to hear about
going to write and modify their programs. The it from you.
twenty-four-dollar question is - must everyone re-
invent the wheel or is there some way to tap into J.G.S.

Somhw on Un eoqutndine OWlel Control and AI ,a* In Vibrmlt T rm pubINlodby US. N^ Rmmrh Laeia.
troy Shak ad VbsAtln Infomraton Cnmer, I9h>noton, D.C., P, I end 2 (MAy 1976).



EDITORS RATTLE SPACE

COMPUTER CAPABILITY CONTINUES TO GROW

The seemingly endless development of computational capability for analysts con-
tinues to amaze me. It appears that hardware development is proceeding at a much
faster pace than the ability of individuals to efficiently utilize it. At the present
time NASA is proposing to build a super computer capable of 1 x 10' operations
per second and having a memory of 240,000,000 words. The most advanced corn-
puter today is about 1/12 as fast and has only 1/64 the memory. The object of
having this capability is to effect a complete solution of the three-dimensional
Havier-Stokes equations describing aircraft flow fields.

Although the majority of engineers are not interested in the super computer, the
technology involved in its development will be incorporated into smaller machines
such as minicomputers and programmable calculators. It is notable that engineers
do have good accessibility to large mainframe computers - probably more so than
to minicomputers. And, the large mainframe computer now gives the engineer the
capability of finding cost-effective solutions to many practical problems involving
transient phenomena and complex models. Parallel to the evolution of the capabil-
ity of the mainframe computer has been that of the minicomputer. It is now pos-
sible to solve such routine problems as machine critical speeds on a minicomputer.
Even fluid-film bearing stiffness and damping values can be computed. From the
work I have personally seen, the graphics capability of the minicomputer, including
four-color plots, exceeds that generally available with large mainframe computers.

The new generation of programmable calculators provide the engineer with the
portable, instantaneous computation at a very reasonable hardware cost. The
programmable calculator is no longer a toy able only to numerically solve simple
algebraic expressions but a tool capable of carrying out many of the computational
and logic operations of large computers - even small matrices can be inverted.
Programming logic can be applied to the solution of problems much larger than
the single degree-of-freedom system. These small calculators also have graphics
capability.

A great deal of cost effective computing power has been placed at the disposal of
the engineer. I believe that it should be used not only to solve problems involving
larger models but also to increase productivity in engineering analysis and design.

R.L.E.
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VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES

H.V.S. Gauplte and C.A. Hadebachee

Abstract. This article is divided Into two main sec- In the equation that he developed, the deflection
tions one dee/s with the vibrations and deflections of could be obtained using an equation for static deflec-
hiphway bridge" the other deals with human toler- tion in which the load was a function of its path
ance to bridge vibration& Expermentel work and along a beam. An exact solution of the equation was
theoe",a al sne/s of vibrations and deflections are obtained by Stokes [201, who used a power series.
reviewed in the first sction. The scond section An approximate solution was obtained by adding an
describes the literature on human tolerance levels additional term to the static equation. The additional
for highway bridge vibrations aend auaests certain term served as an impact factor.
limits a functions of bridge nd vwhicle parameters
to prevent amplitude levels that could lead to intoler-
ability. The problem of bridge vibration was investigated by

Timoshenko [22, 2131 in 1922. He listed three majorcauses of vibratio4 in railroad bridges: live-load

The displacement of a bridge superstructure due to effect of a smoothly roeling load, impact effect of
truck live loadings has been the subject of many the balance weights of the locomotive driving wheels,
investigations in recent years. Vibrations and deflec- and impact effect due to irregularities of the track
tions due to dynamic loading can produce strains and the flat spots on the wheel. Timoshenko con-
and stresses in a bridge superstructure that exceed sidered two possible extreme cases of the live-load
equivalent static loadings. Much of the research on effect: that the mass of the moving load is either
dynamic behavior has been concerned with assessing large or small in comparison to the mass of the
the magnitude of these dynamic stresses and strains, beam. The equations for solving the case in which the

mass is large were similar to those proposed by Willis
Dynamic loadings can also lead to vibrations, the as part of his investigation of railway bridges. For
amplitudes and frequencies of which cause discom- the case in which the mass is small Timoshenko
fort to pedestrians on bridges but do little to increase derived equations in which the load could be modeled
superstructure stresses. Research in this area has been as a moving force. He pointed out that the impact
limited due to the large number of variables that must effect of unbalanced wheels can lead to a state of
be considered. The major objective of this article is structural resonance when the number of revolutions
to briefly review the existing literature of deflections per second of the driving wheels approaches the
and vibrations of highway bridges and of human natural frequency of the bridge. The impact effect
tolerance to bridge vibrations, of track irregularities was also considered as the

additional dynamic loading associated with an uneven
road surface. Timoshenko defined major parameters

DEFLECTIONS AND VIBRATIONS that must be considered in analyzing dynamic effects
on highway bridges. The parameters include ratio of

The problem of bridge vibrations and deflections mass of load to mass of vehicle, resonance, and road
first became appan-nt during the mid-1880s as surface irregularities. Timoshenko's investigation on
heavier and faster rail vehicles came into use. The dynamic loadings was based on analyses of railway
first analysis of the problem was conducted by bridges, but the assumption of negligible mass of
Willis [291. He attempted to simplify the analysis applied or truck loads makes them applicable to
by considering only the mas of the moving load. analyses of highway bridges.
*Pmfeiwr a d Nmwi, Fellow, Civil Engining C wrnmt, Mot Virgi Univervity, Mogntrwn, W Viginia 26506
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Schallenkamp 1181 presented a rigorous solution for span bridges. The objective of those studies was "to
dynamic bridge vibration that took into account the assess the relative importance of various factors that
beam and load masses. His solution has not received influence the dynamic stresses of highway bridges
widespread acceptance, however, because it is not in a and to obtain information which will be useful as a
convenient form for computation. guide in the proper selection of impact factors in

highway bridge design" (271. The equations of
Research with respect to highway bridge vibrations motions of the idealized bridge-vehicle system were
has been conducted in an attempt to relate experi- derived using energy methods; an infinite number of
mental results to theory or to try to isolate signifi- nonlinear equations of motion resulted. Previous
cant bridge parameters. In 1956 the Highway Re- methods of circumventing this problem of an infinite
search Board published a Bulletin that contained a number of equations were not adopted; Inglis [131,
survey of all the significant research to that time. for example, had neglected the higher modes of oscil-
Articles in the Bulletin discussed important aspects lation, and Timoshenko assumed that the effect of a
of bridge vibration research. For example, Biggs and constant mass traversing a beam could be idealized t
Suer [2] presented results of field measurements of as a constant force. Veletsos and Huang [271 chose

dynamic deflections of six simple span bridges. The to conduct an experimental analysis to determine if
maximum observed amplitudes of vibration for the "some experimental observation might be able to
test bridges varied from 18% to 40% of the maximum show a way to arrive at some basis for a more rational
static deflection. Biggs and Suer categorized the and simplified analysis." The experimental analysis
causes of dynamic deflections as passage of a smooth- revealed that a close approximation of the equation
ly rolling mass across the span, vibration of the of motion could be obtained by assuming that the
vehicle on its suspension system, and sharp surface dynamic deflection is a product of the deflection
irregularities on the structure. They concluded that at any point of a simple beam under a concentrated
the most important factor affecting the amplitude force acting at point t (t = vehicle velocity x time
of vibration is the oscillation of the load on its sus- traveled on the bridge) and an arbitrary factor that
pension system. varies with time but is independent of any location.

Scheffey [191 discussed the significance of various In another study [25] the effects of damping, cam-
dynamic parameters associated with the design of ber, and roadw3y unevenness were considered; how-
highway bridges. He concluded that the dynamic ever, in the approximate solution these parameters
response becomes critical when the frequency of a were neglected. The parameters that directly influ-
vehicle approaches the natural frequency of a bridge. ence the calculations were reduced to the following
He also noted that the superposition of the effects ratios: (a) weight of unsprung part of vehicle to
of more than one load is very difficult to quantify. bridge weight, (b) weight of sprung part of vehicle

to weight of bridge, (c) weight of vehicle to weight
Hays and Sbarounis [111 obtained information on of bridge, (d) natural frequency of vehicle to that of
the dynamic characteristics of three-span continuous bridge (stiffness parameter), and (e) velocity of
I-beam bridges. The effects of load and composite vehicle to span length times twice the natural bridge
action on the natural frequency of bridges were frequency (speed parameter).
investigated. They also concluded that a critical
loading results when the frequency of a vehicle ap- A good correlation was obtained between the analyt-
proaches the natural frequency of a bridge-vehicle ical and experimental results. From this research, the
system. Studies by Edgerton and Beecroft [3] on University of Illinois research team concluded that
two three-span continuous plate bridges in Oregon the impact effect was unusually less than 30% for the
revealed that the amount of vibration can be affected practical parameter range of highway bridges.
by deck roughness.

Similar studies to determine the significant param-
Finally, much work has been done at the University eters that affect the dynamic behavior of bridges
of Illinois on the effects of dynamic loading and im- have been done [4, 5, 15, 28]. Fleming and Ro-
pact [25, 271. Both analytical and experimental mualdi [4 concluded that the most important
studies were done on simple span and continuous factor for unsprung loads is the speed of the load.
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Wen and Veletsos (281 divided the important factors only on the span length and on no other bridge
into those related to the behavior of the bridge and parameter.
those associated with the unevenness of the bridge
surface. The first category included the speed of the A recent report [321 suggested no changes in the
vehicle, axle spacing, and the initial oscillation of the basic equation on impact given in the AASHTO
bridge. The second category included the initial specifications [11. Even though various studies
oscillation of the vehicle and the characteristics of (16, 21, 26, 27, 321 provide an excellent basis for
the bridge surface, refinements, additional field data on modern struc-

tures must be collected before current provisions on
Linger and Hulsbos [15 showed qualitatively that impact can be refined.
the amount of impact is a function of the ratio of the
frequency of axle repetition to the loaded natural An interesting design feature of a bridge system is the
frequency of the structure. They idealized "the dynamic interaction of the moving vehicles and the
vehicle as an oscillating forcing function whose fre- bridge superstructure. In the past this problem had
quency is the frequency of axle repetition and whose been analyzed as a moving force approximation i.e.,
oscillating force is the oscillating load effect of a neglecting the transverse inertia of the moving mass
constant force." Good correlation between the particle. This is an excellent approximation so long
theoretical and experimental values was achieved as the mass particle is traveling at a low speed and the
using this method, particle mass has a much smaller value than the beam

mass. In the recent past, however, a need arose for
The concepts of Linger and Hulsbos 1151 were a refined analysis that includes a complete kinematic
extended to modeling moving trucks as a harmonic description of the interaction of the moving vehicle
motion and utilizing the macro flexibirity approach and its guideway. This is particularly evidenced by
for continuous systems 16]. GangaRo [61 derived the fact that new structures such as rapid transit
design equations for displacements and moments of vehicles allow for higher live to dead load ratios
a continuous bridge system with support settlements and increasing vehicle speeds. The interaction of

under steady state harmonic vibrations. He claimed moving vehicle and guideway has been dealt with
that a more representative dynamic analysis, related extensively [9, 17, 24, 301; it is beyond the scope

to true bridge vibrations, can be performed through of this article to provide additional details.
his approach (71 than the one based on the AASHTO
(American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials) specifications. This improvement HUMAN TOLERANCE TO BRIDGE VIBRATION
has been attributed to the fact that such problem
parameters as forcing and natural frequencies, mass The first major investigation of human sensitivity
and stiffness of the structures, and velocity and axle to vibration as it applies to bridge vibration was
spacing of the vehicle are properly incorporated in conducted by Wright and Green (311. They surveyed
the derivation of design equations, significant investigations on human response to

vibration and compared them to measurements on
It is apparent from the literature that the complexity 52 bridges. They used the results of their investiga-
of bridge-vehicle interaction has hindered researchers tions and previous research to develop charts of
in their attempts to isolate the major parameters human perception to vibrations of varying amplitude
that affect dynamic behavior. Several contradictions and frequency (101. They concluded that the prob-
concerning the importance of particular parameters lem was so complex that quantitative rather than
have made it difficult to draw any general guidelines qualitative methods must be employed to evaluate
for design. This difficulty is reflected by the fact that the effects of bridge vibrations on humans.
current highway bridge specifications by AASHTO
treat the problem of dynamic loading indirectly. An Leonard [141 listed four developments in bridge
impact factor is added to the static loading case; the design that increase the likelihood of vibrations
impact factor is defined as a ratio of 50 over the in the structure: refinements in structural analysis
span length plus 125. The major limitation of this and improving knowledge of material properties;
relation is that the empirical equation is dependent wider use of prestressed concrete, composite con-
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struction, and all welded structures; goods vehicles function of the ratio of the forced (wf) to the natural

of higher weights and capable of greater speeds; (wn) frequencies. Because a substantial increase in
and current aesthetic tastes requiring more slender deflections leading to uncomfortable levels of human
lines in structures. Leonard reviewed the available response is observed for wf/cmn ranging from 0.5 to
literature on human tolerance to vibration and 1.5, special design consideration should be given to
noted that "the human body is so sensitive to vibra- problem parameters so that magnitudes of deflection
tions, that in general, limits of tolerance are reached can be minimized. For a value of Wf/AJ n le than
at levels which are less severe than would normally 0.5 or greater than 1.5, tolerability aspects need not
give rise to distress in bridge structures." From be analyzed. It should be noted, however, that
the review of available literature and tests performed accurate analysis considering damping, interaction

at the Road Research Laboratory in England, Leon- between the vehicle and the bridge, road roughness,
ard concluded that current specifications address and two-dimensional behavior of the system must be
only the problem of dynamic stresses and neglect performed for cases in which Wff/mn falls very dose
such structural properties as frequency, accelera- to 0.5 or 1.5.
tion, amplitude, and damping. Dynamic design is
handled indirectly by such provisions as the AASHTO Data for vehicular traffic on roads and bridges [12.
or OHBDC limits on depth-span ratios and live 14, 311 reveal that ouput peak velocity does not
load deflection 11, 161. change drastically with varying vehicle speeds. How-

ever, a significant change in peak velocity can be
Leonard suggested that one method for reducing attributed to such changes in deck surface conditions
dynamic vibrations would be to insure smooth road as a ramp or bumpy surface 1121. The results indicate
surfaces so that effective dynamic loading could be a maximum of 20% increase in forcing frequency
reduced. In addition, he noted that current criteria from a normal road surface to a ramp-surface condi-
on live-load deflection and depth-span ratio criteria tion. Hence, GangaRao, et al [71 proposed that the
are not sufficient to prevent large vibrations. He forcing frequency with ramp effects, Wfr be taken as
recommended that provisions should be made for 1.2 wf.
sufficient structural damping to reduce vibrations.
This is difficult to accomplish, however, because CONCLUSIONS
structural damping is one of the least predictable
factors in bridge design. The existing literature on theoretical and experi-

mental analysis of highway bridge vibrations is
As is the case with dynamic stresses, human tolerance extensive. A number of research articles since the
to vibration is a very difficult concept to accurately middle of the 19th century have dealt with the vibra-
quantify with simple design equations. The corn- tion and deflection of railway and highway bridges
plexity of the situation necessitates simplifications and on establishing impact factors. These aspects are
to reduce the analysis to a more manageable form. critically reviewed in this article; special emphasis is
The available literature indicates the importance given on research conducted at the University of
of the problem (4, 71; limits on riding quality are Illinois.
established on the basis of existing information.

Researchers have recently attempted to isolate the
Field studies and evaluations of 20 bridges for toler- major parameters that affect the dynamic interaction
able/intolerable limits on the basis of riding quality of a bridge superstructure and moving vehicles by
17, 81 have resulted in the following classifications: properly accounting for the transverse inertia of the
Group I, intolerable due to poor riding quality; moving mass particle. Transverse inertia could be
Group II, intolerable for reasons other than poor critical for elevated structures carrying rapid transit
riding quality; and Group Il, tolerable. These classifi- vehicles because higher live load to dead load ratios
cations, which are based on field data, are compared and increasing vehicle speeds are required.
with those obtained from the literature 17,81.

The effect of traffic-induced vibrations on people
A zone of intolerability (based on human response and bridge structures has been surveyed and corn-
levels) given by Wright and Green [311 is given as a pared with the effects of vibrations from other



sources. With the advent of slender bridge designs 9. Genin, J., Ginsberg, J.H., and Ting, E.C.. "A
due to the availability of high strength materials, Complete Formulation of Inertial Effects in
traffic-induced vibrations on bridges have become the Guideway-Vehicle Interaction Problem." J.
more noticeable. Simple methods of dynamic analysis Sound Vib., 38 (1) (1975).
and limits on amplitudes of vibrations have been
suggested to properly account for dynamic stresses 10. Goldman, D.E.A., "A Review of Subjective
generated by vehicles and the reaction of pedestrians. Responses to Vibratory Motion of the Human

Body in the Frequency Range 1 to 70 Cps,"
Naval Medical Res. Inst., Rep. NM-004-O01,
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survey and analysisLITERATURE REVIEW" Vibration literature

The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture, consists of two to four review articles each month, 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a "digest" of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor, this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles inlcude technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, and
recommendations. Review articles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.

This issue of the DIGEST contains an article about underwater acoustic modeling
techniques.

Mr. P.C. Etter of MAR Incorporated, Rockville, Maryland, has written a state-of-
the-art literature review of underwater acoustic models developed by the Navy
sonar modeling community. Three types of acoustic models are addressed: propa-
gation loss, noise, and active sonar/reverberation models. Basic features of each
type of model and areas of application are discussed. Problems associated with
model evaluation and validation are described.
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UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC MODELING TECHNIQUES

P.C. Etter*

Abstract. This paper prents a state-of-dhe-art itera- A more fundamental category of models, not fully
ture review of underwater acoustic models developed described here, is environmental models. This cate-
by the Naw aonar modeling community. Three types gory includes empirically-derived models that are
of acoustic models are addressed: propagtion loss, frequently used as integral parts of acoustic models
noise, and active sonarlreverberation models Basic to generate input parameters or predict intermediate
features of each type of model and areas of applica- quantities. Examples of such models currently in
tion are discuned. Problems associated with model use include sound speed [5-91, absorption coef-
evaluation and validation are described ficients [10-12], surface reflection losses [13],

bottom reflection losses [14], surface backscattering
The field of underwater acoustics has been exten- strengths [15, 16], bottom backscattering strengths
sively developed over the last four decades in re- [17, 18], volume scattering strengths [19], ambient
sponse to practical needs originating within the sonar noise [20], and surface duct propagation loss [131.
and seismic communities [1]. Since 1960 consider-
able emphasis has been placed on the development of The acoustic models discussed here are generally
mathematical models to analyze data collected during restricted to those mathematical models of acoustic
field experiments. These models have historically theory that have been converted to computer codes
been used to predict acoustic conditions for applica- for application to well-defined sonar-related prob-
tion Lo various problems including the planning of lems. The scope of this review necessarily precludes
improved at-sea experiments and the designing of citations of that literature which, protected by
optimized sonar systems. However, although the national security provisions, lies outside the public
underlying theories have been well developed for domain. Thus, it can be assumed that certain areas
some time, the transition from theory to operational of acoustic modeling will be advanced beyond the
computer models has not progressed as rapidly. This level of sophistication depicted here.
lag can be attributed to a number of factors; these
include limitations in existing computer capabilities, Irrespective of acoustic model type, the intended
a lack of adequate mathematical methods, and applications will fall into one of two basic categories:
insufficient environmental-acoustic data of suitable research or operational. The research-oriented model-
resolution for proper support of model validation. ing techniques are developed for investigative studiesin laboratory environments where accuracy is impor-
The emphasis in this review will be directed at those tant, computer time is not a critical factor, and
underwater acoustic models developed by the Navy facilities are supportive of the modeling efforts.
sonar modeling community over the past several Operational-oriented models are those that support
years. Although reviews of acoustic models are not field activities, including Fleet operations, and must
new [2-41, the scope of the present paper is apparent- be executed rapidly, often under demanding condi-
ly unique in that it embraces three broad types of tions. In this latter situation, model accuracy may be
models comprising propagation loss, noise, and subordinate to processing speed.
active sonar/reverberation models. The breadth of
this review precludes detailed discussions of any The three types of acoustic models will be described
particular model type. Rather, the intent is to ac- below. The first type of model, propagation loss, is
quaint the reader with the availability of the state-of- a fundamental building block for ambient noise and
the-art acoustic models, active sonar/reverberation models. Furthermore,
0Senior Engineer, MAR Incotporsted, 7335 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland 2W52
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propagation loss models, together with noise models, tion, or taxonomic, scheme. Consequently, the more
reverberation models, and environmental models are detailed the scheme, the more incestuous the ap-
components of the active sonar models. proaches appear [31. A generalized classification

scheme has been constructed on the basis of five
theoretical approaches [2, 31. The approaches can

PROPAGATION LOSS MODELS be reduced to two major categories: ray models and
wave models.

This section describes those stand-alone acoustic
propagation loss models that are applicable to pas- The breakdown of model approaches into these two
sive sonar systems. basic categories affords a simplistic but useful classifi-

cation mechanism. Specifically, ray models are
Formulations of acoustic propagation loss models generally fast-funning, simply-executed programs that
generally begin with the three-dimensional, time- are valid over a broad range of frequencies. The wave L
dependent wave equation. However, the wave equa- models, on the other hand, are generally more accu- *
tion is derived from the general equations of continu- rate than the ray models but require longer running
ity, state, and motion. Consequently, depending on times and more operator intervention; in addition,
the governing assumptions and intended applications, the wave models are usually limited to acoustic
the exact form of the wave equation can vary con- frequencies below about 300 Hz, It is not surprising,
siderably 121, 22]. For most applications, however, therefore, that the ray models are most closely
a simplified linear, hyperbolic, second-order partial associated with operational applications, and the
differential equation is used: wave models are most frequently applied to research

2 problems. This particular classification scheme has
vi, = 1. .! been used in earlier work [241.c2 at2

where Within the categories of ray and wave models, a fur-
ther subdivision can be made into range-independent

V2  
= Laplacian operator and range-dependent types. Range-independence

means that the model assumes cylindrical symmetry
= field variable for the environment (i.e., a horizontally stratified

oceanl. Range-dependence indicates that some
c speed of sound properties of the ocean medium are allowed to vary

as a function of range from the receiver. Such range-
t = time varying properties commonly include sound speed

and bathymetry.
Subsequent simplifications frequently incorporate a
harmonic solution in order to obtain the time-inde- The five theoretical approaches mentioned earlier
pendent Helmholtz (or elliptic reduced) wave equa- are grouped according to ray or wave models as
tion. Without such simplifications, general solutions follows:
to the wave equation with non-trivial boundary
conditions are usually limited to iterative finite Ray Models
difference techniques [23).

* ray theory with corrections
Various theoretical approaches are applicable to the * multipath expansion techniques
Helmholtz equation. The approach used depends on
the specific geometrical assumptions made for the Wave Models
propagation and the type of solution chosen for*.

* normal mode solutions
Although acoustic propagation loss models can be * fast field theory
classified according to the theoretical approach 0 parabolic approximation
employed, the crost-connections that exist among
the various approaches complicate a strict classifica- These approaches are discussed in more detail below.
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Ray Modus. Ray models calculate propagation loss continuous mode spectrum is associated with a
principally on the basis of ray-tracing. As a result branch cut integral [44, 451. Extensions to range
much attention has been devoted to the manner in dependence are accomplished either by mode cou-
which the sound-speed profile is approximated and pling [46, 471, which considers the energy scattered
the method by which earth-curvature corrections are from a given mode into other modes, or by invoking
applied to the profile, the adiabatic assumption [48-551, which assumes

that all energy in a given mode transfers to the cor-
Ray theory with corrections starts with the Helm- responding mode in the new environment, provided
holtz equation. The solution is then separated into that the environmental variations in range are gradual.

amplitude and phase components under the assump- One model (551 allows for cross-track variations
tion that the amplitude varies more slowly with as well.
position than does the phase (geometrical acoustics

approximation). This assumption limits the method Fast field theory separates the wave equation para,
to the high frequency domain. However, with appro- eters according to the normal mode approach by a
priate frequency-dependent corrections and proper Hankel transform of the Helmholtz equation with
evaluation of caustics, the theory can be extended respect to range. The resulting transform is then
to lower frequencies (25-32). Extensions to range- numerically evaluated using a Fast Fourier Transform
dependence can be accomplished in several ways: by (FFT) algorithm [56-58]. This method requires
mapping rays over discrete range intervals in which that the sound speed vary exponentially with depth
the environment remains constant [33-361, by within each layer of the model. Models based on fast
dividing the range-depth plane into triangular regions field theory do not allow for environmental range
[37-40], or by allowing the environment to vary dependence.
smoothly as a function of range 141,42).

Multipath expansion techniques expand the acoustic The parabolic approximation method replaces the

field integral representation of the wave equation in elliptic reduced wave equation with a parabolic equa-

terms of an infinite set of integrals, each of which tion under the assumption that the ray paths are

is associated with a particular ray path. This method almost horizontal. Solutions to the parabolic equa-

has also been referred to in the literature as the WKB tion are commonly generated using the split-step
method because a generalized WKB technique is used algorithm [59.611. Some methods partially correct

to solve the depth-dependent equation derived from for the parabolic approximation [611. The computa-
the normal mode solution. Each normal mode can tional advantage of the parabolic approximation lies

then be represented by corresponding rays [43]. To in the fact that a parabolic differential equation can
date, this technique has not been extended to range- be marched in the range dimension; on the other
dependent environments. hand, the elliptic reduced wave equation must be

numerically solved in the entire range-depth region

Models categorized as ray models are summarized in simultaneously [62]. However, the implementation
Table 1(a) together with references to available of the approximation is complicated by the fact that

documentation, the solution at the starting range must be calculated
by another method. All models reviewed here using

Wave Mode/a. Wave models either expand the acoustic the parabolic approximation allow for environmental
field integral in terms of a discrete set of normal range dependence. Models categorized as wave models

modes or numerically integrate the wave equation, are summarized in Table 1 (b) together with refer-
ences to available documentation.

Normal mode solutions assume that the solution to
the Holmholtz equation is the product of a depth- One of the more pressing problems in the area of
dependent Green's function and a range-dependent propagation loss modeling is the proper accounting
Bessel function. The depth-dependent function is of bottom interaction phenomena. Current approach-
composed of trapped modes and continuous modes. es are leaning toward geophysical representations of
Using Cauchy's residue theory, the trapped (or dis- the sea floor for the modeling of bottom reflection
crete) modes correspond to a sum of residues; the and refraction of sound.

is
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Table 1. Summary of Propagation Lou Models

(a) Rey Models

Ranp-Independent Range.Dependent

FACT 130.311 FACTEX [33]

FLIRT [251 Four Segment Ray Tracing Model with Range Dependency
134,35]

Moving Source Simulation [26-29]
GRASS 141,42)

PLRAY (321
MPP [371

RAYMODE X [43]
RAYWAVE 11 (38,391

SHALFACT [36]

TRIMAIN [401

(b) Wove Models

Renge4ndependent Rans-Oependent

FFP [56,57] ASERT 148]

Kutschale FFP [581 ASTRAL (49,50]

NLNM [44] Kanabis Shallow Water [46, 471

NORMOD 3 [45] MOATL [51-531

PAREQ [59]

PE (601

Corrected PE [61]

SNAP [54]

Three Dimensional Ocean Acoustics Model [551

NOISE MODELS properties of low-frequency shipping noise. The latter
models use either analytic (deductive) or simulation
(inductive) techniques to arrive at statistical descrip-

For purposes of the present discussion, noise models tions of the beam-noise. In this context, beam-noise
can be segregated into two separate but closely-re- is the convolution of the receiver beam pattern with
lated types: ambient noise models and beam-noise the sum of the intensities from the various noise
statistics models. Ambient noise models predict the sources [4]. The analytic models [68-731 calculate
mean levels sensed by an acoustical receiver when the statistical properties directly from the components
noise sources include surface weather, biologics, and (e.g., source level, propagation loss); the simulation
such commercial activities as shipping and oil drilling models [74, 751 use Monte Carlo or related tech-
[63-67]. Beam-noise statistics models predict the niques.
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Noise models can be further differentiated by their layered function of depth or as an integrated column
treatment of the noise sources, the propagation loss, strength. The principal cause of volume reverberation
and the receiver response, as discussed below. Noise in the ocean is the existence of migrating biological
sources can be treated as either variable densities or scatterers 1191. Consequently, measurements of
as discrete sources. volume scattering strengths as a layered function of

depth are not considered stable enough for many
Propagation loss can be computed internal to the sonar applications; therefore, the integrated column
noise model or input externally from other model strength formulation is generally used [83).
predictions or from field data. Furthermore, the
propagation loss must be specified either as range- The reverberation models can be differentiated by
averaged or as point-to-point to be consistent with their treatment of source/receiver geometries, back-
the specification of the noise sources. scattering formulations, the method of computing

reverberation ray paths (e.g., straight line or re-
Receiver response determines the noise field direc- fracted), the number of reverberation ray paths
tionality information required for application to examined, the manner in which the ensonified
either vertically or horizontally oriented receiver volume is divided (e.g., on the basis of time or range),
arrays. Models categorized as noise models are sum- Doppler gain, and computation of power spectra.
marized in Table 2 together with references to
available documentation. All active sonar/reverberation models reviewed here

use specialized ray models to predict propagation
loss. The multipath expansion technique as used in

ACTIVE SONAR/REVERBERATION MODELS one case 179); all other models employ ray theory
with corrections. One model 1811 is based on a

Reverberation models and active sonar models have generic approach using a modular design to incorpo-
been grouped together because it is extremely diffi- rate several candidates for each type of model. Mod-
cult to separate reverberation models from specific els categorized as active sonar/reverberation models
active sonar system applications. As mentioned are summarized in Table 3 together with references
earlier, active sonar models are composed of smaller to available documentation.
modules: environmental models, propagation loss
models, noise models, and reverberation models. In MODEL EVALUATION AND VALIDATION
addition, active sonar models incorporate echo level
models and signal processing models [76-881. The large number of available acoustic models com-

plicates the selection of the model most appropriate
Reverberation models generally predict three dif- for specific user needs. The topic of acoustic model
ferent types of reverberation depending on the loca- evaluation, therefore, is important in any review of
tion of the scatterers (i.e., volume, surface, or bot- acoustic modeling techniques. This subject has been
tom). The volume scattering can be treated as a addressed in recent reports [89,90).

Table 2. Summary of Noise Models

Ambient Noise ellm-Nolse StaftIs

DANES (63,64 BSN Shipping Noise Model [68-71J

FANM I [651 DSON 174,75)

Normal Mode Ambient Noise Model 1661 USI Arrmy Noise Model 1721

RANDI 167) Wagner Associates Noise Model 1731
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Table 3. Summary of Active Sonar/Reverberation REFERENCES
Models

1. Keller, J.B., "Survey of Wave Propagation and
Underwater Acoustics," Wave Propagation and

CONG RATS I, II, IIf, V [76-79] Underwater Acoustics, Springer-Verlag, pp 1-13
DOP (80] (1977).
Generic Sonar Model (81]
LIRA [82] 2. DiNapoli, F.R. and Deavenport, R.L., "Com-
LORA [83) puter Models of Underwater Acoustic Propaga-
NISSM II [84] tion," Nay. Underwater Syst. Ctr., Tech. Rept.
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BOOK REVIEWS

HIGH VELOCITY DEFORMATION quently, the subjects covered in the individual papers
OF SOLIDS can be supplemented with the information available

in the various bibliographies to provide a complete
K. Kawata and J. Shioiri, Editors and current review of the field of high velocity defor-

Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1978, $46.10 mation in solids.

S.E. Benzley
This book contains the proceedings of the Interna- Applied Mechanics Division II
tional Union of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Division 5522
(IUTAM) on High Velocity Deformation of Solids. Sandia National Laboratories
The meeting was held at the Science Council of Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
Japan, in Tokyo, on August 24-27, 1977.

The intent of the symposium was to cover subjects MASCHINENELEMENTE
in theory, experiment, and instrumentation associ-
ated with the high-velocity deformation of solids
including metals, polymers, and composite materials. K.H. Decker
Both macro- and micro-mechanics (from continuum Gestaltung und Berechnung, 7. Aufl., 396 Seiten,
to dislocation dynamics) aspects of the subject were 403 Bilder. 142 Tabellen, Carl Hauser Verlag Miin-
addressed. The 33 papers included in this book were chen,Wien, 1975
presented in nine separate technical sessions. Sessions

1. 23, nd coere toicsabot te mcromecan- The large field of machine elements increases con-
ical aspects of wave propagation as well as deforma- The arg e eld a e een inreacon-tion and fracture of metals and composites under tinuously as new results are reported. For teaching
dynamic loading, purposes only a selected part of the field can bepresented. This book corresponds to the curricula at

The problem of the dynamic propagation of a single Technical Colleges in Germany. It contains the
following chapters: unsolvable connections (62 pp),crack was addressed in session 5. Analytical methods solvable connections (53 pp), elastic springs (25 pp),

for macro-mechanical modeling of high velocity axles and shafts (15 pp), bearings (50 pp), seals
deformation and fracture (i.e., spalling and cratering) (6 pp), shaft-couplings (14 pp), belt-and chain-drives
were covered in session 6. Session 7 treated various (4 pp), antoote gs (4 pp),

problems in wave propagation in anisotropic media, (47 pp), and toothed gears (72 pp).

combined dynamic stress effects, penetration, rico- All subjects are dealt with in a descriptive, geometric
chet, and both supersonic and transonic impact. High- way with a minimum use of formulas. There are
velocity deformations in structures and structural 403 figures and 142 tables. The essence of the con-
elements were the topics discussed in sessions 8 struction is clearly demonstrated. Emphasis is given to
and 9. the correct choice of material and to the calculation

of, or at least the estimation of, admissible stresses
This book is an excellent general reference for infor- and loads. The international system of units (SI) is
mation concerning the high-velocity deformation of used. For obvious reasons standardized machine
solids. Particular insight is given on the role that elements are referred to the German Standard (DIN).
micro-mechanical processes play in macro-mechani-
cal observations. Most of the papers that make up The book is one within a co-ordinated series on
this book have excellent reference sections. Conse- machine-elements, exercises, and mechanics. It has
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been written for use at Technical Colleges and has soidal sweeps or single frequency sinusoids. Applied
apparently been well received - this is the seventh force and base excitation are covered, including
edition. It deserves attention from both students and eccentric mass vibrators. The additional mass method,
practicing engineers, complex power supplied, sudden sine start, and tran-

sient decay methods are also briefly presented.
G. Schweitzer

ETH ZUrich Chapter 3 deals with multiple-degree-of-freedom
Switzerland systems. A short review of modal analysis, diagonal

and non-diagonal damping, real and complex modes,
and the .tate space formulation is followed by
application of results of the previous chapter on a

IDENTIFICATION OF VIBRATING mode by mode basis.
SYSTEMS

Chapter 4 is the most difficult for any book on
M. Rades systems identification in that it tries to review the

Rumanian Socialist Republic Academic Press, 1979 many different approaches and principles of identi-
(In Rumanian) fication of mechanical systems. The author does a

fair job. Technology trees for time vs frequency
domain are used. The following are explained: direct

This text is a survey of methods used to identify the (single step) vs indirect (iterative) methods, modal vs
eigenproperties, mass and stiffness, and nonlinear physical (i.e., K.M.) models, and complete vs incom-
properties of single and multi-degree-of-freedom plete models (that is, the number of experimental
systems. It is the only text I have seen that contains modes is equal to or less than the number of mod-
much of the practical work in this field. If made el modes). A few methods are briefly reviewed,
available in an English translation it would be a and many others are not discussed at all. Reduced
valuable book for anyone in vibration and shock models, relations between eigenparameters (w, #. W)
analysis and testing, or in the teaching of these sub- and model parameters (M, K), and the use of pseudo
jects. The writer, a member of the Polytechnic inverse are presented briefly.

Institute of Bucharest, Strength of Materials labora-
tory, has had good contact with both Western Euro- Chapters 5 and 6 discuss single- and multi-point
pean, United States, and Eastern European literature, excitation of modal linear systems with viscous and
Most of his 141 references are from Western countries structured damping, including simple graphical
and date from 1965 to 1975. methods for systems with up to three degrees of

freedom. Most methods are direct and single step
Chapter 1 discusses the nature of free and forced in the polar plane. Some least-mean-square tech-
vibration; machine vibration problems; and structural niques, including the work of Klosterman, are pre-
testing, modeling, and model validation by compari- sented. Excitation of pure modes (methods of Dat
son to experimental data. Direct and inverse problems and of Asher) is reviewed. The theoretical basis of
are discussed (response prediction, model identifica- work of Kennedy and Pancu, Lewis and Wrisley,
tion, force identification). The degree of modeling Traill and Nash, and others is presented. Chapter 7
sophistication, data adequacy, and goals of a com- presents a good, brief review of the little that has
bined analysis and test program are related. These been done with nonlinear systems (only for single
points are well handled on a philosophical level and degree of freedom).
are followed by a good, brief literature review.

Of course one could wish for additional material. For

Chapter 2 deals with linear single-degree-of-freedom example, no information is given of stand alone corn-
systems. The various identification methods are puters, modal analysis hardware, spectrum analyzers,
separately and exhaustively presented for both vis- or computer software. This probably reflects the
cous and structural damping. Methods include the lack of availability of such items in the Eastern
bandwidth method, polar diagrams, and various peak European countries. There is no applications data,
and peak amplitude ratio algorithms. All use sinu- nor is there a discussion of errors or the practicability
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of using each method with real data. A second test Books such as this one by Rades are necessary if the
(Vibration Measurement, G. Buzdugan, E. Mihaileson, sophisticated theory and techniques for systems
G. Rades, 1979) covers the practical side of testing identification are to be regularly applied to a wide
and instrumentations and presents some data, but variety of structures and not just to expensive one-of-
little systems identification, a-kind aerospace vehicles. A broad understanding of

the technology - for practicing engineers and stu-
dents - must be coupled with the availability of

Nevertheless, Rades work is valuable in that it is the standardized and validated software before such
only one that has come to my attention in which the application will be possible and rewarding.
author has attempted a broad coverage of the prac-
tical aspects of identification theory as it is applied P. Ib~ez
to mechanical testing; in addition, it is suitable as an ANCO Engineers, Inc.
introductory text or for teaching. Santa Monica, California
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SHORT COURSES

FEBRUARY machinery malfunctions, including demonstrations
and case histories. The week also includes a lab work-

VIBRATION AND SHOCK SURVIVABILITY, shop day with hands-on operation of the instrumenta-

TESTING, MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS, tion and demonstration units by the participants.

AND CALIBRATION
Dates: February 2-6, 1981 Contact: Kathy Fredekind, Bently-Nevada Corpo-

Place: Santa Barbara, California ration, P.O. Box 157, Minden, Nevada 89423 - (702)

Dates: March 2-6, 1981 782-3611, Extension 224.

Place: Washington, D.C.
Dates: April 6-10, 1981
Place: Boston, Massachusetts
Dates: May 18-22,1981 INTRODUCTION TO GIFTS 5 - USER WORKSHOP
Place: Syosset, New York Dates: February 9-13, 1981
Dates: August 24-28, 1981 Place: Tucson, Arizona
Place: Santa Barbara, California Objective: It is expected that the user is familiar
Dates: October 5-9, 1981 with the fundamentals of the finite element method
Place: Bournemouth, England and intends to use the GIFTS program as a pre- and

Objective: Topics to be covered are resonance and post-processor or as an analysis package. Apart from
fragility phenomena, and environmental vibration lectures dealing with the theoretical and numerical
and shock measurement and analysis; also vibration aspects, ample time will be devoted to gaining experi-
and shock environmental testing to prove surviv- ence with GIFTS by solving a number of selected

ability. This course will concentrate upon equipments examples and user projects.

and techniques, rather than upon mathematics and
theory. Contact: Dr. Hussein A. Kamel, Professor of Aero-

space and Mechanical Engineering, The University of

Contact: Wayne Tustin, 22 East Los Olivos St., Arizona, College of Engineering, Tucson, AZ 85721 -

Santa Barbara, CA 93105 - (8!6) 682-7171. (602) 626-1650/626-3054.

MACHINERY DATA ACQUISITION
Dates: February 26, 1981 ROTOR DYNAMICS ENGINEERING

June 1-5, 1981 Dates: February 16-18, 1981
August 3-7, 1981 Place: Daytona Beach, Florida
September 28 -October 2, 1981 Objective: This intensive course has been especially
December 7-11,1981 designed for specialists, engineers, and scientists

Place: Carson City, Nevada working in industrial and governmental facilities
Objective: This seminar is designed for people whose involved with rotor dynamics. This course provides
function is to acquire machinery data for dynamic participants with an understanding of the principles
analysis, using specialized instrumentation, and/or of rotor dynamics and the application of these
that person responsible for interpreting and analyzing principles to practical problems in rotor dynamics
the data for the purpose of corrective action on engineering.
machines. Topics include measurement and analysis
parameters, basic instrumentation review, data col- Contact: Union College, Office of Graduate
lection and reduction techniques, fundamental rotor Studies, 1 Union Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12308 -
behavior, explanation and symptoms of common (518) 370-6288.
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APPLIED VIBRATION ENGINEERING MARCH
Dates: February 16-18, 1981
Place: Daytona Beach, Florida ADVANCED GIFTS 5 USER WORKSHOP AND
Objective: This intensive course is designed for GIFTS 5 SYSTEMS WORKSHOP
specialists, engineers and scientists working in in- Dates: March 9-13, 1981
dustrial, governmental and educational institutions Place: Tucson, Arizona
involved with design against vibration or solving Objective: Two parallel sessions are planned, an ad-
of existing vibration problems. This course provides vanced user workshop (AW), intended for users al-
participants with an understanding of the principles ready familiar with GIFTS, and a systems workshop
of vibration and the application of these principles (SW), aimed at the programmer who intends to
to practical problems of vibration reduction, modify, implement or add to the system. The last

day of the week will be devoted to a GIFTS Users
Contact: Union College, Office of Graduate Stud- Group Meeting in which GUG members may present
ies, 1 Union Avenue, Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) papers and interact on various issues.
370-6288.

Contact: Dr. Hussein A. Kamel, Professor in Aero-
space and Mechanical Engineering, College of En-
gineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 -
(602) 626-1650/626-3054.

BASIC INSTRUMENTATION SEMINAR
Dates: February 24-25, 1981
Place: Tampa, Florida MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Dates: March 3-5, 1981 Dates: March 9-13, 1981
Place: Houston, Texas Place: Phoenix, Arizona
Dates: April 21-23, 1981 MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
Place: Chicago, Illinois Dates: March 16-20, 1981
Dates: April 28-30, 1981 Place: Phoenix, Arizona
Place: Buffalo, New York Objective: Program emphasis is on how to increase
Dates: May 5-7, 1981 productivity, cost-effectiveness and data-validity of
Place: Edmonton, Alberta data acquisition groups in the field and in the labora-
Dates: September 15-17, 1981 tory. Emphasis is also on electrical measurements of
Place: New Orleans, Louisiana mechanical and thermal quantities.
Dates: October 20-22, 1981
Place: Houston, Texas Contact: Peter K. Stein, 5602 East Monte Rosa,
Dates: October 27-29, 1981 Phoenix, AZ 85018 - (602) 945-4603/946-7333.
Place: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Objective: This course is designed for maintenance
technicians, instrument engineers, and operations MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
personnel - those individuals responsible for installa- Dates: March 30 - April 3, 1981
tion and proper operation of continuous monitoring August 31 - September 4, 1,981
systems. An in-depth examination of probe installa- Place: Carson City, Nevada
tion techniques and monitoring systems including Objective: This course is designed for the mechanical
types, functions, and calibration procedures is pro- or maintenance engineer who has responsibility for
vided. Also presented is an overview of some of the the proper operation and analysis of rotating ma-
instrumentation used to acquire data for vibration chinery. Working knowledge of transducers, data
analysis, including oscilloscopes, cameras, and special- acquisition instrumentation and fundamental rotor
ized filter instruments, behavior is a prerequisite. The course includes: a

guest speaker in the field of machinery malfunctions;
Contact: Kathy Fredekind, Bently-Nevada Corpo- descriptions and demonstrations of machinery mal-
ration, P.O. Box 157, Minden, Nevada 89423 - (702) functions; discussions of the classification, identifi-
782-3611, Extension 224. cation, and correction of various machine malfunc-
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tions; a one day rotor dynamics lab with individual Contact: Department of Engineering and Mathe-
instruction and operation of demonstration units; matics, UCLA Extension, P.O. Box 24901, Los
and emphasis on the practical solution of machinery Angeles, CA 90024 - (213) 825-4100.
problems rather than rotor dynamic theory.

Contact: Kathy Fredekind, Bently-Nevada Corpo-
ration, P.O. Box 157, Minden, Nevada 89423 - (702) JULY
782-3611, Extension 224.

INSURANCE INDUSTRY SEMINAR
Dates: July 7-9, 1981

APRIL Place: Carson City, Nevada
Objective: This course is designed for personnel

CORRELATION AND COHERENCE ANALYSIS from the insurance industry or self-insured companies
FOR ACOUSTICS AND VIBRATION PROBLEMS who are responsible for inspection of plants that use
Dates: April 6-10,1981 large, high-speed rotating machinery. Features in
Place: Los Angeles, California the seminar include: discussion of the economics of
Objective: This course covers the latest practical machine monitoring and predictive maintenance;
techniques of correlation and coherence analysis presentation of machine types that should be con-
(ordinary, multiple, partial) for solving acoustics sidered, and minimum standards necessary for effec-
and vibration problems in physical systems. Pro- tive machine protection diagnosis; information and
cedures currently being applied to data collected the presentation of catastrophic failure by use of
from single, multiple and distributed input/output proper maintenance methods and malfunction diag-
systems are explained to classify data and systems, nosis techniques; and survey of state-of-the-art
measure propagation times, identifj source contri- methodology.
butions, evaluate and monitor system properties,
predict output responses and noise conditions, deter- Contact: Kathy Fredekind, Bently-Nevada Corpo-
mine nonlinear and non-stationary effects, and ration, P.O. Box 157, Minden, Nevada 89423 - (702)
conduct dynamics test programs. 782-3611, Extension 224.
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new on cuvient

NEWS BRIEFS: """a-i-e"

OPTIMUM STRUCTURAL DESIGN September 7-11, 1981 in Lyon, France. The Con-
SYMPOSIUM terence is organized by the I.A.S.T.E.D. (Internation-

al Association of Science and Technology tor uevi-
Annmmamenet & Cal For Papeqw opment) and the A.M.S.E. (Association for the Ad-

varement of Modelling and Simulation Techniques
An International Symposium on Optimum Struc- in Enterprises).
tural Design will be held October 19-22, 1981 at
the University of Arizona in Tucson under sponsor- Modelling (the schematic description of systems and
ship of the U.S. Office of Naval Research (ONR) devices) and simulation (the ue of models to investi-
and the College of Engineering. University of Ari- gate or optimize processes, without necessarily ex-
zona. In view of ONR interest and affiliation, the perimenting on the real system) are usable in all
meeting will be the eleventh in the series of Naval technical or nontechnical activities.
Structural Mechanics Symposia. This distinguished
series has, in the past, focused on such topics as The subjects treated will include general methods of
plasticity, fracture mechanics, and aircraft crash- modelling and simulation as well as their applications
worthiness. The topic of structural optimization is in the following fields: materials, mechanics and civil
being addressed for the first time in the series in the engineering, thermoanalysis, energetics, geology and
planned Symposium. resources, biology, medicine and pharmacy, educa-

tion, sociology, economy, transports, etc.
The program is intended to have broad coverage in
the general area of structural optimization, with The conference and exhibition do not only consist of
sessions on such topics as optimality criteria meth- specialized and elaborate developments but also of
ods, mathematical programming approaches, optimal initiating and synthetizing conferences. On that
control theory, special methods of optimization, account, they appeal to both specialists in modelling
practical applications and computer software, and and simulation and those who want to learn these
interactive graphics in the structural design process. techniques.

Abstracts of papers (300 words) should be submitted For further information, contact: A.M.S.E.. 16.
to the Symposium Organizing Committee by April 1, Avenue de Grande Blanche, 69160 TASSIN-LA-
1981. Authors of selected papers will be notified by DEMI-LUNE, France
May 31, 1981. Completed manuscripts, on author-
prepared mats, will be due by August 1, 1981.

For further information, contact: Dr. Erdal Atrek, INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

Dept. of Civil Engineering, Building No. 72, Univer- ON
sity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ACOUSTIC

INTENSITY MEASUREMENT

An International Congress on Recent Developments
in Acoustic Intensity Measurement will be heldCON E SMENCE September 30 - October 2, 1981 in Senlis, France.

In all conventional measurement techniques energy
The First International Conference and Exhibition on flow is inferred from pressure (as to contrast with
Applied Modelling and Simulation will be held on intensity) but the advent of new techniques now
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allows the direct measurement of energy flux. The The meeting is to be held September 28-30, 1981 in
principle of acoustic intensity measurement has been Noordwijkerhout, The Netherlands. Meeting Chair-
known since half a century but realization of practi- man is H. F6rsching.
cal instruments has taken place significantly only in
the last decade because of recent innovation in elec- SESSION I -OVERVIEWS
tronics. The application of these techniques includes September 28, 1981 9:00 - 12:00
sound power calculation, source localization, trans- Chajana: H. F6rchig .GE
mission loss determination, etc. The aim of this
congress is to stimulate the exchange of ideas among Introduction
research workers as well as to give information to H. Forsching - GE
potential users.

Development and Use of Dynamic Qualification
The topics to be covered include: Standards for Air Force Stores

A. Burkhard and U. Mauer - Air Force Wright
* Fundamental aspects: General conceptions of Aeronautical Laboratories and W. Frost - Aero-

energy transfers, measurement principle, inherent nautical Systems Division, Wright Patterson Air
errors Force Base, OH, US

0 Present state of the art of instrumentation: Trans-
ducer association, signal processing (digital and Problems in the Ground Simulation of the Dynamic I
analog), in situ measurement devices, calibration Responses Induced in Externally Carried Stores
techniques During Flight

* Application to the characterization of sound J. Homfray -Cape Engineering, UK
sources: Sound radiation from mechanical and
building structures, localization, sound absorption Progr s dans IV'boration des programmes d'essais

0 Sound power determination in industrial environ- d'environment m~canique
ments: Near field measurement techniques, envi- M. Coquelet - CEAT, Toulouse, France
ronmental influences, error analysis, comparison
with classical methods, case histories Qualification of Equipment for Gunfire Induced

* Energy propagation in structures and fluids: Vibration
Energy flux in rods, plates, ducts, pipes... specif- A. Peacock - British Aerospace, Warton, UK
ic measurement techniques

0 Outlook: Technical evolution, standards for noise
measurement SESSION H - APPLICATIONS

0 Exhibition and demonstration of various devices Septeaber 28. 1981 14:00 - 17:00
Chanamn: C.G. Lodge - UK

For further information, contact: Professor M. Recorder. R.H. Volin - US
Crocker, Ray W. Herrick Laboratories, School of

Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, West Dynamic Qualification Testing of F-16 Equipment
Lafayette, IN 47907. WAJ. Brignac - General Dynamics, US

Development of Vibration Qualification Test Spectra
for the F-15 Aircraft

SPECIALISTS MEETING G.R. Wayman - McDonnell Douglas, US
ON

DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION Equipment Vibration Qualification for Harrier and
TECHNIQUES Hawk Aircraft

D.C. Thorby - British Aerospace, Kingston, UK
The following is an outline of the final program of
the Specialists Meeting on "Dynamic Environmental Acoustic Noise Test as Part of the Dynamic Qualifica.
Qualification Techniques" featured at the 53rd Meet- tion Program in Aerospace
ing of the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel. G. Baierddrfer - IABG, Ottobrunn, Germany
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SESSION III - APPLICATIONS STOL Aircraft Structural Vibration Prediction from
September 291961 9.00.12.00 Acoustic Excitation
Chaimnm: G. heidi GE B. Dotson - Boeing Co., US
Recorder. R.H. Volin - US

Dynamic Environment Induced by a Pylon-Mounted,
Lightweight, 30 mm Gun Pod SESSION V (cost.) - DEVELOPMENT

T.D. Arthurs and J.W. Lile -Northrop Corp., US September 30, 1961 9:00. 10.30

Chaiman: H.A. Magrath. US
Vibration Qualification of External A/C Stores and Recorder. D. UndebIMl - US
Equipment

G. Haidl, M. Steininger - MBB, Ottobrunn, Ger- Gunfire Blast Pressure Predictions
many R. Munt - RAE Aero., UK

Aircraft Fuel Tank Slosh and Vibration Test Development of a Taped Random Vibration Tech-

W. Rasch - IABG, Ottobrunn, and H. Zimmer- nique for Acceptance Testing
mann - VFW, Bremen, Germany E.F. Baird - Grumman, US

Definition and Assessment of the Dynamic Loads
Induced During Flight Carriage

A.R. Mableson - Hunting Engineering, Ltd., UK SESSION V!I- ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

September 30, 1981 11:00- 12:30
Chainna: H. Foraching. GE

SESSION IV - HELICOPTER
Septlnmber 29, 1981 14:00 -16:00Septeme 29, 1961 14:00.Attendance at this meeting is by invitation only and
Chainuam: R. Wolfe - US is normally restricted to citizens of NATO nations.

The Structural and Dynamic Interface Required for US citizens who wish to attend this meeting should
Developing Helicopter Target Acquisition Systems contact:

S.T. Crews - US Army AVRADCOM, US Dr. James J. Olsen
Structures and Dynamics Division

Approach in Dynamic Qualification of Light Helicop- Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories/FIB
ter Stores and Equipments Wright Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

D. Braun and J. Stoppel - MBB, Ottobrunn, Ger-
many Citizens of other NATO nations should contact the

The Dynamic Qualification of Equipment and Ex- appropriate enrollment coordinator listed below.

temal Stores for Use with Rotary-Winged Aircraft
J. Bartovsky -Westland Helicopters, Ltd., UK Canada. .. Mr. J.C. Baril

AGARD Liaison Officer
National Defence Headquarters

SESSION V - DEVELOPMENT CRAD/DESA-3
September 29, 1981 16:00. 17:40 101 Colonel By Drive
Chaijna: H.A. Magrath. US Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2
Recorder. D. Undedl - US

Germany
Application of Modal Synthesis Techniques for the Dipl.-Ing. H. Zocher
Dynamic Qualification of Wings with Stores lAB GmbH - Abt TF

E. Breitbach - DFVLR - Institut f~ir Aeroelastik, Einsteinstrasse 20
G~ttingen, Germany D-8012 Ottobrunn
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MECHAN CAL S STEMSVDI-Berichte, 381 pp 121-1 27 (1980) 13 figsMECHNICA SYSEMS (In German)

Key Words: Rotor-bearing systems, Turbomadulinery, Vibra-

(A O T TN MeANCHINES331,2444,4 A method for the deternmlnation of the effect of foundation(Als se Nos 30.313316324,45,751on the vibration of turbomachlneny Is presntd, based on
the determination of kinetic stiffness of bearings.

614218
Matbanatied Model mnd the Dymmenic Sinstation of
an Eetomeaie Rotary Device
J.D. Emergy 81-221
Bendix Corp., Kansas City, MO, Rept. No. BDX- On Noncomeervative Gyroscopic Eigenvahse Proldsou
613-2376,65 pp (Feb 1980) in Elastilcity
N80-25667 J. Padovan and M. Adams

Univ. of Akron, Akron, OH 44325, Intl. J. Engr.
Key Words: Rotating structures, Computer program Sci., 18 (11), pp 1333-1348 (1980) 3 figs, 10 refs

A mathemnatical model of an electromechanical rotary device Key Words: Rotating structures, Eigenvalue problems
is presented. This device contains a rotor, stator, and two
springloaded armse which restrict the rotor motion. The The Influence of nonconservatemn on the dynamnics of rotat-
desired action Is the alignment of the rotor and the coes- In syto. modelied by 3-10 elasticity is considered. The
quent movemeant of the sinms. The SLENOID computer fields are treated as small dynamic excursions about a potan-
program for caiculating the magnetic torque, air gap per- ticily largep Initi stae. Particula rnphasis is given to deoer-
meance, spring torque, demping effects, and motion of the mining the various properties of the associatedl elgenvalua/
rotor and arms is described. function problem. A specialized first order form Is Intro-

dluced which enables the development of a multiply con-
nected blotthogionaity principle. Results awe specialized toI aeigenvlue/vactor problems arising from finlte-elmentdif-
fewence simulations of nonconservative systems.

81.219
Instahilty of Motion of a Disc Supported by an
Asynmnetic Shaft in Aaysumnetuic: Bearinge (Influ-
ence of External Danspbog 81.22
T. Kotera and S. Yano The DReapoun of Turbine Engine Rotor* to Inter.
Faculty of Engrg., Kobe Univ., Bull. JSME, 23 (181), ferenceRubs
pp 1194-1199 (July 1980) 11 figs, I ref A.F. Kascak

KeyWors: oto-boingsytem, Saft (mchie so- NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rept. No.
meyu) Words: viroto-beaping temse ats (mciea- NASA-TM-8 1518 (Presented at Army Sci. Conf.,

ment),FsevlrasonDmpigeffctsWest Point, NY June 17-19, 1980). 18 pp (1980)

A new merthod for determining regions of Instability of free N80-27696
vibrations of a rotor supportad by an asymmetric massless
flexible shaft in asymmetric messless bearings with external Key Words: Rotors (machine elemnents). Blade loss dynamics,
damping is presented. A general solution to equations of Turbne engines
motion Is described In exponential and sinusoid form.

A method was developed for the direct integration of a oo
dynamics systemn experiencing a blade lose induced roto.runb.
Both blade loss and rotor rub were simulated on aror
typical of a small gas turbine. A small change in the coef-

81-Ms ficlent of friction caused the rotor to change from forward to
Genera Cileulaloos of Turbomadabbsery Rotor en backward whirl end to theoretically destroy itself in a few

Fousati Viratins 0111 .This method provides an analytical capablity to
F..ndtimaVubrbonastudy the susceptiblitsy of rotors to nab Induced backward

K. Kramer whirl problems.
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Felar ot UsngUV A Rotor. Fiail Report cotc Induce variations In the trarfliasln ratio, which

S. L. Hendricks taue coupling between flexurl .nd torsional vibrations of
thefots which carry them. Since this connection Is non-

Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacks- hoomusteanlisbLarganqutnscne
burg, VA, 14 pp (Dec 1979) carriod out when Ferrer's multiplier Is Intrcduced in cldar
UVA-ER-515-79U to taiks Into acecunt the correaonding nen4ln&-Vwh'

nonworking constraint. It Is than seasy to Include the daipping
Key Words: Rotors (machine elements), Flexible rotors, due to friction at the contact between thear teeth.
Natural frequencies, Mode shape, Damping coefficients,
Mathematical models

The rotor model is designed to find vibration frequencies,
damping factors, end mode shape for a flexible rotor which 8-2
includes a top and bottom suspension system. The UVA 61426 r~me oseDetobedak iRotor does not Incorporate the effects of Imbeiance. After@- DcweF~~3U7N. u oIsgdst
tions necessary to Include an Imbalance wighr in the formu- Diae Row of Axial Fan Rotor
lotion of the UVA Rotor so that the code can be used to T. Fukano, Y. Kodama, and Y. Takamatsu
generate polar plots for experimental comparison we do- Faculty of Engrg. 36, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Japan,

scribed.Bull. JSME. 23 (182), Pp 1335-1343 (Aug 1980)
13 figs, 3 tables, 12 refs

Key Words: Fans, Fan blades. Noise generation
81.224

Discrete tones appear in the frequency band lower then the
Dim Vibration - Rotaing Olade and Stationary Vane blade posing frequency, when a rotor hes manufacturing

istawfm errrs ofstagger angle, pitch, comber orchordi length, which
F. Kushner Is at variance with the theory that the frequency of disrt
Vibrations/Acoustics, Elliott Co., Div. of Carrier nots corresponds to the blade pesting frequency end its

Cor., eanett, P 1544,J. ach De.,Trans. harmonics. The reltions between the magnitude of the
Corp, JannttePA 564, J.Mac. ~deviation of the biading poarater from a design value and

ASME, 102 (3), pp 579-684 (July 1980) 11 figs, the induced sound pressure level of discrete tone and the

tables, 10 refs resulted change of fluid dynamic characteristics of the fan

Key Words: Disks (shapes). Blades. Fatigue life, Rotating
structures

The vibration of a bladed disc assembly is investigated for
poesible fatigue failures due to disc modes. Methods that 8.2
can be used to prevent failures are outlined. Two types of 8-2
bladed discs are trated: centrifugal applications with radial Combned Effects of Periodic mnd Stodiasfic L4ads
blades and those used for axist turbines or compressors, on the Fatigue of Wind Turbine Parts. Part 6
Analysis is presented showing cases of significant minor A. Raab
relaoenes over and above disc critical speeds. Structures Dept., Aeronautical Res. Inst. of Sweden,

Stockholm, Sweden, Rept. No. FFA-AU-1499-Pt-6,
60 pp (Oct 1979)
N80-28732

81.225 Key Words: Wind turbines, Fatigue life, Periodic excitation,
On Dumped Coupled Toriond and Fleow"a Vibra Stochastic pocse
donse of Gear-Conneeted Peadel Sbaft
F. Buckons Seacted topics on simulation of turbulence and fatigue
Univ. of Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium, ASME Paper evaluation of wind turbines are presented. The imnportance

No. 8.C2/ET.6of correct application of random loads and the mathegmaia
descriptli of nonstetionary processes are discussad. The two
point cross ectra of turbulence, with regard to shear flow,

Key Words: Shaft (machine eleents ), Couplings, Gear in the boundary layer of the earth and to the Inlinartion of
couplings, Torsional vibration, Flexural vibration wind gusm. is determ ined.
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RECIPROCATING MACHINES Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10125 Torino, Italy,
Mach. Mach. Theory, 15 (5), pp 371-383 (1980)
5 figs, 2tables. 15 refs

Prmary Noim Ahatasmso. Cei*gml ?wp Key Words: Power trareislson my w ms. Nonlinea analysis
D. Florjancic, W. Schoff ler, and H. Zogg
Sulzer Weise GbmH, Bruchsal, Sulzer Technical Thedn. iso a patcr toPlesona -n asu
Review, 62 (1), pp 24-26 (1980)2 figs by two sliding and rotting emat connected by a constent

velocity Joint Is analyzed. A mahemewta midel is proposed
Key Words: Pumps, Centrifugal pumps, Nols, reduction frtesmlto ftee~i n h ya~c fteee

ton is studied on the basis of the modal.
Investigations into the reduction of the sound pressure level
on centrifugul pumps ae reported. Primary noise ubatenent
i believed to be possible without slinficantly Increasing the

prodctin adopeatlscots.METAL WORKING AND FORMING
(Also so No. 319)

81-231
81-229 "Chatter-Proor overhang Doring Bar - Stadit

W veian of Several Inikewee on the DynyAic Cuiteria and Design Prooeduse for a New Type of
Perforisne of Medinam-Sped Marilee Disel Ensgibe., Damuped Boring Bar
Part 1: Calculation Model (Unteausciang einsellner R.W. New and Y.H.J. Au
Eintfiese auf doe instationloe Betriehaerhaten Brunel Univ., Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK, J. Mech.
- -tsucnda-- de Schiffisdiieasebbtorsn, Tea 1: Des., Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp, 611-618 (July 1980)
BsschmNgavefahren) 11 figs, 5 refs

P. Boy ___

Am Stockener Bach 7A, D-3000 Hannover 21, MTZ Key Words: Machine tools, Chatter, Vibration damping
Motortech. Z., 41 (9), pp 343-348 (Sept 1980) 8 figs,
18 refs Vibration problems encountered when using overhung boring

bans to profile bore high duty alloy woftileces is reviewed.
It is shown how dynamic instability can be successfully

Key Words: Marine engines, Diesel engines, Dynamic re- represented by a self-induction term and incorporated In
sponse, Mathematical models the equations of motion for an analog of a boring bar. New

information of the mechanism of operation of a Lanchster
The Poor dynamic response of medium-speed Diesel engines dernper is reported.
with increasing turbocharging partially leads to on evident
deterioration of the maneuverability of marine propulsion
engines. Influence of different factors on the dynamic
response of tuwbocharged engines end the remedial mea-
sures for acceleration and maneuvering capablity Is Investi-
goo. 81-232

Modemn Methods for Calculation of the Static mod
Dynaric Perfonnance of Machine Tools (Modeise
VerfAhren mar Dercchnung de statiachess und dyn-

POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS ischeii Vezhaltens Von Woeugmaahiem
H. Pitt, R. NoIlau, C.Wolf, and 0. Wasner
Forschungszentrum des Werkzeugmaschinenbaus Karl-

81-23 Marx-Stadt, Maschinenbautechnik, 29 (3). pp 128-
Mategmastisal Modeling ad Nonlinear Dynms of 13 (180e O ian1 rf

a Clam of Ilomokiawe SyinaI emn

N. Bellomno and A.P. Ors! Key Words: Machine tools, Computer programs, Optimize-
Inst. of Meocanica Razionale and Inst. of Matematica, tion, Chatter
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Several comnputer programs based on finite element technique 81-235
for the calculation of the dynamic Properties Of m9chine Th. Effect of nay and Ellaoimiy om the Trd6
tools are described, a well so methods for the modeling and Function of Connecting Meckanin of a Wasp
the determination of chatter limits. Knottleg ",~ (Elafnas won Spiel snd Elaitt

oaf die Uheegssguato der Koppegelsie
einer Kettesewitilawm~hn)

M. Hertzsch
ELECTOMECANIC L SYTEMSVEB Wirkmaschinenbau Limbach-Oberfrohna, East

LECTROM eHANoCA SYSTEM Germany, Maschinenbautechnik, 29 (4), pp 182-186
(Als seeNo. 18)(1980) 8 figs, 11 refs

Key Words: Textile looms, Stiffness

81-233 Experimental Investigetions; end the results obtained by
Dynanic Testing of tb. Roadway Powered Electric means of the PS KOGEOP comiputer program show that the
Vehicle (RI'EV) Syaturn play end elasticity of linkages of the drives of a warp knitting

loom have a pronounced effect on its perfomaence. Reduc-D.D. Davis, C.W. Deese, R.I. Wallace, and C.E. Walter tion of play end en Increase in the stiffness of the linkags.
Lawrence Livermore Lab., California Univ., Liver- especially at the support points, Increases lts performence
more, CA, Rapt. No. CQNF-800523-2, 17 pp (Feb end provides a basis for further dynamic analysis of the
27, 1980) system.
UCR L-83662

Key Words: Electric vehicles, Dynamic tests, Text facilities

Practicality of the Roadway Powered Electric Vehicle (RP- S R C U A
EV) System under dynamic operating conditions Is exam- ST U T R LSYSTEMS
inad. Descriptions of the dynamic test facility, the status of
RPEV component and test system development, dynamic
test plans, end results of the static prototype tests previously
conducted are presented.

BRIDGES

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT 8-3
Fatg of Curved Steel Bndge Element.: Fatige
Teste of Curvd Box Girders

81-234J.H. Daniels and R.P. Batcheler
An81.234 el nedgtono heVbatoto Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehiigh Univ., Bethleem, PA,

An xpeun~taIInvstiaton f l. Vbraionof Rapt. No. FEL-398.4, FHWA-RD-79-134, 136 pp
Toothed Boelta 180
J.N. Fawcett and J.S. Burdess PBSr-1980)1
Univ. of Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, ASME Paper No.
80-C2/DET-94 Key Words: Bridges. Girders, Box beams, Fatigue teels, Steel

Kay Words: Belts kmowing), Natural frequencies Eight types of welded details woarsetd for placement
on three full~ecae curved stee box girders. The fatigue

Values of natural frequencies for a stationary belt calculated behavior of the welded details wa monitored whileo sub-
using simple theory are compre with experimentally mae- jecting the box girders to approximaewly twao million aon-
sured frequency response curves. The typical non-linear stent amplitude load cycles. Primary fatigue crack growth
behavior observed experimentally shows that the simple due to the longitudinel normal bhen rangeos caused by
theory is Inadequat for predicting the dynamic behavior of bending end warIng torsion woo observed. Secondary
the belt. fetiguecrackpgowth wasalsoobserved.



814237 Key Words: Buildings, Seismic response, Nuclear power
Fatigue of Cured Steel Budge Ehmsent.' Fatigue plants

-' Ta~e f Cmd PateGirdr ~Current methods end dae pertaining to seismic response
4J.H. Daniels and W.C. Herbein calculations are reviewed end summrized. This meteriel
4Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA, forms one copnn in the dvelopment of the overall

Rept. No. FEL-398.3, FHWA-RD-79.133, 154 pp computational methodology involving statei of the ert oompu-
(Apr 1980) tations Including explicit consideration of uncertainty and
PB80-1 87503 aimed at ultimately deriving estimates of the probshilty of

radioactive release due to seismic effects on nuclear power
plant facilities.

Key Words: Bridges, Plates. Girders, Fatigue teats, Steel

Research on the fatigue behavior of horizontally curved,
steel bridge elements was conducted. The investigation was
centered on the efec of welded details on curved girder
fetigue strength. Fatigue tests of five full-scale curved plate 81-240
girder asemblies are reported. On Seismic Re~stant Desig of Steel Diago"a Brac.

L. ChaiVung and T. Weiming
First Ministry of Machine Bldg., Beijing, Peoples
Republic of China, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-83

81423
Fatigue of Curved Steel Bridg Elents; Strewa Key Words: Braces, Buildings, Towers, Sesmic design
Concentration, Strews Range Graient, and Mricipal
Strew Effects on Fatigue Wie This paper suggests that two types of steel diagonal bracing

N. Zttlmoye, J FiherandJ.H.Danelsmay be Incorporated into the seismic resistant design of
N. Zttlmoyr, .W.Fishr, nd .H.Danelsvarious vesel supports and fremed towers. The interior

Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA, moment reisting frame due to the high ductility of mild
Rept. No. FEL-398.2, FHWA-RD-79-132, 94 pp steel, can be utilized to absorb vibrational energy during

(Apr 1980) severe earthquakes. A practical computational method Is
PB80-1 87495 derived end the restoring force characeristics of such diag

onal bracing are presented.

Key Words: Briges, Steel, Fatigue life

Reseach on the fatigue behavior of horizontally curved,
steel bridge elemnents is conducted. Among the various tasks
of this project is the analytical prediction of fatigue life. 81-41
Within the prediction process is the conleretion of stres Reduing B.uidin Failures Durng Earthquakes
rangep gradient across the girder flanges. Attention is directed H.
to thes effect of principal strews in a flange as compared to H.. Degenkoib
normal strewsdue to beding and warping. H.J. Degenkoib & Assoc., San Francisco, CA, Civ.

Engr., NY, pp 56-59 (Aug 1980) 2 figs

Key Words: Buildings, Seismic design

BUILDINGS Common building design and structural errors that result In
unnecessary building failures during earthquakes wre investi-
gated.

81439
Saimide Safety Maigma Reearch Prograin (Phase 1).
ftojeet IV. Sbtcura Building Reqwone Structural
Buldilog Reipom Reyjew 81-242
JJ. Healey, S.T. Wu, and M. Murga Mutual Pounding of Adjacent Structurs During
Ebasco Services, Inc., NY, 181 pp (Feb 1980) Eartliiquakee
UCRL-15185 J.P. Wolf and P.E. Skrikerud
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Electrowatt Engrg. Services Ltd., CH-8022 Zurich, The usefulness of simple linea mathematical models for
Switzerland, Nucl. Engr. Des., 57 (2), pp 253-275 representing the behavior of tell buildings during earthquake

(May 1980)31 figs, 3 tables, 17 ref-s response is investigated for a variety of structures m a
range of motions including the onset of structural damage.
The linear models which best reproduce the measured re-

Key Words: Buildings, Nuclear power plants, Selamic excite- sponse of the structures a determined from the recorded
tion, Earthquake response earthquake motions. A method is developed to identify a

single linear model appropriate for the entire response, or
The seimic response o1 a structure which, in addition to to approximate the nonlinear behavior exhibited by struc-
earthquake loading, is subjected to the impact force resulting tures with a series of models optimal for different segments
from pounding by an adjacent building, is determined. Sim- of the response.
pie models are used to examine the characteistcs of the
pounding phenomenon and parametric studies, varying the
structural parameters, ae performed both for steadystate
and transient excitations.

81245
Noise Control in Musc Teaching Faceiliti

81-243 D.L. Klepper. W.J. -Cavanaugh, and L.G. Marshall
Method for the Estimation of the Probability of Klepper Marshall & King Associates, Ltd., 96 Harlem
Damage Due to Earthquakes Ave., White Plains, NY 10603, Noise Control Engr.,
M.A.H.G. Alderson 15 (2), pp 71-79 (Sept/Oct 1980) 8 figs, 15 refs
Safety and Reliability Directorate Culcheth, UKAEA
Risley Nuclear Power Development Establishment, Key Words: Buildings, Noise reduction
Culcheth, UK, 40 pp (July 1979)Cucheth5 UGuidelines for achieving satisfactory noise control solutions

in music education facilities am outlined. Sound isolation
between critical spaces and earhendling system noise control

Key Words: Buildings, Earthquake damage, Damage predic- am described.
tion, Probability theory, Pipelines, Equipment response

Available information on seismicity within the United
Kingdom is combined with building damage data from the
United States to produce a method of estimating the prob-
ability of damage to structures due to the occurrence of
earthquakes. The analysis is bod on the use of site intensity
as the major damage producing parameter. Data for struc-
tural, pipework and equipment items ar assumed and the A Versatile Pale Element for the Analyms of Shear
overall probability of damage calculated as a function of the Wall Struetures
design level. O.A. Pekau and H.P. Huttelmaier

Dept. of Civil Engrg., Concordia Univ., 1455 de
Maisonneuve Bid., W., Montreal, P.O., Canada H3G
1M8, Computers Struc., 42 (3), pp 349-359 (Sept
1980) 12 figs, 5 tables, 11 rtefs~81-24

Frequency Domain Identification of Structural Key Words: Buildings, Wells, Panels, Box type structures,
Modde from Earthquake Records Finite element technique
G.H. McVerryErhquaker . A panel element substructure Is developed, defined In termsEarthquake Engrg. Res. Lab., California Inst. of of boundary node arrangement and intended for use in
Tech., Pasadena, CA, Rept. No. EERL-79-02, NSF/ efficient static and dynamic analysis of shear wall and box-
RA-790437, 224 pp (Oct 1979) type structures. The panel substructuring scheme is described
P880-1943o1 as a multi-4evl super finite element technique besed on a

series of static condensations. Several numerical examples
am presented to demonstrate the versatility and accuracy

Key Words: Buildings, Earthquake response, Parameter of the panel elements when used for either static or dynamic
Identification technique, Frequency domain method analysis.
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81447 FOUNDATIONS
priting Poen Automation and Noise Control (Also see Nos. 220,468)
K. Lundin
I FM Akustikbyran AB, Warfvinges v ig 26, S-1 1251
Stockholm. Sweden, Noise Control Engr., 15 (2), 81-250
pp 65-69 (Sept/Oct 1980) 9 figs Dyenic Axiaynunetric Soil Model for a Flexible

Ring Footing
Key Words: Industrial facilities, Presses, Printing. Noise O.M. EI-Shafee and P.L. Gould
reductiont Dept. of Civil Engrg., Washington Univ., St. Louis,

A graphical calculation procedure for comason of th MO 63130, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam.,
two principal methods for reducing haring damage risks 8 (5), pp 479-498 (Sept/Oct 1980) 16 figs, 15 refs
In newspaper printing plants Is outlined.

Key Words. Foolfings, Finite element technique, Seismic
excitation

A finite element model Is developed to analyze flexible

TOWERS concentric ring footings under seismic loading. The model
(Als seeNo. 51)consists of isoparemetric solid rotational elements with en
(Als seeNo. 51)energy transmitting boundary.

814248
Aaeinic Deign of Towers, Tanks and Furnaces 81.25 1
X. Zhongquan Influence of Geometry and of the Constitutive Law
Ministry of Petroleum Industry, People's Republic of the Supporting Columns on the Seismic Response
of China, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-87 of a Hyperbolic Cooling Tower

J.P. Wolf and P.E. Skrikerud
Kay Words: Towers, Tanks (containers). Seismic design Electrowatt Engrg. Services, Ltd., Zurich, Switzer-

land, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam., 8
The damage to towers, tanks, and Industrial furnaces during (5), pp, 415.437 (Sept/Oct 1980) 27 figs. 1 table,
earthquakes in China is described end cause of the damage is 1 3 refs
analyzed.

Key Words: Columns, Supports, Cooling towers, Seismic
response, Geometric effects, Constitutive equations

Supporting columns and their foundation influence a cooling
tower's seismic response decisWiv while representing the

81.249 most vulnerable part of the structure. To determ-ine the
Effect of Dynunic Folr Fee Upon the Carrying Meta optimum seismic design, the Influence of the geometry of
Construetion of Tower-Type Slewaig Bidding Cranes the columns is investigated parametrically. The constitutive
(Ofio& dyaunickfch wlas na mr oeel'ovd kern. laws of the concrete end of the reinforcement steel in the

- columns as well as slipping and lift-off of the foundations
* kupn' vlowyeboto&sych stayen icd 'esavoda) are incorporated into a non-liner analysis.

J. KoSbek
Vysokhi 1kola dopravne" a spoJov, 010 01 Zilina,
Czechoslovakia, Stroinicky 6asopis, 31 (3), pp 375-
381 (1980) 4figs, 6refs 81.252
(In Slovak) Vibrations of the Elastic Hallf-Space Due to Vertical

Surfaee Loads
Key Words: Cranes (hoiesel Construction oquipmonft, Towers U. Holzio~hner

Several methtods for the calculation of the effset of th Bundesanstalt fur Materialpr~fung, Berlin, W. Ger-
fluctuation of stress distribution on various tower crane many, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam., 8 (5),
structural elements ame presented, pp 405-414 (Sept/Oct 1980) 9 figs, 7 refs

8



Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure, Periodic response, 814255
Elastic half-apace, Elastic properties Effects of Seismic Warve Propagation Upon Bduued

The displacements of the surface of the homogeneous elastic
halt-space subjected to a vertical concentrated load acting at M.J. O'Rourke, G. Castro, and N. Centola
the surface are calculated. The solution for the concentrated Dept. of Civil Engrg., Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.,
lood con be used to calculate displacements due to distrib- Troy, NY, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynamn,
uted loads economically and with high accuracy. 8 (5). pp 455-467 (Sept/Oct 1980) 4 figs, 4 tables,

6 refs

Key Words: Underground structures, Pipelines, Seismic
waves, Wave propagation

81-253 The behavior of long straight buried pipelines subjected to
seismnic wave Propagation is investigated. Well-known re-

So&lFoundation Interaction and Differeatiial Ground lationships for determining upper bounds for the axial stain
Motions and curvature in the pipeline a wall as relationships for
G.N. Bycroft relative displacement and rotation at the pipeline joints are
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA, Intl. J. discussed.
Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynamn., 8 (5), pp 397-404
(Sept/Oct 1980) 7 figs, 8 refs

HARBORS AND DAMS
Key Words: Interaction: soiletructure, Foundations. Seismic (See No. 479)
design. Nuclear power Plants, Dems, Bridges, Pipelines

A general method is developed for determining the motion
of a large rigid mat foundation subjected to traveling surface C NTU TO Q IM N
waves and observations are made on the relative displace- CO AlsoUC eeONo 249) MEN
ments of individual foundations and their Importance in (loseN.29
bridge failure.

81.25%
Dynamic Reponse of the Bridge Girders of E.O.T.
Crame Due to Diasiniar Rail Joints

UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES V.V. Satyanarayana, D.P. Ghosh, and J.S. Rao
Mech. Engrg. M.I.T.S., Gwalior, India, Mech. Mach.
Theory, 15 (5), pp 385-395 (1980) 8 figs, 6 refs

Key Words: Cranes (hoists), Bridges, Girders, Railroad
81-254 tracks
Earthquake Damage to Underground Faciilities Cnieigtebig idra omo osatfeua
H.R. Pratt, D.E. Stephenson, G. Zandt, M. Bouchon, Cnieigtebig idra emo osatfeua
and W.A. Hustrulid rigidity, the effects of dissimilar type of joints occurring

simultaneously ae studied by considering themn as support
Terra Tek, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT, Rept. No. CONF- excitation functions acting on either side of the bridge girder.
800603-1, 48 pp (1980)
DP-MS-78-92

Key Words: Underground structures, Earthquake damage, PRESSURE VESSELS
Danage prediction (Also see Nos. 265,444,447)

In order to asse the selemic risk for an underground facility,
* a data bae was eVhod and analyzed to evaluate the 81-257

potential for selsmic disturbance. To evaluate potential
displacements duo to seismic effsets of block motions along ASeiAayca todfr usucDep f
proexisting or induced fractures, the displacemnent fields CylindficalVl a
surrounding two types of faults were investigated. L. Chaivung
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Design Inst., People's Rep. of China, ASME Paper No. POWER PLANTS
80-C2/PVP-86 (Also see Nos. 239,242, 258, 344, 345, 346, 347,365.

369,372,394.39.400. 444,488)

Key Words: Pressure vessels, Seismic response

A smi-enalytical method for stress analysis of cylindrical 81-260
vesels subjected to lateral and vertical earthquake actions Probabifill Seimnic Safety Study of am Exut%
Is presented. The basic step in the method is the choice of Nuclear Power Plant

a trial solution which, because of the presence of undeter- R.P. Kennedy, C.A. Cornell, R.D. Campbell, S.
mined parameters, actually represents a whole family of

possible approximations. Kaplan, and H.F. Perla
Structural Mechanics Associates, Inc., Newport
Beach, CA 92660, Nuct. Engr. Des., 59 (2), pp 315-
338 (Aug 1980) 7 figs, 7 tablte, 21 refs

Key Words: Nuclear power plants, Earthquake response,

81-458 Seismic response. Probability theory

Fatigue of Weldments in Nuclear Presmre Vessels
and P4ig This study was conducted as part of an overall safety study

M.K. Booker, B.L.P. Booker, H.B. Meieran, and J. of the Oyster Creek nuclear power plant. The earthquake
hazard was considered as an initiating event that could

result in radioactive release from the site as a result of core
Metals and Ceramics Div., Oak Ridge National Lab., melt. The probability of earthquake initiated releases were

TN, Rept. No. NUREG-CR-1351; NRNL/NUREG-64, compared with the probability of releases due to other

94 pp (Mar 1980) initiating events.

N80-25706

Key Words: Piping systems, Pressure vessels, Welded joints,

Nuclear reactor components, Fatigue life 81-261
Sesmuic Analyai- of the jT-60. (l). Analy.- Method

Available information on fatigue of weldments relevant to atnd l ysievaloe tA(alyisa

nuclear pressure vessels and piping was reviewed and deter- H. Takatsue M. sii

mined changes in the current design rules appear to be H. Takatsu, M. Shimizu, M. Okumura, and M. Kawa-

dictated by the available information. Information was ob- kami

tained and summarized and stored in a computerized date Japan Atomic Energy Res. Inst., Tokyo, Japan, 159

management system to facilitate correlation of facts and pp (Mar 1979)
development of conclusion. JAE R I-M-8 155

(In Japanese)

Key Words: Nuclear reactor components, Equipment re-
sponse, Seismic analysis, Seismic design

81-259 Seismic analysis of a tokamak machine was carried out in

Suinuic Tranment Analym of a Containnent Vessel order to confirm machine integrity in earthquakes in con-

witb PenlatOlns nection with any aseismic design changes. Described are an

H.J. Dahlke and E.O. Weiner analysis method newly developed for seismic analysis of JT-

Westinghouse Hanford Co., Richland, WA, ASME 60 and the results of elgenvalue analysis of the machine.

Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-81

Key Words: Containment structures, Shells, Seismic response
81-262

A linear transient analysis of a containment vessel was con- The Effect of Paranetem of Construction and Flow-

ductad o justify the load levels used for the seismic qulifica, nag Medi on the Dy i ol the Fuel Rod (V
tion testing of the hoating and ventilation valve operators. m etn on the • ot h o (Vfin

Motions considered are horizontal, rocking and vertical Input p mt o
to the base, and the solution Is carried out by direct integra- dynmniu palivov(do prutu)
ticsn. S. Konstantinidis and P. Rejf
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SVUSS, National Res. Inst. for Machine Design, 250 W.H. Cullen, R.E. Taylor, and H.E. Watson
97 Praha 9-Bechovice, Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky Naval Rus. Lab., Washington, D.C., Closed Loop,
&sopis, 31 J3), pp, 331.341 11980) 14 figs, 9 refs 10 (2), pp 3-14 (Oct 1980) 17 figs, 4 refs
(In Czech)

Key Words: Fatigue life, Creek propagation, Nuclear reactor
Key Words: Nuclear fuel elemnents, Fluid-induced excitation components, Pressure vessels

The effect of changing pararmrs, of construction and In the normal course of operation of light water nuclear
medium flowing through a fuel element on the dynamics on reactors, fluctuating water pressures, thermal strsse, me-
the fuel rod Is reported. chanical vibrations and certain transients give rim to varying

stress levels which could lead to meesureable fatigue crack
growth. As a result, determination of fatigue crack growth
rates in pressure vese end piping materialls becomes en
especially imortant component of roetr safety studies.

81.263Calculation of the In-ervice growth of some defect, end thus
A Bondary Integal Method for Deacniption of Fluid the total useful life of a PVP component, requires, a Input.

fracionwit Cesapex h -inan.~nd ~~. confidant knowledge of the fatigue crack growth reta In en
Intracionwit Coplo TiesDiaensondStre- environment which simulates the wowe ractor coolant.

R. Krieg, B. Gofler, and G. Hailinger
Institut fur Reaktorentwick lung, Fed. Rep, of Ger-
many, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-1 13

Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Nuclear reactor M8e1 n h W E-Tp26at6 yaic m
components Mdln h Wl~p eco yotis sa

a Hybrid Coanauter. Part 2
A boundary integral method hm- been developed for highly J. Rubek
transient potential flow problems with any three-dimensional Vyzkumny Ustav Energeticky, Prague, Czechosio-
geometry Including walls wetted on both sides as wall as free vai,11p
fluid surfaces. The applicability of the method Is shown by
three examples. INIS-mf-5318

(In Czech)

Key Words: Mathematical models, Nuclear power plano,
Nuclear reactor components

81-264
Ceomparison of ILaingian, EnIenioI and Arbitrary Results of modeling dynamic properties by a hybrid com-
Lagranou-wEulerilan Methods for HCDA Analysis puter of the steam generetor of a WWER type rector power

larki li-trcueItrco plant are given. A model was developed of the dynamics of
Y.W.Chag ad J.Gvidysa horizontal and a vertical stem generator. The dynamic

Argonn C ainand a., AroneILdsPae properties were studied in a wide range of output charn;
Argone Ntionl Lb., rgone, L, AME Pper the effect was also studied of ste pressure In the generato

No. 80-C2IPVP-96 evaporating zone.

Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid. Nuclear reactor
components

An evaluation of Lagrenglen, Eulerien end Lagranglan-Euleni-
an meshes Is presented. The emnphas is on the applicablity 81-267
of the method in analyzing fluid-structure interaction prob- Seinni Behavior of Reinforced Concrete Structures
lems in IICDA analysis. Nonlinear Calculastion and Experisuswta Verifction

J. Gauvain, A. Hoffmann, C. Jeandidier, and M.
Livolant
Dept. des Etudes Mecaniques et Thermiques, CEA

8 146 Centre d'Etudes NuCleaires do SaclaY, Gifsur-Yvettc,
Operation of a Hi#m Temperature Prieesurised Water France, Rept. No. CONF-7806167-2, 23 pp (1978)
Fairse Cragh Growth System CEA-CONF-4382
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Key Words: Bams, Reinforced concrete, Buildings, Nuclear 81-270
power plants, Seismic rsponse Dynamic Model Verifica Stdlies for the iheasrod
This study presents the tests of a reinforced concrete m . Reson of the Fort St. Vra HTGR Core
Static and dynamic experimental tests on a shaking table S.J. B

have been carried out and a model remonaliy accurate has Oak Ridge National Lab., TN, 16 pp (1980)
been established end chocked on the test results. CONF-800332-3

Key Words: Mathematical models, Nuclear mactors

The safety research program for high-temperature gae-cooled
reactors is directed primarily at addressing licensing questions
on the Fort St. Vrn reactor near Denver. CO. An Important

81-268 part of the program Is to make use of experimental det

Hydwaulastie Model of PWR Reactor Iutemab SAF- from the reactor to at Meat partially verify the dynamic
RAN 1 - Validation of a Vibration Calulation simulations that are used to predict the effects of postuleted

Method accident sequences. Comparisons were made of predictions
with data from four different reactor scum (trip) events

A. Epstein, R.J. Gibert, F. Jeanpierre, M. Livolant, from operating power leves betwe 30 and 60%. An optlimi-
and R. Assedo zation program wee used to rationaie the differences

Dept. des Etudes Mecaniques et Thermiques, CEA between predictions and measurements.
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, Gifsur-Yvette,
France, Rept. No. CONF-7595894, 10 pp (1978)
CEA-CONF-4372 OFF-SHORE STRUCTURES

Key Words: Nuclear reactor components, Computer pro- 81-271
grams Dynamie Repons of a Double Articulated Offdhom

The A FRAN I test loop consists of a hydroimetic similitude Loading Strcture to Nou lollinear Waves and Curreat
of a 1/8 acale modal of a 34oop PWR. Vibrations of the main R.K. Jain and C.L. Kirk
internals and pressure fluctuations in water thin sctions Vickers Offshore Ltd., Barrow-in-Furness, UK. ASME
between vessel and internals, and in inlet and outlet pipes. are Paper No. 80-Pet-56
measured.

Key Words: Offshore structures, Water waves

The dynamic response of a double articulated offshore
loading structure to noncollinear waves and a study current
Is studied for various waves end varying current directions.

81-269 The governing equations of motion are derived by the La-

Two-Dinemiosal Method of Characteietics for grange method where the wave and current forces are com-
puted by a modified form of Morrison's equation which

liidtuctu lutereio takes account of the relative motion of the water particles
K. Takeuchi and A.C. Spencer with respect to the oscillating structure.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, PA, ASME
Paper No. 80.C2/P VP-i 14

Key Words: Computer programs, Interaction: structure-fluid, VEHICLE SYSTEMS
Nuclear reactor components

During a loss of coolant, the fluid4tructure Interactions in a
PWR downcomer annulus due to the relative motion of the
core barrel and the pressure vessel are important In calcula- GROUND VEHICLES
tion of the hydraulic force exerted on the reactor structure.
In order to deal with this problem, the effect of structural
motion is incorporated in CHARM, a two-dimensional 81.272
method of characteristic code, modified with an additional

corrector calculation. This corrector method is intended to Techniqe for MeemsuE of Wheell-Ral Forces
Improve the fluid flow distribution at every time step. D.R. Ahlbeck and H.D. Harrison
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Battelle, Columbus Labs., 505 King Ave., Columbus, 81.275
OH 43201, Shock Vib. Dig., 12 (10). pp 31.41 (Oct Reapems of Vehice Avederato over Ramdem
1980) 5 figs, 3 tables, 23 refs Profie

D.B. Macvean
Key Words: Interaction: rail-wheel. Measurenent techniques Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Glasgow, Glasgow

G12 800, UK, Ing. Arch., 49 (5/6), pp 375-38
The basic phenomena of wheellrail loads wre examined (18)3fg,8rt
briefly. the historical development of forme measurement
techniques is reviewedl, and the current state-of-the-ert In
measuremant techniques Is summarized. Key Words: Ground vehicles, Interaction: vshlcle-terraln.

Road roughness

Certain aspects of the complex dependence on paratersn of
the nonetetionary random response of a simple model of a
vehicle to road roughness are investigaed numerically. Al-
though the method is applicable to en arbitrarily varying
traversal velocity, attention has been restricted to uniformly

81.273 accelerated motion.
Impact of &@e Neshiser Coetase Torque Detwess
Trs au CaQ~oy en the Ter l Stability of a
Railway-Car
J. Richard and R. Joly
Institut Universitalire de Technologie, Cachar, France,

J.Mach. Des., Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 603-610 817
(Juy 180)3 fgs,8 rfsAn Active aod Passn Staginag Coisbiler Study of

Rubber-Tiredi Autemtsatd GudWmay Trasit Vehidee
Key Words: Railroad cars, Hunting motion Y.K. Kwak and C.C. Smith

Dept. of Ordinance Engrg., Korea Military Academy,
The dynamic bhavo of a high speed free truck running on Seoul, Korea 713-55. J. Dyn. Syst, Meas. and Con-
en aliened track under optimal geometric conditions Is trol, Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 168-173 (Sept 1980)

shown.4 figs, I table, 11 refs

Key Words: Automated transportation system. ,Steering
er, Surface roughnes

A comparative study of an active and passive steering con-
troller of a rubber-tired vehicle e=cited by random guidewey,

814274 Irregularities is discussed. The thlrteen-dsgeeaof-reedom
Meauaresseata of Wheel Loadas on Cao 5 Track vehicle model, which was previously developed for passively
D.R. Ahlbeck, M.R. Johnson, H.D. Harrison, and J.M. stwaed rubbef41red AGT vehicles, is modified to fecllhtt
Tuten the coupling of the vehicle to an active steering controller.

Vehicle performance with the active stering controller, asBattelle Columbus Labs., Columbus, OH. Rapt. No. wall so the passive one, is evaluated in terms of root ma
FRAIORD-80/19, DOT-TSC-FRA-80-6, 294 pp (Feb square values of the system outputs of Interest.
1980)

* - PB80-19688

Key Words: Interaction: rail-wheel, Measrement technique

Measurements are made; on two tangent tes sectiorns and a 81-277 I
curved test section to chracterize the wvhe/rail load onvir- Developmnet od PewfNmameeif of Pamilv ReetriAt
onment on Class; 5 track. Data obtained from these measure- Sydowu
ments Is presented and a description of the wayside and W. Rosenau
vahicleiorne instrumentation, the experiment design and
operation, and the data reduction and analysis approachi Vlsaowr G ofsug .Gray nl
employed Is given. Statistical summaries of the load environ- J. Vehicle Des., 1 (4), pp 328-33 (Sept 1980) 15
menu are presented, figs, 3 rots
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Key Wordis: Saflety restraint syteme. Automobile sat belts, The Univ. of Texas, Austin, TX, ASME Paper No.
coiliuon researh (autonotive 80-Pet-69

The Volswragen Automnatic Restraint system is described. KyWod:MrnriesWarwvs
The system is eamposed of a torso belt with a dual sensitive KeWod:MrnrirsWar m

4 si seati lwkbV acoretrat. esult of acciient si oltio A discrete multi-degree-of-freedomn model is used to study
neats carridt anrge a h vrit ofe ancdeangle comllision the dynamic response of marine riser systems to loads goner-

smcried ofu~ usn mait o ie n nle olso d by noe waves and currents. A linearization scheme Islaw ers e pesened.used to deternine an approximate solution for the system
response. A variety of studies regarding the effect of system
and environmental parameters on the maximum bending
stress and the maximum bottom angle are presented.

SHIPS
(Also see No. 404)

AIRCRAFT
(Also see No. 310)

81.278
Ship Vibrations in Rasidoes Sasm1.
Y. ChenDicee ro ec NosReuto Moeln frDept. of Naval Architecture, National Taiwan Univ., DsceeFqenyNaeR uto oelgfo
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC, J. Ship Res., 24 (3), pp 156- AplctntoajeEgis
169 (Sept 1980) 14 figs, 2 tables. 44 refs S lee

School of Mech. Engrg., Purdue Univ., West Lafay-
Key Words: Ships, Water waves ette, IN 47907, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 (3), pp

957-965 (Sept 1980) 6 figs, 15 refs
A general analysis of ship dynamics in random sas is pre-

sted. The analysis covers the stoadyssae wave4nducad Key Words: Engine noise, Jet engines, Noise reduction,
response and the transientetat siam-induced (whipping) Interaction: rotorestator
response.

A model for the generation of discrete frequency noise due
to rotoreftaor interactions in a fanjert engine is eaemined to
ascertain Its relevance to noise reduction studies. Predictions
are obtained for the noise reduction between a base fan stege

81-279 and one redesigned to achieve redluced discrete frequency
Surfce ffec Heve Cntrl anoise utilizing response funtions corresponding to incom.-

SH ea"Cpta Uing L3OW pressible flow isolated airfoil transverse end longitudinal
Regulator Dedg. gust analyses as well as incompressible and compressible flat
D.H. Everett plate airfoil cascade tranwvese gust analyses.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, 107 pp
(Mar 1980
AD-A085 041/2

Kay Words: Ships, Hydrofoil craft, Heaving Reechl: Aircraft None Reduction un France
M. Pianko

A control system was designed to attenuate vertical scelera. NASA, Washington, D.C., Rapt. No. NASA-TM-
tions for the XR-3 captured air bubble type surfs"e effect 75832, 17 pp (June 1980), EngI. transl. from Voies-
ship using linear regulator techniques applied to fth SMinI. Aito iio(rac) p3-4(99

4fled nonlinear eqiuations of motion. Nviation 33ie(rne, p3-4(99

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduction

81-80In IS?7 the French sronstis Int bega earsoenahe
81481)research In the fildW of noise essa nL Illbetantla pro"0

Vibratioms of Mlarine Riser Systemss Is shown for both supersoic end mabeanic truwpms as well
P.T.D. Spanos and T.W. Chen as for holicoptsss.
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Helltoal Sudw Theoq for Hmoo Nose of nUghnvrmentcftigu efaipm steifaequte

Puopdre a the ar Feadd design criteria for sonic fatigue preverto have been
D.B. Hanson Cw, Alredfeto emtia olnaiywsiorose

4 Hailtn Sandrd iv.,Unied echoloiesdeveloped based on analytical and experimental techniques.

Windsor Locks, CT. AIAA J., 18 (10). PP 1213-1220 into the analysis methode for determining the structural
(Oct 1980) 8 figs, 14 refs response to high intensity noise.

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Propeller noise, Illcoldal mem-
branes, Noise generation

The acoustic analogy is used to derive tar-field radiation
equations for high-sed propellers in flight via a hellcolll
surface representation of the blades. The frequency domain Tramsolaic Fhsttea Analysi of a Ractangia Wifg
results clarify the role of acoustic noncompactnese; L., with Conveastioal Airfol Sectioes
noise cancellation due to finite chord and span effects. The F.E. Eastep and J.J. Olsen
analysis extends, unifies, and refines the theoris of several Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson
previous workers. AFB, OH, AIAA J'.. 18 (10), pp 1159-1164 (Oct

1980) 9 figs, 1 table, 14 refs

Key Words: Aircraft wings, Flutter
81-284

Analtica Dee an Evauatin o an ctiv (~ Flutter analysts have encountered considerab~le analyticalAnalybe Deip ad Evluaion f a Actve on. difficulties In the prediction of the flutter stability of air-
troll Systesm for Heicopter Vibration Reductilon and craft operating in the transonic Mach number regime. The
Gust RespMe Aileviation finite-difference relaxation method is usad to determine the
R.B. Taylor, P.E. Zwicke, P. Gold, and W. Miao oscillatory transonic aerodynamic forces on a uniformly
United Technologies Res. Ctr.. East Hartford, CT. stiff cantilever rectangular wing in a flowfleld with Mixed
Rept. No. NASA-CR-152377, 165 pp (July 1980) subsonic and supersonic regions together with shock waves.I The flutter woed is determined at two transonic Mach numn-
NSO-28369 bers and is compared to the flutter speed obtained using a
Key Words: Helicoper vibration. Active control. Vibration classical linear aerodynamic theory.

control, Wind-Induced excitation

An analytical study was conducted to def Ine the basic con-
figuration of an active control system for helicopter vibration
and gust response alleviation. The study culminated in a 81-287
control system design which has 'two separate systems:. nar- Sumr of Aerodynsamic Vibration Effecta em AN
row bend loop for vibration reduction and wider band loop Tre
for gust response alleviation. P. Mer t and L. Sher

Air Force Weapons Lab., Kirtland AFB, NM, In:
NASA Amos Res. Ctr. Proc. of the Acro-Optics
Symp. on Electromagnetic Wave Propagation from

81-285 Aircraft, pp 515-53 1Apr 1980)
Response of Nonlinea Staiuzl Paneb Subjecte N80-25607
to lEig Intesity Nois
C. Mai Key Words. Airborn equipment response, Aerodynamic
Dept. of Engrg. Mechanics, Missouri Univ., Rolla, excitation

MO1980).AFA-R-0318 6pp(a The effects of airborne environment on a pointing and
1980563 tracking stan using a turret external to an aircreft wre sumn-

ADA8 685marized. The date coverseaserie of flightsts andeaspan of
seven years. The two major airborne effect me ee Sobe

Key Words: Panels, Acoustic excitation, Fatigue life, Air- direct pressure loading of optical elemen ts and vibtlne of
craft the entire turret.
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81488 the Struct. and Mater. Panel, Porz-Wahn, West Ger-
UK Appeoals it Aircrft Dy=ni Response em many, Oct 1979, 37 pp (Mar 1980)
Damaged and Rapaliid Runways N80-25325
B.W. Payne, A.E. Dudman, B.R. Morris, M. Ormerod,
and C. Brain Key Words: Interaction: wheelpaament, Aicraft, Runway

British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Weybridge, UK, In: roughness
AGARD Aircraft Dyn. Response to Damaged Run-

The potential problems of aircraft dynamic reepone toways, pp 19-24 (Mar 1980) damaged and repaired runways were studied. Since landing
N8025327 gear equations ere highly nonlinear, the prediction of aircraft

dynamic response required time consuming numerical inte-

Key Words: Interaction: wheel-pavement, Aircraft, Runway grations.

roughness

The operation of military aircraft from damaged and repaired
runways was studied. Mthematical models and associated
vlkletion trails were successfully employed to predict the 81-291
dynamic response of aircraft on damaged and repaired run- A Compslellemue Anaytical Model of Rotorcraft
ways and together with engineering support trails allowed Aerodynainks and Dynumis . Part 1: Ady.is
the operational capability of the aircraft to be defined, Deeopmaent
provided proper consideration be given to the variability of W. Johnson
the environment and the aircraft.

NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA, Rept. No.

NASA-TM-1182, 442 pp (June 1980)

N80-28296

81-.89 Key Words: Computer programs, Helicopter vibrations, Wind-

Parameters Affecting Aircraft Perfao'hance on Run. induced excitation

way ina d C onio Structural, inertia, and aerodynamic models were c-mbined
A. Krauss, 0. Bartsch, and G. Kempe to form a comprehensive model of rotor aerodynamics and
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich, W. dynamics that is applicable to a wide range of problems and

Germany, In: AGARD Aircraft Dyn. Response to a wide des of vehicles. A digital computer program is used

Damaged Runways, pp 25-31 (Mar 1980) to calculate rotor perfommnce, loads, and noise: helicopter
N80-25328 vibration and gust response; flight dynamics and handling

qualities; and system eroloastic stability.

Key Words: Interaction: wheel-pavement, Aircraft, Runway

roughness

It is postulated that calculations of dynamic response to 81-292
demaged runways must account for the nonlinesrities of the A Conpreultensv Analytic Model of Rotorcraft
undercarriage. Examples taken from simulations of the Aerodyrnuink ad Dy i mic. Part 2: User's Mamd
F-104G running across AM2 runway repair mats serve to W. Johnson
identify the Influence of some of then nonlinerities and to
discuss possibilities to improve undercarriage performance. NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA, Rept. No.
The sulbsquent considerations on structural response of the NASA-TM-81183,97 pp (July 1980)
airframe deal with the validity of models and with cost N80-28297
effective ways of determining aircraft performance on run-
ways in bad condition. Key Words: Computer programs, Helicopter vibration, Wind-

induced excitation

The use of e computer program for a comprehensive analyti-
cal model of rotomraft aerodynamics and dynamics is de-

81-20 scribed. The program calculates the loads and motion of
lml Dynamic s to Damaged noway@ helicopter rotors and airframe. First the trim solution Is ab-

AGeRaft Dynaic ly-S-osa Fr Daaned R wayo tained, then the flutter, flight dynamics, and/or transient

AGARD, Neuilly-Sur-Seine, France, Rept. No. behavior can be celculated. Either a now job can be initiated

AGARD-R-685, Presented at the 49th Meeting of or further calculations can be performed for an old jab.
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81.293 81-295
A Comprehnsive Analytical Model of Rotorcraft Optieal Large Ange Manamers with Simultaneous
Aerodynamics and Dynsamic. Part 3: Program Shape Conto/ Vibration Arreu
Manual J.D. Turner and J.L. Junkins
W. Johnson Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacks-
NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA, Rept. No. burg, VA. In: NASA Goddard Space Flight Ctr.,
NASA-TM-81184, 155 pp (June 1980) Flight Mech./Estimation Theory Symp., pp 201-214
N8O-28298 (1980)

N80-28398
Key Words: Computer programs, Helicopter vibration, Wind-
induced excitation Key Words: Spacecraft. Vibration control

The computer program for e comprehensive analytical model A relaxation method is dlemonstrated which reliably solves
of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics Is described. This the nonlinear two Point boundary value problem which
analysis is designed to calculate rotor performance. loads, wins when optimal control theory Is applied to determine-
and noise; the helicopter vibration and gust response; the tin of large angle maneuvers of flexible spacecraft. The
flight dynamics end handling qualities; and the system aero- basic ideas are summarized and several Idealized maneuvers
elastic stability. The analysis is a combination of structural, are determined. The emphasis Is upon demonstrating the
inertial, and aerodynamic models that is applicable to e wide basic ideas and practical aspects of the methodology.
range of problems and a wide clan of vehicles. The analysis
is intended for use in the design, testing, and evaluation of
rotors and rotorcraft and to be a basis for further develop-
ment of rotary wing theories. 81.296

The Dynamics and Control of Large Flexile Space
Structures. 3. Part A: Shape and Orintation Control
of a Platform in Orbit Umsig Point Actuator.
P.M. Bainum, A.S.S.R. Reddy, R. Krishna, and P.K.

MISSILES AND SPACECRAFT James
(Also see Nos. 411,421) School of Engrg., Howard Univ., Washington, D.C.,

Rept. No. NASA-CR-163253, 179 pp (June 1980)
NBO-27419

Key Words: Spacecraft, Control simulation
81.294
Synmetrie Milde Dylna-ii A Review The dynamics, attitude, and shape control of a large thin

flexible square platform in orbit are studied. Attitude andC.H. Murphy shape control are assumed to rmult from actuators placed
Ballistics Res. Lab., Army Armament Res. and Dev. perpendicular to the main surface and one edge and their
Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, Rept. effect on the rigid body and elastic modes is modeled to first
No. ARBRL-TR-02228, AD-E430 440, 42 pp (Mar order. The stability of the uncontrolled system Is investigated

1980) analytically.

AD-A085 022/2

Key Words: Spacecraft, Missiles, Damping effects BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Dynamic instabilities observed for symmetric misiles and
projectiles aise from a large variety of caum. Thes include
unstable linear damping moments, and different nonlinear in-
plane and out-ofplane damping moments for nonspinning HUMAN
rentry vehicles, nonlinear Magnus moments for spinning
missiles, and internal resonance with moving payload compo-
nents. If aerodynamic trim is present, linew spin-yaw reso- 81.297
nance can occur as wall as nonlinear subharmonic motions A Mathasaticall Vibration Model of the Iast
and a number of other limit motions. This report gives a
complete survey of ths possibilities with a number of Hand.Ann-Sysum (Ein mathssatiehes, SebWgusngs.
actual cae histories. indd fir des amemseh. Hasd-Ann.Syal h)
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G. Meltzer, R. Melzig-Thiel, and M. Schatte Ace Controls, Inc., Farmington, MI, Mach. Des., 52
ZIAS Dresden, East Germany, Maschinenbautechnik, (20), pp 94-112 (Sept 11, 1980) 6 figs, 1 table
29 (2). pp 54-58 (1980) 4 figs, 15 refs

Key Words: Shock absorbers

Key Words: Human hand, Mathematical models, Vibration
A procelur for the selection of shock abeosers beaud on
effective weight Is described. It takes into consideration

Experimental results, based on mathematical description of the effect of an inertial weight created by the propelling

vibation behwior of hand-arm sysem,, ere presntd. The force on the shock absorber, requiring to absob more

input admittance of the hand-arm system at different arm work energy than calculated from work energy equation.

positions, pressure, nd contact forces was mearmed in five
peole. After the significant test paermeters were deter-
mined, seven vibration models were constructed for the
hand-nrm system with different parmeoter combinations.

81-300
Tuned Dynamsic Perfomace of Cvela Stop Ber.
sags
F.A. AbdelhafezMECHANICAL COMPONENTS Mech. Engrg. Dept.. AI-Azhar Univ., Cairo, Egypt,
Wear, 63 (1), pp 71-87 (Aug 15, 1980) 4 figs, 5
tables, 37 refs

Key Words: Bearings, Hydrostatic bearings, Vibration ebsorp-

ABSORBERS AND ISOLATORS tion (equipment), Tuned dampers, Viscous damping

In view of the increasing need for stable support the respons
of a dynamically loaded circular step bearing is Investigated
in which the resulting axial oecillations of the shaft runner

81-298 can be damped out using a viscous damped vibration absorb-

Work of MaN e Dynic Absorber (Optb rsun or. The stability analysis is intended to provide definite
*M design parameters, to establish stability criteria and toEffect of VilrbOu Accompanied Comlon) Indicate the Influencing parametrs. Conditions necessary

Y. Kurakake and Y. Hara for the design of the proposed supporting system are pre-

Sasebo Tech. College, Bull. JSME, 23 (181), pp 1206- sented.
1212 (July 1980) 6 figs, 2 refs

Key Words: Dynamic vibration absorption |equipment),
Magnetic damping 81.301

As a vibrating system attached on a non-danped magnetic Magpetic Sepeaniom for Rotating Eqsurmemt
dynamic abeorber, containing two fixed side magnets and an pllwe 1
absorber magnet, is subiected to the action of an external K. Reistad, W. Ellison, and G. Yonkovich
periodic force, the absorber mass of the magnetic dynamic
absorber collides with one or both side magnets when the Spin and Space Systems, Inc., Phoenix, AZ, Rept.
system Is excited. If the collision occurs periodically, the No. NSF/RA-800046, 119 pp (Mar 1980)
amplitude of the principal mass will be decread. In this PB80-196272
paper the steady-state vibration of the system accompanied
with collision is analyzed. Key Words: Rotors (machine elements), Rotating structures,

Magnetic suspension techniques

A study is presented. which Investigaes the feasibility and
design criteri for employi g magnetic suspension In mocha-
nisms intended for high rotational precision. The study in-

81-299 cludes a survy of magnetic suspension types and their basic
charactedstics. Attention i0 focused on control systems and

Effiede Weiht: New Rating Tool magnetic circuit deign and their Interrelationships with the

D.J. Gillies assembly structure and other components.
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81402 ejctor with ejector ohamber. another muffler wee developed
Vibsssto Ab"osar 1or. Damping of SONi Sts.l using a combination of ejector effect, partitioning of the 0et

Non vtrewm, and acoustic absorption.
H. Albrecht
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohmn G.m.b.H., Munich,
Germany, Rept. No. BMFT-FB-HA-79-03, 45 ppK (May6677 Nodding lb. Hydrsalk Coupling Sysem of AM*-.

Key Wottde: Vibration absorption (materias$, Vibration E. Kaminski and J. Pokorski
damping, Machinery noise, Noise reduction I nstytut Pojazdow, Politechnika Warszawska, Warswv,

Methods were studied to damp mechanical vibrationso Poland, Strojnicky Casopis, 31 (1), pp 107-115
machine in industrial Plants and thus achev nos rou (1980) 4 figs. I table, 4 refs
tiona. It is shown that metal bar eboorbers of various shapes (in Russian)
aon more efficient than antidrumming conpow'ds and
land of the some mawa Key Words: Suspension systems Iahicloo), Hydraulic eye-

torne. Mathematica models

An algorithm to comipute the dissipation matrixt for linear
hydraulic systems of automobile suspeneions Is formulated.

8133Examples for application of th abv althm or lvn

Prevenating Grouand Nose in Viberation Meniuuesnet

J.E. Judd
Vibra-Metrics, Inc., Hamden, CT, Test, 42 (5), pp 814306

12-5 (ct/ov 9M)7 fgsExplesbental Method of the lUentiicti of Dy-
12-15 ~~~ ~ Rui (Oc/Nv 98)7fis ** fjt of a VibronAsdative Symse with

Key ord: Mesurng nstrniots, soldonRubber Spring
Key ord: Meeurng nstrmens, IolaionP. Tirinda and R. Chmurny

Three methods ae Indicated for the Isolation of unwanted Inst. of Machine Mechanics of the Slovak Academy
signals in vibration measurement systemns caused by ground of Sciences. Dubravska casta, 809 31 Bratislava.
currants flowing In the common end shield paths between Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky CAsopis, 31 (2), pp 157-
the transducer end the signal conditioner. The methods amre 1W fg,8rf
the separate isolated mounting stud, internal isolation with 16(98)2fg,8rt
external case ground, end external permanent isolation.

Key Words. Vibretion Isolation, Sings Weleticl, Parsometer
identification technique

Problems of the experimental methods of measurement end
a. Identification of vibrolsoletlon effects of a mechanical eye-

814804 tom with a rubber spring am analyed. New possiblities In
Developsnem of -n Ezitasu Noise Suppiesor with the methodical and practical handling of some problem

Nefibl BakPesr beooing upon the identification of dynamical properties of
Negligiblethe vibrolsolation system with real viscoelsotdo womet e

P.J. VandenBrulle peetd
Betriebsbereich Ottobrunn, Messerschmitt-Boelkow-
Blohm G.mb.H., Munich, West Germany, Rept. No.
BMFT-FBI-HA-79.02, 33 pp (May 1979)
N80-26676 SPRINGS

Key Words: Noise reduction. Exhaust noise, Mufflers840

Methods of exhaust noise reduction were studied using CAN"pualoSpsip -Novel CAMPOeSMU (Kewn
mufflers of smail sie end nealgibla beck pressures. One t IiildS sutpBnm t)
mffler wus designed to permit the adding In series of an K. Schrade
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Ingenieurhochschule Zwickau, Sektion Technologie, mination of parameters using a drum-type testing machine.

Germany, Maschinenbautechnik, 29 (7), pp 306-308 Results of tests over ranges of vibration amplitude and fre-

(1980) 6 figs. 5 refs quency, road speed and tire pressure ae presented for a
(in German) typical passenger car crossply tire and a radlal-ply tire of

the same size.

Key Words: Springs (elastic), Vibration damping

A now type of compression spring is described in which the BLADES
compressible element Is an slastomer. The springs are charac- l DE S
terized by a frequency-dependent damping, temperature
dependent prestressing force and their functional dimensions.
This new type of component may be used for small as well
as for very large spring forces; e.., for absorbing mess forces 81-310
or high damping of vibrations. I.Jphg P . ei ijiti p to Blades to Span-

wie Nomniforin Randons Excitation
F.Y.M. Wan

TIRES AND WHEELS Dept. of Mathematics and Inst. of Applied Mathe-
matics and Statistics, Univ. of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., V6T 1W5, Canada, J. Engr. Math.,

81.308 14 (4), pp 241-261 (Oct 1980) 6 figs, 2 tables, 10 refs
Tie Stiffness ad Omping Determined from Static
and Free-Vibration Tests Key Words: Blades, Rotary wings, Random excitation

R.K. Sleeper and R.C. Dreher
Second-order rigid flapping response statistics of lifting rotor

NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Langley Station, VA, Rept. blades are obtained by a spatial correlation method for a
No. NASA-TP-1671,45 pp (July 1980) general linear PDE with random forcing. These statistics

N80-27302 enable us to analyze the effect of a finite correlation length
of a spenwise nonuniform random excitation on the flapping

Key Words: Tires, Stiffness coefficients, Damping coeffi- blade response.
cients, Vibration tests

Stiffness and damping of a nonrolling tire were determined
experimentally from both static forclsplacement relations
and the free-vibration behavior of a cable-suspended platen 81.311
pressed against the tire periphery. Lateral and force-end-eft A Numericd Teehnue for Caiculdton of the Noise
spring constants and damping factors of an aircraft tire for A Numepca Teiusiqe for Calai of teoe
different tire pressure end vertical loads were measured of Rigb-Speed Popllers with Advaned Blade Geoa-
assuming a rate-independent dmping form. A technique was etry
applied for estimating the magnitude of the tire mas which P.A. Nystrom and F. Farassat
particlpates In the vibratory motion of the dynamic tests. NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Langley Station, VA, Rept.

No. NASA-TP-1 662; L-1 3535, 33 pp (July 1980)
N80-27161

81309 Key Words- Blades, Propeller blades, Noise generation,

A Modd for the Radical Dynanic Behaviour of Numerical methods, Computer programs

Pneumatic Tyre A numerical technique and computer program were devel-

R.J. Hooker oped for the prediction of the noise of propellers with ad.

Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Queensland, St. vanced geometry. The blade upper end lower sur are
Lucia, Queensland, Australia, Intl. J. Vehicle Des., desrbed by a curviliner coordinate system, which was

also used to divide the blade surfaces into panels. Two dif-1(4), pp 361-372 (Sept 1980) 10 figs, 7 r feremnt acoustic formulations in the time domalin were used

to improve the speed and efficiency of the noise calculations.
Key Words: Tires, Pneumatic tires, Dynamic tests Algorithms used in some parts of the computer program are

discussed. Comparisons with measured acoustic data for two
A simple physical model is developed to represent the radial model high spud propollers with advanced geometry we also

dynamic properties of a pneumatic tire, based on the deter- presented.
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81-312 Key Words: Blades, Sound power levels, Noise reduction,
Nonlisew Arnielastic Equations of Notion of Twist. Deig techniques

ed, omaifon, lexble oriontl-Ais ind A method for the calculation of sound power of an axial
Turinme Blades blade grating in flow machinery is presented. The results are
K.R.V. Kaza used for the acoustical design of such machinery.
Toledo Univ., OH, Rept. No. NASA-CR-i 59502, 70
pp (July 1980)
N80-26774

BEAR INGS
Key Words: Blades. Turbine blades, Wind turbines, Equations (Also see No. 300)
of motion

The second-degree nonlinear equations of motion for a flex- 81-315
ible, twisted, nonuniform, horizontal axis wind turbine blade orBeigDyacsThnlyDep Gde
were developed. A mathematical ordering scheme which was RtrBaigDnmc ehooyDinGie
consistent with the assumption of a slender beam was used to Par V. DynssfC Analyms of Incomipreasilel Fluid
discard some higher-order elastic end inertial terms in the Fihn Bearings
secondalegre nonlinear equations. P.E. Allaire, J.C. Nicholas, E.J. Gunter, and C.H.T.

Pan
Shaker Res. Corp., Ballston Lake, NY, Rept. No.
SRC-78-TR-35, AFAPL-TR-78-6-PT-5, 95 pp (Mar
1980)

81-313 AD-A085 106/3
Vibration Analysis of Turbosnaelinery Blades Using
Dedicated Diacretization and Twisted Beam Theory Key Words: Bearings, Rotor-bearing sytems. Design tech-
B. Downs niques, Fluid-film bearings, Tilting pad bearings

Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Loughborough Univ. of Tech., The equilibrium position, bearing coefficients, friction
Loughborough, Leicestershire, UK, J. Mech. Des., torque, and oil flow for plain journal, multilobe, and tilting
Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 574-578 (July 1980) 2 figs, pad journal bearings are presented. For multilobe bearings,
2 tables, 17 refs- various combinations of preload. number of pads, and load

direction are evaluated. Tilting pad bearings awe analyzed for
Key ord: BamsBlaesTurbmscineV bldes Stff- various combinations of length to diameter ratio, preload,

ness coefficients, Mass coefficientsnubropasadladieco.

A method of discretizing the stiffness and mass properties
of beamn segments of turbine or compressor blades is pro-
sented. The theory encompasses both the modification of 81-316
beam bending and torsional stiffnesses due to pretwist and The Detemaination of Spring and Damping Coeffi
the coupling of bending end torsional deformation with censoFrconBansbyM nsfPautr
axial deformation occasioned by pretwist. istofFcinBerg b MnsofPantr

Identification (Ernnittg der Feder- und Omnp-
funigiionsamtea von Gleitlagens dureb parametuiache

R. Nordmann and K. Scholihorn

81-314 VDI-Berichte, 381, pp 139-146 (1980) 11 figs, 6 refs
:1Acoustic Design of Machines - A Prinlary Noise (in German)

Abatant Technique (Akuslisehe Audegung von Key Words: Parameter Identification technique, Bearngs,
Malichinent - eisa Weg sur prinilm Lannhekampfiuug) Friction bearings, Spring constants, Damping coefficienti
P. KBltzsch
Bergakademie Freiberg, Zentralinstitut fur Arbeits- A simple method for the determination of spring and damnp-
schutz, Dresden, E. Germany, Maschinenbautechnik, Ing coefficients of friction bearings Is preseted. The method
29 (7), pp 292-294 (1980) 5 f igs, 3 refs consists of measuring the flexibility transfer function in ft

(In Grman)usual way, obtaining from It complex stlffnesses by Inversion
(In Grman)from which the desired coefficients can be easily calculated.
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8131? mince of the spindle system. An equation for predicting

Ted Stand Detesination of Link Beamig Life (Er. the s ness of deep-groove ball bearings is derived and

mitn g der Lebemdiader voa Gelenkliagem auf dem expresed in terms of the available bearing dimensions.

G. Bock, M. Kretschy, and H. Beckert

VEB Gelenkwellenwerk Stadfilm, East Germany,
Maschinenbautechnik, 29 2), pp 83-85 11980) 6
figs, 3 refs 81-320
(In German) huprovi s g Wear esitance of Spherical Bearinp

P.T. Sampat
Key Words: Bearings, Fatigue life Heim, Div. of Incom International Inc., Fairfield, CT,

Mach. Des., 52.. (23), pp 162-167 (Oct 9, 1980) 4
The failure of link bearings caused by wear is investigated figs, 2 tables

statistically. An equation containing torque, velocity end

deflection angle parameters is derived, which enables to
calculate fatigue life with a 50% survival probability during Key Words: Bearings, Spherical bearings, Wear
a quasiststionary operation. The effects of operating parem-
etars on fatigue life are discussed. Some spherical bearings hae exhibited only moderate

service life when subjected to severe dynamic loads, high
surface speeds, or extreme temperatures. It is shown that
better combinations of lubricants and materials haw recently
provided improved operating characteristics.

81-318
Dynamic Characteristics of a Hydrostatic Journal

Y.S. Ho and N.N.S. Chen BELTS

Dept. of Mech. and Marine Engrg.. Hong Kong Poly-
technic, Hong Kong, Wear, 63 (1), pp 13-24 (Aug 15,
1980) 18 figs, 6 refs 81321

Key Words: Bearings, Hydrostatic bearings, Journal bearings, A Study on Strenh of Toothed Bet (5th Repot,

Dynamic response Effect of Pitch Difference on Fatige Strength of
Toothed Belt)

The results of experimental investigations into the perfor- T. Koyama, M. Kagotani, T. Shibata, S. Sato, and T.
mance of a six-pocket hydrostatic journal bearing subjected Hoshiro
to a range of dynamic loads are presented. The bearing per- Osaka Inst. of Tech., Osaka, Japan, Bull. JSME, 23
formance was studied in terms of the load-carrying capacity (
and oil-film stiffness. (1181), pp 1240-1244 (July 1980) 11 figs, 4 refs

Key Words: Belts (moving), Fatigue life

The relationship between the pitch difference and fatigue
strength for L-belt section of polychloroprene rubber end

81419 polyurethane toothed belts is researched.

Stiffneu of Deep-Groove Ba Bearimp
H.R. EI-Sayed
Production Engrg. Dept., Faculty of Engrg., Alex-
andria Univ., Alexandria, Egypt, Wear, 63 (1), pp 89- GEARS
94 (Aug 15, 1980) 6 figs, 9 refs

Key Words: Bearings, Bell bearings, Machine tools, Stiffness
cefficients 81.42

Sell boring stiffness Is an Important paraeter In the dl Modal Auyk oan Stanuda Gear Unite
of mnacine tool spindles because of Its effset on the perfor- J. Van Haren, L. De Wachter, and P. Vanhonacker
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Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, ASME 81.325
Paper No. 80-C2/DET-79 Bewding Fatigue Tests of High Speed Spur Ge.

1. Vuruzume and H. Mizutani
Key Words:- Modal analysis, Gears Mech. Enlgrg. Lab., Ibaraki, Japan, ASME Paper No.

80.C2/DE T-87
Analysis techniques of mechanical structures, aimed at
characterizing their dynamic behavior awe presented. At KeWod:GasSurps.FtueetFeurlvb-
present, modal analysis is commonly used to generate an KyWrs eSu osFtgetss lxrlvba

animated representation of the different mode shapes. In tion
this way, a number of vibration, as well as acoustic prob- Hihspeed banding fatigue tasts of gears by shifting the
esms, can be solved. toot profile of paors by 0235 and 0,3 respectively were

carried out. At the sans timne to clarity the performaince of
pars during the operation of them under load, obtained

reuts were compared with those obtained by using geairs
of the standard tooth profile.

81-323
Thi- Analytical and Experismental Etrallation of
Re)nsat Resonse in Higb.Speed, Lightweigt,

BoigVrtlC. Philaelphija, PA, ASME Paper Dones~onal Stabiliy and Fatigue R.dstance of
No. 80.C2/DET-22 Aceta Homopolyser Gemr Forced in the Sollid

State
Key Words: Gears, Natural frequencies, Mode shas M. Brezina, M. Bertrand, and P. Wieser

The causes and effects of par resonance, experimental an Univ. of Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, ASME Paper
analytical methods for identifying resonant frequencies and No. SO.C2/DET.106
mode shapes, and methods for use in the design and herdware
stages to avoid the coincidence of exciting and natural fre- Key Words: Ge4ars, Fatigue life

quenies re dscried.The influence of process parameters on the geometry, on the
dimensional stability and on the mechanica properties of
acetal homnopolymer power spur gears forged In the solid
stat from extruded preheated billets is discussed.

81-324
Vibration Problem with Large Reduction Gears int

Marinse Engines (Schwingungiroblesne bei Grows
getriehen in Schlsiness) 81-327
W. Pinnekamp
Zugspitzstrasse 2, D-8901, Kissing, Germany, MTZ Bending Fatigue Strength of Spur Gear, in Vactum
Motortech. Z., 41 (9), pp 355-361 (Sept 1980) 7 figs S. Oda and K. Tsubokura
(In German) Faculty of Engrg., Tottori Univ., Tottori, Japan, Bull.

JSME. 23 (181). pp 1228-1234 (July 1980) 12 figs,
Key Words: Torsional vibration. Gear drives, Marine engines, 3 table-,8 refs

Diesl eninesKey Words: Gears, Spur pars, Fatigue life, Fatigue tests
Torsional vibretions are known to create problems in drive
unite, particularly when equipped with reduction gears. It is A study on the bending fatigue characteristics of normalized
true that these vibrations are not caused by the gear, but S45C spur pears in maum under twoetep loading condi-
their reaction on the gear may result in trouble. From the tions as well as uniform cyclic loading is presented. For this
point of view Of a manufacturer of lag reduction gear, experiment a 9er bending fetigue tating machine of hy.
same special problems are discussed In this paper which have draulic type was used with a vacuum chamber of stainless
occurred and frequently had to be solved in practice. steel.
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81-28 81-331
Study on Pitch Cirwe Impulse Noise of Gear by Toothed Gear Drive Noise Reduction by Means of
Simulated Gear Tooth Contact Elasticaly Supported Houmuip (Vernierung des
K. Ishida and T. Matsuda Geriuches von Zabradget e durch Anweadung
Univ. of Shizuoka, Japan, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/ elastiach abpeetiser Gebause)
DET-69 M. Wiltzsch

Zentralinstitut fur Arbeitsschutz Dresden, Maschinen-
Key Words: Gears, Noise generation, Surface roughness bautechnik, 29 (1), pp 17-22 (1980) 11 figs, 15 refs

(In German)
Pitch circle Impulse noise which is representative of friction
noise of the gear is simulated by the contact generated be- Key Words: Gear drives, Noise reduction, Gear noise, Hous-
tween two disks. The equivalent pitch circle impulse noise
and vibration are analyzed by phase-plane analysis, and this ing
analysis is confirmed by experiments on noise and vibration. The possibility of reducing the sound emission of toothed

gear drives by interruption of the solid sound bow Is pre-
sented. Tests have been made on four gemrs where the box
was divided into a supporting and a very thinwelled housing.

81-329
Effect of Tooth Surface Roughnes on Gear Noiae COUPLINGS
and Gear Noise Trananiting Path (Also see No. 225)
K. Ishida and T. Matsuda
Fukui Inst. of Tech., Japan, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/
DET-70 81-332

Combatting Vibration with Mechani"a Coupling
Key Words: Gears, Noise generation, Surface roughness H. Schwerdlin and R. Eshleman

R & D Engr., Lovejoy, Inc., Downers Grove, IL,Gear noise due to tooth surface roughness is simulated by Mach. Des.. 52 (20), pp 66-70 (Sept 25, 1980) 11
the disk machine in which rolling and sliding contact are
generated between two disks. Surface roughness of the disk figs
and experimental results of noise and vibration are expressed
by frequency spectra. Noise transmitting path is deduced Key Words: Couplings, Vibration control
by the construction of the disk system, end frequency
transfer function from surface roughness to noise is obtained A vibration orientated approach in the selection of mechani-
on the basis of the above path and spectra. cal drive couplings, which may govern natural frequencies

of the entire system, is described. It includes one or more
considerations involving industry standards, mathematical
modeling, or experimentation.

81-330
On the Study of the Sound of Gear and Gear Box 81.333
Uing Acoustical Holography The Radial Behavior f Gear Couplings
K. I mezawa and H. Houjoh Rhei ee
Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Japan, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/ R. FleissDET-,4 Development and Production-Organization, Neu-

kirche, W. Germany, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/DET-64

Key Words: Gears, Gear boxes, Gear noise, Noise source
Identification, Acoustic holography Key Words: Gear couplings, Couplings, Flexible couplings,

Torsional response, Flexurl response
A new system using coustical holography that can show the

location of the sound sources radiated by a machine is The mechanical behavior of a flexible gear coupling is ana-
developed. The paper surveys the qualitative elucidation of lyzed. The kinematic and load distribution theory for a gear
the fundamental behavior of gear sound and then considers, coupling, the effect of tooth pitch error on the couplingsfor noise reduction, the mechanisms of propagation of the radial displacement, torsional displacernent and bending
sound radiated from Inside to outside of gear box. moment reactions are discussed.
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81-384 NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rept. No.
Eaey Alipment Mea nts for Gear-Type Cots- NASA-TM-792K4 E-458, 40 pp (May 1980)
Four. N80-27695
M.G. Murray, Jr.
Exxon Chemical Co., U.S.A., Baytown, TX. Hydra- Key Words: Seals (stoppers), Dynamic structural analysis
carbon Processing,_59 (9), pp 245-246 (Sept 1980) Tednmcbhvo fannotcigcndfc eli

I figanalyzed taking into amcount various design peramees aund
Key ord: Cuplngs Ger cupligsAlinmet, easre- operating conditions. The printery seal ring motion is ex-
Key ord: Copligs, earcouping. Algnmnt. easre. pesd by a aet of nonlinear equartions for three degrees of

ment tehiusfreedom. The effect of various parameters on sad sability
is discussed and en empirical expression for critical stability

Traditional alignment measurement methods require cou- Is offered.
pling disasssmbly to expose the hubs, or attachment of a
jig post to the shaft. Neither procedure is necessary. Guide-
fines are given for eay and accurate measurements.

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
LINKAGES

81.335 BARS AND RODS
Survey: 2-Dimensionall Motion and Impact at Revo. (loseN.35
lute j oints
R.S. Haines

rDept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Newcastle upon 81-337Tyne, NEI 7RU, UK, Mech. Mach. Theory, 15 (5),
pp 361.370 (1980) 1 table, 62 refs -Osst-ofJ'Iane Vibration of Arc Biar of Variabile Cros,

Section
Key Words: Unkagas.Joints Qunctlons) T. lrie, G. Yamada. and 1. Takahashi

Faculty of Engrg., Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo. Bull.
The survey is confined to plain unlubricated revolute joints JSME. 23 (181), pp 1200.1205 (July 1980) 8 figs,
in which the relative motion is sensibly 2-dimenslonal, a 8 refs
topic shown to give rise to certain distinctive problems.
Emphasis is pieced on motion in continuous contact, but
relative motion across thes clearance, Impact and rebound, Key Words: Bars, Curved beamrs, Variable croasection.
and restoration of continuous contact are also covered. Transfer matrix method, Natural frequencies, Mode shame

The free out-of-plane vibration of an arm bar of variable cross-
section Is analyzed by use of the transifer matrx approach.
This method is applied to bars of linearly, parabolically and
exponentially varying rectangular crosectiona, and theVALVES effects; of the varying croeseection end slenderness ratio are

(See No. 369) studied.

SEALS

814338
Identillication of the Dynamice Viscoeutic Propertie

814386 undler Lomitudb haIpact (3-Farneter Standard
Dynamnic Analde of Noncontaicting Face Seade Solid Model)
1. Etsion H. Matsumoto, 1. Nakahara, and H. Sekino
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Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Tokyo, Japan, Bull. JSME, sionel equations of linear elasticity for transverase Isotropy
23 (181), pp 1086-1091 (July 1980) 10 figs, 8 refs that a dimensioniless parameter characterizes the dynamic

behavior.

Kay Wordis: bra, Vlscosatlc properties, Axial excitation

The mechanical properties of PUMA were assumed to be
reproduced frorn a threaer solid tyeOf mathe-
matical modal consisting of a spring in parale with a Max- 81.341
wall element. The kotdia strain vaitin wo meM Defonnatiom Einergy Analy of a Fhxuraly
sared at two different locations In' a bar of PMMA. The Vibrating Saitdlwichb Rem (Rosar~ defomacmu
dynamical three pearmeters at different staes of Iteretion emtenie ohybovo ks~m ceo amdvieho seow~a)

0. Simkove and S. Markus'
Inst. of Machine Mechanics, Slovak Aademy of
Sciences, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky Caso-
pis, 31 (1), pp 65-74 (1980) 5 figs, 1 table, 2 refs

81M9 (In Slovak)

Compb~d Free. Torsioma andi Axial Vibaio, of Pro.- Key Words: Seems, Sandwich structures, Flexural vibration
Twsd Bana
G. Curti and A. Risitano The share of separate components of the deformation energy
Istituto di Costruzione di Macchine, Politecnico di of a threealayered sandwich beamn under flexural vibrations

Torino, Meccanica, 14 (3), pp 157-162 (Sept 1979) is treaed. The results for a lay~ered end homogeneous beamn

7 figs, 1 table, 23 refs

Key Words: ber, Initial deformation effects, Torional
vibration, Axial vibration

81442
The calculation of natural frequencies in a pro-twisted soi Experineeatsaon Chaotic Motion. of a Forced Now.
with constant cresssection is presented. The axial and itaOwleoSrlg Araoe
torsional displacements of crosseactona wre taken into liarOct Sanetrctr
acount, a weil as the relative kneti am"ce and couples. F.C. Moon

The differential equations of the vibration are Integrated Dept. of Theoretical and Appi. Mechanics, Cornell
4and their general solutionIs given. Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853, J. AppI. Mech., Trans.

ASME, 47 (3), pp 638-644 (Sept 1980) 11 figs, 17
refs

BEAMS Key Words: Bams, Forced vibration
(Alsoswe Nos. 267,313,373,377,378,450)

The forced vibrations of a buckled beam show nonperlodic,
chaotic behavior for forced deterministic excitations. Using
magnetic forces to buckle the beam,. two andl three sable

814?-o equilibrium positions for the poebuckling saeof the beam
Flisstrll ibm~onsof troglyAnistroie en" are found. The deflection of the beamn under nonlinear meg-
FISIra! ibrbonaof trom~y nsasropt Besas netic forces behaes statcallyV a a butterfly catastrophe

M. Sayir and dynamkical as a strng aractor. The foce non-
Institut fur Mechanik, ETH--Zentrum, CH.8092, periodic vibrations about Ownes multiple equflibrium positions
Zurich, Switzerland, Ing. Arch., 49 (5/6), pp 309-323 are studied experimentally using Poincrs plts In the phase

Kay Words: Beem, Flexural vibration, Fiber composites

If In' a tranwargaly vibrating beam of fiber-reinforced mate- 81.40
rl the fibers are much stiffer than the matrix material, the DnlteApcso h e nRmreBne
Influence of sheer might be dominant even for wooe lengts Dmm~P fteEmri enl
which are large ascompared with the thickness of the beam. Nodeing
It Is shown here by asymptotic solutions of the thredhimn R.E. Miller
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Dept. of Theoretical and Appl. Mechanics, Univ. of CYLINDERSIllinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL, Intl. J. Numer.
Methods Engr.. 15 (10), pp 1447-1455 (Oct 1980)

Key Words: Error analysis, Finite element technique, Fre A Comparison. of Expainstfissd and Tboeslid
* wibration, Sees. Stiffened plaow Vilwatiou Remit for Narrow Gap. Fhid.Cupled,

The usual linear shape function for approximating axial die- Coaxial Flezihi Cyliadese
pacements in beem finite elements used ae eccentric stif- S.J. Brown, Jr. and B.W. Lieb
eners or as portions of composite crosseections. I*@*5 to i6n O'Donnell & Associates, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, ASME
error in the static deflection. A modified element reduces PprN.8-2PP10
this error. The behavior of these two elements under frepe o 8-2PV-0

Key Words: Cylinders, Tubes, Fluid-induced excitation,
Dynamic response. Finite element techniques. Nuclear
reector components

A comparison of theoretical and experimental remilts Is
preented for fluideoupled coaxial cylinder dynamic re-

81-344 onse. The theoretical remilts inovolve 3-D lineer finite ele-
ment displaesment methods employing plats structure end

Vihratiosa of Square and Hexagonall Cylinders in a eih-nd brick fluid elemnts. The objective Is to damon-
Liquid steethe range of fluid element spplicsbility for typical
T. Shimogo and Y. Shinohara PWR system s enid, through comparison, quantify the relative
Ki~eo Univ., Japan, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-97 significance of nonlinear effects

Key Words: Multibeam systems, Nuclear reector components.

Submerged structures, Seismic responsa

A matheaticai model is proposed to describe the dynamicCO U NI ~ ~bhavior of square and hexagonal cylinder bundles immersedCOU N
In a liquid, The hydrodynamic forces essociated with cylinder
motions we examined, and equations of motion of the
sring-mounted cylinders Including liquid coupling ame de-
rived. mhe results of this study Owve application In the model-
Ing of vibration of a nuclear fuel assembly under the excite- 81447
tion of earthquakes. Dynatnic, bndastic Buckfin Andaly.. of Mask I

Tens Support Cobus"
B.J. Benda
Lawrence Livermore Lab., California Univ., Liver-
more, CA, Rept. No. NUREG-CR-1038; UCRL-
52723,62 pp (Sept 1979)

81445 N80-257 14
Acoustic Loading Effects on Oscilllating Rod Blundles
W.H. Lin Key Words. Columns, Nuclear reactor components, Dynamic
Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL, ASME Paper buckling
No. 80-C2/PVP-1 24 Columns that support the Mark I BWR containment tori we

subjected to short-duration dynamic loads during some
Key Words: Rods, Muitibeamn system s, Acoustic excitation accident conditions. To accurately predict the actal m.-

sponse under thee conditions, two different analysis math-
An analytical study of the Interaction batween en Infinite ods were used. An effort to solve this dynamic, Inelastic
acoustic medium and a cluster of circular rods is made. The buckling problem wms made; however, neither mnetho ode-
acoustic field due to oscillating rods end the acoustic loading quately, solved the problem, me results presented Indicate
on the reds eae first solved In a closed form, The acoustic that design modifications will be required eiher to reduc
loading Is than used a a forcing function for rod resposs magnitude of the dynamic load or to Increase the strengthl
and the acousto-elastic couplings we solved simultaneoualy. of the torus support columns.
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FRAMES AND ARCHES Mech. Engrg. Dept., Indian Inst. of Tech., Hauz
Khas, New Delhi - 110 029, India, Strojnicky asopis,

4 =oD o31 (1), pp 45-63 (1980) 14 figs, 4 tables, 36 refs
81-348

The Eftt Of DISIMPiqOR o 1,10 Sm.ThOU6 Key Words: Platn, Stiffened plates, Natural frequencies.
E.R. Johnson Mode shapes
Dept. of Engrg. Science and Mechanics, Virginia
Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA The method previously given by the authors for Integral rib

stiffened skew plate has been applied to a similar but frl-
24061,.J. Appl. Mch., Trans. ASME,47 (3), pp 601- cated construction in which ribs have been fixed to the plae
606 (Sept 1980) 3 figs, 11 refs by adhesive, for predicting their natural frequencies end

mode shapm. Three different experimental modls were
Key Words: Arches, Snap-through problems, Damping tested.
effects

Dynamic oaapthrough criteria are compared for an impul-
sively loaded shallow circular arch modeled as a Kelvln-Voigt
material. The Budinasky-Roth criterion is used in conjunc-
tion with direct numerical integration of an approximate set 81-351
of motion equations to obtain critical magnitudes of the Bending Vibration of Siuply Supported Rectagullar
load as a function of small viscous damping and the spatial Plates with lnterual Rigid Support
distribution of the load. R. Solecki

The Univ. of Connecticut, Storres, CT 06268, Intl. J.
Engr. Sci., 18 (11), pp 1309-1318 (1980) 2 figs, 3

PLATES tables, 14 refs

(Also see Nos. 224,237.450)
Key Words: Flexural vibration, Rdctengular plates, Plates

81849 A previously derived invariant expression for the amplitude
of the displacement of homogeneous, isotropic, harmonically

AcOustic Scattes ad Tranmlnigion of Wide.B ad vibrating plates with internal rigid supports or cracks is
Plne Waves by maid Loaded la supplemented here by terms represnting possible point dis-
P. Stepanishen and J. Guigli continuities at the tips of the support or of the crack. This
Ocean Engrg. Dept., Univ. of Rhode Island, Kingston, expression being given In tensor notation can be easily

edopted to curvliner platn with regular boundaries andRI 02881, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 (3), pp 980-988 arbitrery discontinulties and, In particular, to rectangulor
(Sept 1980) 8 figs, 2 tables, 18 refs plats with curvilinear discontinuities. Vibration of a rectan-

gular simply supported plate with arbitrarily located recti-
Key Words: Plant, Acoustic scattering, Sound transmission, linear rigid support is discussd as an example.
Fluid-Induced excitation

Acoustic scattering and transmission of wide-band plane
weves by fluid loaded plain is addressed using Timoshenko.
Mindlin plat theory. The solution for the cme of an Impul.
sly excitation is first developed via the use of a double 81-52
Fourier transform method. This soluion is then used to Dynsnue Stabity of Aurisar Plaes uder Pulsating
develop the solutione for the mattered and transmitted Torsion
fielde corresponding to an arbitrary pulsed excitation via J. Tani and T. Nakamura
convolution Integra relationshipe. The characteristics of the
ImpulsiveInst. of High Speed Mechanics, Tohoku Univ., Senda,
@ngfe. Japan, J. Appl. Mech., Trans. ASME, 47 (3), pp 595-

600 (Sept 1980) 7 figs, 1 table, 13 refs

Key Words: Annular plats, Pl , Galerkin method, Periodic

81-50 excitation, Torsional excitation

Vibratio of Be Stiffelnd Skew nats The dynamic stability of annular plate under periodic
N.C. Bhandari, K.K. Pujara, and B.L. Juneja torsion Is analyzed by meens of the GQlerkin method In
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conjunction with Haus procedure. The instability regions Tokyo Inst. of Tech., Tokyo, Japan, Bull. JSME,
associard with both principal and combination parametric 23 (181), pp 1081-1085 (July 1980) 8 figs, 2 refs
resonances are clarified for relatively low frequency ranges.

Key Words: Plates, Impact response (mechanical)

The problem of a thick plate subJected to impact torsion by
a rigid circuler cylinder Is enlyzod based on the dynamic
theory of elasticity. The dynamic stras intensity factor at

81.353 the periphery of the contact region of the plate and the
Ilnlne Vibration of Annduar Didu; Uing Finite cylinder Is Investigated for the cases of a given rotational

Elenaml angle and torque.

V. Srinivasan and V. Ramamurti
Indian Inst. of Tech., Madras, India, J. Mech. Des.,
Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 585-688 (July 1980)
1 fig, 2 tables, 8 refs 81.356

Key Words: Plates, Annular plates, Finite element technique, Added Masand Hydrodynmdc Dasuping of Ped.

Free vibration rated Plates Vibrating in Water
D.F. DeSanto

The exisymmetric and asymmetric in-plane, free vibration Westinghouse Res. and Dev. Ctr., Pittsburgh, PA,
of annular disks using the finite element method is dis. ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-121
cussed. The in-plane behavior is analyzed by annular ring
segments using a Fourier series approach to model the
problem asymmetries. Key Words: Plates. Hole-containing media, Hydrodynamic

damping

Experiments are described in which the fluid dynamic forces
acting on perforated plates vibrating in water were measured.
The test results ae expressed in terms of added mass and
hydrodynamic damping. Dimensionless formulas ae pro-

81-354 sented which give accurate values for the added mas of the
Dynamic Reqponse of a Plate wth Arbitrary Shape plates tested and which yield satifctodly conservative
K. Nagaya lower bounds for the hydrodynamic damping force In both

Nagayathe linear end nonlinear damping rngel.
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Faculty of Engrg., Yamagata

Univ., Yonezawa, Japan, J. *Appl. Mech., Trans.
ASME, 47 (3), pp 620-626 (Sept 1980) 6 figs, 11 refs

Key Words: Plates, Transient response, Fourier analysis 81357

A method for soling dynamic response problems of a thin Perturbation Solutioa for Implively Loaded Visco.
plate with arbitrary shape based on the classical plate theory plastic Plates
is discussed. The reslt for an arbitrarily shaped plate sub- W. Wojno and T. Wierzbicki
jected to general transient loads is obtained by utilizing the Inst. of Fundamental Technological Res., Swieto-
Fourier expansion collocation method. To verify the present krzyska 21, 00-49, Warsaw, Poland, Intl. J. Nonlin.
method, numerical calculations are also carried out for a
circular plate, and the results obtained re compared with Mech., 15 (3), pp 211-223 (1980) 9 figs, 2 tables,
the exact ones. 18 refs

Key Words: Plates, Viscoelstic properties, Impact response
(mechanical). Perturbation theory

A perturbation technique was used to determine large deflec-
81-35 tion response of viscoplastic dlmped circular plates to uni-
Tid Plate S l to Torim al lm by a Riidl form Impulsive loading. Using a simple membrane model of

the plat and assuming a strain rate dependence of the
Cirutsr Cylinder matched viscous type a non-linew elgenvalue problem for the
H. Matsumoto, I. Nakahara, and Y. Okamoto determination of mode shape yas formulared and solved.
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814356 N. EI-Akily and S.K. Datta
Seady-State Beqmao e of Inlsmaly Damped Circulla Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Colorado, Boulder,
Plates CO, Intl. J. Earthquake Engr. Struc. Dynam., 8 (5).
T. Irie, G. Yamada, and Y. Takeda pp 469-477 (Sept/Oct 1980) 3 figs, 15 refs
Dept. of Mech. Engrg.. Faculty of Engrg., Hokkaido
Univ., Sapporo, 060 Japan, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 Key Words: Shells, Cylindrical shells, Circular shats, Asymp-

(3), pp 922-028 (Sept 1980) 7 figs, 2 tables, 10 refs totic series, Successive approximation method

The response of a circular cylindrical shell to disturbances
Key Words: Plates, Annular plaes. Circular piates, Internal in an elastic half space is studied. Two methods of solutiondamping, Periodic reponse are prsented. The first is a method of matched asymptotic

The steadystate nonaxisymimetrical response of a circular expansions, and the second is a method of successive refloc-

plate and an annular plate with Internal damping to a snu-

soidelly varying force is determined by modal analysis. The
transerse deflection of the plates Is expressed by use of the
Green function of the plates, and the driving1point imped-
ance and transfer impedance are obtained analytically. The 81-361
method is applied to a simply supported circular plate and
a free-clamped annular plate driven at an arbitrary point; Oa H'tite ElDeent ar i lace ent and Eladc-

thes responses of the plates are calculated numerically, and Platic Dynamic Analysis of Shell Stmuctuesi

the effects of the Internal damping and the location of the T. Ishizaki and K. Bathe
driving point on them are discussed. Kure Res. Lab., Babcock Hitachi K.K. Takara-machi,

Kure, Hiroshima 737, Japan, Computers Struc.,

42 (3), pp 309-318 (Sept 1980) 21 figs, 35 refs

SHELLS
(Also see Nos. 259,3W8) Key Words: Shells, Finite element technique, Elastic-plastic

properties, Nonlinear response, Dynamic buckling, Initial
deformation effects

81-359 Finite element procedures for nonlinear dynamic analysis

Dyasluc Defosati ofe and Streese in a Circur of shell structures are presented and assessed. Geometric and
Cyfmdlcall Shel wi& Doda E ds (amped Sub. material nonlinear conditions are considered. Some results

jected to Trandla lial n Excittome at the Base a presented that demonstrate current applicbilities of

S. Ujihashi, A. Itoh, H. Matsumoto, and I. Nakahara finite element procedures to the nonlinear dynamic analysis

Faculty of Engrg., Tokyo Inst. of Tech., 2-12-1, of two-dimensional shell problems. The nonlinear response
of a shallow cap, an impulsively loaded cylindrical shell and

Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Bull. JSME, a complete spherical shell is predicted.

23 (181), pp 1055-1063 (July 1980) 15 figs, 1 table,
10 refs

Key Words: Shells, Cylindrical shells, Impact response 81-32
(mechanical) Effetivelmes of Flid in"fte F eenasts it Tranmt

An exact analysis for the dynamic stresses and deformations Aal y of Flid-Coupled Elasi She Systesna;
in a circular cylindrical shll with both ends clamped, sub- H. Huang, S. Halperson, and D. Curtis
jectad to Impulsive motions at the clamped end, is presented Naval Res. Lab., Washington, D.C., ASME Paper No.
on the beesi of Flugge's dynamic shell theory and with use 80-C2/PVP-135
of Laplace transformation. The end motions are prsuriso
by three kinds of loading functions whom velocity histories
in time re half sine, rtengular and exponentially decaying Key Words: Shells, Interaction: structure-fluid, Transient

pulses, respectively, response, Finite element technique

The effectivenes of the first order hexahedron ideal com-
pressible fluid finite element baed on displacement formula-

81-4 tion is demonstrated by computing the transient response of
two fluld-oupled cylindrical elatic shells impinged upon by

111O01 0 of a Cirser Cyllkddd Se to Diitr. a transversely incident pressure pulse and compaing results
baues in a Hdff-Spne to an analytical solution.
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81-363 81.36
Coupled Fsi Sezuctuse Amalyses of a Thin Cauti. Dynumc Dwug of Inelastic Spisuied S~s
hie eShen G.E. Funk and L.H.N. Lee
R.E. Schneider and J.A. Stevens Rockwell International, Los Angeles, CA, ASME
Combustion Engrg., Inc., Windsor, CT, ASME Paper Paper No. 80-C2IPVP.88
No. 80-C2/PVP-1 11

Key Words: Shells, Sherical shalls, Dynamic buckling
Key Words: Shells, Cantilever bams, Interecton: structure-
fluid The dynamic buckling behavior of a complete spherical shell

made of a bilinear or work hardening mateiel and under a
The coupled fluidestructure dynamics of a short thin canti- uniform external Impulsive loading Is Investigated. A quad.
levered cylindrical shell immersed within a fluid annulus has bifurcation theory and a minimum principle we employed
bean Investigated for two highly practical sample problems: to determine respectively the onuet of the dynamic buckling
the tree vibration of an initially displaced shell and the re- proem n d the post4blfurcatlon nonlinear behavior.
sponse of a shell to blowdown induced excitation forces.

PIPES AND TUBES
(Also see Nos. 255, 258, 391, 393,403)

81-364
Transsent Respose of a Submerged fid-.Coupled
Double-Waled Shdl Structusre to a Presur Puls 81-367
H.C. Neilson, G.C. Everstine, and Y.F. Wang Pipe Whip Asalymai of Unrestrsined Pipial; Systans
D.W. Taylor Naval Ship R & D Ctr., Bethesda, MD. D.K. Vijay and M.,J. Kozluk
ASME Paper No. S0-C2/P VP-i 36 Ontario Hydro, Canada, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-

149
Key Words: Shells, Submerged structures, Interaction: struc-
ture fluid, NASTRAN (computer program), Computer pro- Key Words: Piping sytems, Computer programns, Dynamic
grams, Finite element technique response

A double~walled steel shell structure, submerged in water and A high energy Piping system Is analyzed for a postulated
flooded between the wals, was analyzed using the general- break location which permits the piping to move a distance
purpose finite element computer programn NASTRAN, with of over five pipe diameaters before Impacting a concrete wall.
explicit finite element modeling of the contained fluid and The ASAQUS computer code is used to perform a large-
approximation of the external fluide6tructure interaction deflection, nonlinear dynamic analysis to predict the dynamn-
effects by the DAA. it response of the piping end Impacted structure.

8146581-368
81.365 ednalLnerA~ d fFlndStutr Ellitic Duckhing Analsi of Buried Pipellines under

IeacionEffects in te Anah I ofR Predsure sii Lads
Inteacton ffets i ii. Msk BWRPreusr 5~P~ C.C. Chen, L.H.N. Lee, and T. Ariman

prsson Tos
G.S.Holan, .W.Mc~aley andS.C LuUniv. of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, ASME Paper

Lawrence Livermore Lab., Livermore, CA, ASME No. 80-C2/PVP-76

PaperNo. 0-C2P VPi 40Key Words: Pieines, Underground structures, Seismic re-
sponse, Shells, Cylindrical shells

Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Shells, Nuclear
reactor components, Finite element technique The purpose of this work is to investigate the buckling failure

mode of burled pipelines under seismic excitations, using a
Linear three-imensIonall finite-element analyses that investi- modal of a cylindrical shell surrounded by uniform springs.
gated the qualitative effect of torus wall flexibility on hydro- Attention Is focused on the parametric studies thatcoer
dynamic loads Induced by a nominal safety relief valve dis- the effect on dimensions of the pipe Itself a well a the
charge we described, stiffness of the soil medium surrounding the pipe.
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81.369 814372
Fluid and Struetsue Dyneic Invedigations of Cheek Dynastic Elallic-Flaulic Behavior of Cislefstial
Valives Penifom within the HDR Sfetye Prop..n Cracks in a Pipe Subject to Seimaic Loading Coss&-
(Expeumnata and Analytlica Reants) tiorne
T. Grillonberger, L. Issler, G. Katzenmeier, and D.H. T.J. Griesbach
Scholl Combustion Engrg. Inc., Windsor, CT, ASME Paper
Gesellscflaft fur Reaktorsicherheit, Fed. Rep. of No. 80-C2/PVP-1 51

Germny.ASM Paer N. 8-C2PVP141Key Words: Piping systems, Pipes (tubes), Nuclear reactor
Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Piping systems. components, Cracked media, SeIsmic epos
Valves

An extensive analytical study is performed to investigate the
At the NOR facility, several blowdown tet with quick- stutua stability and inherent Integity of the rescto
closing check valves were conducted. The valvas under coolant loop cold leg pipe containing hypothetical circum-

Investigation were original check valves and the test pipe ferential cracks. The purpose of this study is to gain a better
line similar to a feed water line In 8WRs. The dynamic understanding of the mechanisms and extent of crack open-

characteristics of valve, fluid and the piping system were ing behavior in a real piping systemi, and thus estalish the
measured, basis for Improved pipe break criteria.

81-373
814370 Tube Bundle Vibration@ in Transvrsal Flow
Seionic Behavior of the Qinbuangdaoffle#ig Oil R.J. G ibert, J. Chabrerie, and M. Sagner
Pipeline I. the Tangian Earthquake Dept. des Etudes Mecaniques et Thermiques, CEA
C. Guan-Qing Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, Gifsur-Yvette,
Petroleum Industry Ministry, Beijing, People's Rep. France, Rept. No. CONF-780589-, 9 pp (1978),
of China, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-84 Pros, at the Conf. on Vibration in Nuclear Plant,

Keswick, UK, May 9, 1978
Key Words: Pipelines, Seismic response CEA-CONF-4373

Earthquake demage at four locations on an underground KyWrs ueMliemssenFudnue x!crude line passing through the seismic area Is described. Key ord:Tbs utba ytes li-nue i
Taking Into account the pipeline rigidity effect on the sol eo
free deformation and various circumstances of different kinds This study gives Important information concerning charac-
of sois, a formula for aseismic calculation is suggested and eitcprmesabuloknndwrigisaiiy
a calculation method which closely conforms to the acua phmenatinc pamte abou ockubn andys whierln Iunstability

damae a wel a theexprimnta reultsis ecomened. variouas usual pitches and arrangements are tested. Critical
velocities are measured and the whirling instability charac-
teristic coefficient Is tabulated. A complementary experi-
ment is made on tube rows with various pitches.

81-371
Eaulquake Damnage to Fipelinee
S. Sholping 814374
Municipal Engrg. Inst. of Beijing, Peoples Rep. of Male Propaio in Fluid-Filied Elaetic Curwved
China, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-1S 56be

C.K. Hu and J.W. Phillips
Key ord: Pielies, artquak daageUniv. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL, ASME Paper

A brief description and comparison of the damg cau~sed No. 80.C2/P VP-i 26
by the earthquakes In China Is given. The tests of pipeline
Joints in the laboratory are also presented and some suggee Key Words: Tubes, Fluid-filled containers. Fluid-Induced
tions on measures against earthquakes are made, excitation, Pulae excitation
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The propagation of fluid transients through elbows is studied. Argonne National Lab., Argonne, IL, ASME Paper
A et of onedlimensional governing equations for the props- No. 80-C2/PVP-129
getion of pressure pulses in an Inviscid compressible fluid
contained in a thin-welled naturally curved elastic tube Is Key Words: Multibeam systems, Tubes, Fluld4nducad exci-
formuated and solved by two different techniques. tayio s Ming s4 tation, Dlamping effects

Experiments are conducted to determine the damping for
a tube in tube arrays subjected to liquid crosfiow; damping
factors In the lift and dreg directions ae measured for In-
line end staggered arrays. This study demonstrates that flow

81-375 velocity-dependent damping Is Important.
FlidStnSctate Iaterctious in One-Dineaoesl
Linea Cases
U. Schumann
Inst. fuer Reaktorentwicklung, Kernforschungszen-
trum Karlsruhe G.m.b.H., F.R. Germany, 70 pp
(Jan 1979) 81-378
KFK-2723B Jet Swing as Governing Factor for Fluid-Ea tic

Instability of Tube Bundles
Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Pipes Itubes), Unear Y.N. Chen
theories Sulzer Bros., Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland, ASME

The interaction of pressure waves in a pipe with an elastic Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-103
endwll is analyzed using a linear model. Two transient and
two periodic cases are investigated. Key Words: Tubes, Multibeam systems, Fluid-induced exci-

tation

Fluid-elastic instability of a tube bundle is maused by feed-
back between tube vibration at its fundamental mode and
flow path variation as a result of tube vibration. This flow

81-376 path variation apears to originate from the capability of the
A Simplified Seimai Desig Procedure for plilf jet to perform deflection or swing movement. The experi-

mental results on the behavior of flow in two4ube-row banksSystems and for in4ine and staggred tube bundles reveal that jet
N. Pal deflection arim in the region of small lateral tube spacings.
General Electric Co., Sunnyvale, CA, ASME Paper
No. 80-C2/PVP-34

Key Words: Piping systems, Seismic design, Standards and
codes

A general procedure is presented for simplified earthquake 81-379
resistant design for piping systems including cable trays, Seimni QuaflfieAtm of Pip Spw Csnr g a Vahe
electrical conduits and racaways, instrument and control M.Z. Lee
lines used In power plants - nuclear, fossil, hydroelectric, Gilbert Commonwealth Co., Reading, PA, ASME
solar, and chemical refineries and socalled life line (above
ground) pipelines wherein resistance to seismic loads is an Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-82
Important design requirement.

Key Words: Piping systems, Sesmic design, Supports

A problem frequently encountered in a simplified method of
seismic support design for piping is to determinw a spen
reduction factor and load multipic-eon facto for a Man

81-377 carrying a conceaed we t, such ass valve. An analytic
Ilow.Vello.tyDep ndi w of D p in Tub, method of computing these factr In a liel and func-

mental manner Is presented. The method is based on mexi-
Arrays Su*ected to Liqud Cli. Flow mum stress considering the effet of the netim-d mass
S.S. Chen and J.A. Jendrzejczyk on the natural frequencies and the rp acceleration.
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DUCTS Engrg. Mechanics Dept., General Motors Res. Labs.,
Warren, MI 48090, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 (3),I pp 907-913 (Sept 1980) 1 fig, 11 refs

Hannomsice Lineaurzation Method for Highte..ty Key Words: Ducts, Acoustic propertis, Transfer functions
Soun at wo-Dnemossa Lind ~The theory of a transfer function method of measuring

M.S. Tsai normal incident in-duct acoustic properties is presented.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA. AlIAA A broadband stationery random acoustic waow in a tube is
J., 18 (10), pp 1180.1185 (Oct 1980) 3 figs, 2 tables, mathematically decomposed into its incident and reflected
17 refs components using a simple transfer-function relationbeen

the acoustic pressure at two locations on the tube wall.

Key Words: Ducts, Acoustic absorption, Acoustic linings,
Method of harmonic linearization

The harmonic linearzation method is used to calculate the
attenuation of the hlgh-intanslty sound In two-dimensional

ducts of uniform cross section. The complex wave number in 81-383
fth transcenidental equation Is analytically expressed in terms Transfer Function Method of Measuring In-Duct

of lining properties and sound pressure. Very good agreement Acoustic Properties. IL. Experimnt
betweein the calculated results and experimental date are ob J.Y. Chung and D.A. Blaser

tained.Engrg. Mechanics Dept., General Motors Res. Labs.,
Warren, Ml 48090, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 (3),
pp 914-921 (Sept 1980) 17 figs, 6refs

.8Key Words: Ducts, Acoustic properties, Transfer functions
Sound l ito esa olel o nlagd The transfer function method of measuring in-duct acoustic

CwuDu hsUnfosm Aw lwproperties is described. Experimental results ae presented
K. Ogimoto to demonstrate the aocuracy and the general utility of the

Inst fo Aeospce Sudis, oroto Uiv. Dons- method. Test results of the complex reflection coefficient,
view Onario Caada Rep. N. UIAS-31;CN- the complex acoustic impedance, and the transmission loss

iewn tario25, Ca ada p . o. 1 TI30)CN are found to agree w ell with theoretical predictions.

N80-27160

Kay Words: Ducts, Sound wave, Aircraft noise, Engine noise
BUILDING COMPONENTS

In addition to the noise caused by the turbulent let exhaust (Also see No. 246)
flow, the noise generated by the fans and compressors oper-
ating In the inlet duct is a dominant contributor to the over-
afl jet aircraft engine noise. To assist in Improving the under-
staning of the basic charactristics of this type of noise 8-8
acuece, a genreral theory Is developed using a simplified mod.- 1.6
al. This modal consists of a finite length hard wall unflanged Free Vibration Tests of Stasetural Concrete Wabl
circular duct, an arbitrary gneral planar source distribution and A&d of Free Vibration Teats of Struetual
In the duct and a uniform axial flow Inside and outside the Wals
duct radius. R.G. Oesterle, A.E. Fiorato, and J.D. Aristizabal-

Ochoo
Construction Technology Labs., Portland Cement
Assn., Skokie, I L, Rept. No. NSF/RA-800043,43 pp

814= (Feb 1980)
Trander Function Method of Meanrlg InDe PB80.191232
Acoushic Prollertie L Theory Key Words: Vibration tesos Walls, Seismic desin, Reinforce
J.Y. Chung and D.A. Blaser concrete. Natural frequences Damping chaactalss



Experimental free vibration ests and results conducted discussed and the cause of destruction to equipment with
during laterl load tests to determine frequency end damping parts made of porcelain material is analyzed. A procedure
charecterietics of isolated wall specimens are described. This to evaluate the dynamic relidbility of such equipment under
study is part of an experimental and analytical investigaion seismic circumstances Is suggested.
of structural wells for eerthquake.reelstant buildings In which
large Isolated reinforced concrete wall specimens are tested
und reversin inplane lateral loads.

DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

81.385
Simplied Investition of Floors under Foot Traffic ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
R. Becker (Also see Nos. 245,247,281,283.304,311,349,482,483)

Faculty of Civ. Engrg., Bldg. Res. Station, Technion -

Israel Inst. of Tech., Technion, Haifa, Israel, ASCE J.
Struc. Div., ST1 1 (106), pp 2221-2234 (Nov 1980) 81-387
7 figs, 12 refs Nonlinear Acousfic Wave Intersctioma in Layered

Media
Key Words: Floors, Traffic-induced vibrations D.M. Yeager

Applied Res. Lab., Pennsylvania State Univ., Univer-
A simplified procedure for computation of the maximum sity Park, PA, Rept. No. TM-80-32, 109 pp (Mar 6,
amplitude of vibration of floors under foot traffic is intro- 1980)
duced. Two types of dynamic loads are considered: the
hel drop load and a modified treading in plaice load. Dy- AD-A085 185/7
namic response analysis of a simplified one degree of freedom
damped system is used to relate maximum amplitudes of Key Words: Acoustic waves, Layered materials
vibration to the static response under peak loads by means
of dynamic magnification factors. The conversion efficiency of parametric amplification in

fluids is low because of the low dispersivity. A discontinu.
ous change H: phase velocity at the boundary of a waveguide

introduces dispersion, which in turn effects conversion

efficiency. An analytical model is developedI which may be
ELECTRIC COMPONENTS used to numerically predict the conversion efficiency of aELEC RIC OMPO ENTSflotplte, acouastic weveguide given the physical pearmeters

of the wystem .

CONTROLS
(SWITCHES, CIRCUIT BREAKERS) 81-388

Scattering of Elastic Wae by a Surface-Breaking
Crack

81-386 DA. Mendelsohn, J.D. Achenbach, and L.M. Keer

An Investigation of Earthquake D to Electical Halliburton Services, Chemical Res. Dept., Duncan,

u luet OK 73533, Wave Motion, 2 (3), pp 277-292 (Sept
T. Weiming and Z. Shurui 1980) 11 figs, 5 refs

General Inst. of Plant Design, Peoples Republic of
China, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-85 Key Words: Elastic waves, Wave diffractio, Cracked medie

Scattering of incident surface waves and Incident body ware
Key Words: Electric power plants, Equipment response, by a surface-breaking crack is Investigated in a two-dimen-
Seiamic response sionl geometry. By decomposing the scattred fields Into

symmetric end entisymmetric fields with respect to the plane
Typical earthquake dmage to electrical equipment including of the crack, two boundary value problems for a quarter-
transformers, circuit breakers, arresters and accumulators is plane are obtained.
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81-389 81.392
Propaation of Love Waves Acroas a Vertical Dis. The Electric Arc Furnace as a Noise Source
continuity D.H. McQueen
B.G.Bukchin and A.L. Levshin Dept. of Bldg. Acoustics, Chalmers Univ. of Tech.,
Inst. for Physics of the Earth, Academy of Science 412 96 G~teborg, Sweden, Noise Control Engr.,
USSR, Moscow, USSR, Wave Motion, 2, pp 293-302 15 (2), pp 89-95 (Sept/Oct 1980) 3 figs, 11 refs
(1980) 8 figs, 24 refs

Key Words: Industrial facilities, Noise generation, Noise

Key Words Elastic waves, Wave propagation. Discontinuity- reduction
containing media

In electric steelworks, the main noise sources ae usually
A new numerical approach is suggested for studying elastic electric arc furnaces. An analytical study of two noise genera-
surface-wave propeg.lon acrom vertical discontinuities. tion mechanisms, with possible means of noise reduction
Some computational reults for Love wove propagetion by sealing the furnaces, is summarized.
acrom the vertical boundary between two layeredquarter-
space are demonstrated.

81.393
81.390 Attenuation Characteriatics of Mufflers with Gas
Ainemmt of Structural Effects in Acoustic Tran- Reservoir in Liquid Pipe System (lst Report, The
ent Experiments Effects of Axial Disensious)
R.L. Citerley, D.A. Kienholz, and W.C. Gibson H. Narui and S. Inagaki
Anemet Laboratories, Inc., San Carlos, CA, ASME The Defense Academy, Yokosuka, Japan, Bull.
Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-122 JSME, 23 (182), pp 1374-1379 (Aug 1980) 8 figs,

9 refs
Key Words: Interaction: structura-fluid, Acoustic excitation,
Frequencies, Normal modes Key Words: Mufflers, Piping systems, Noise reduction

Two methods are presented for simulating the wall pressure Armnetion of noie transmitted by way of water in water
response of an acoustic fluid in a flexible container when a supply and water discharge systems in dwellings is discussed.
prescribed transient pressure is applied over a small portion
of the fluid boundary.

81.394
81-391 Application of Coherence Technique for Noise in
Flow-induced Tom in Side-Brach Pipe Resonators Power Plants
M.L. Pollack S.P. Ying and E.E. Dennison
Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, NY, Rept. Gilbert/Commonwealth, Jackson, MI 49201, Noise
No. KAPL-4124, 19 pp (Oct 1979), Presented at the Control Engr., 15 (2), pp 81-87 (Sept/Oct 1980)
Acoustical Soc. of Amer. Conf., Atlanta, GA, April, 14 figs, 11 refs
1980

Key Words: Electric power plants, Noise generation, Coher-
Key Words: Turbulence, Fluid-induced excitation, Acoustic ence function technique
reponse, Branched systems, Pipe resonators

When total output power is simulated by statistically inde-
Acoustic tones generated by turbulent flows and shear-layer- pendent multiple sources through paths with linear behavior,
Intability interactions with side-branch resonator pipes were the coherence function can be used to resolve the total power
investigated experimentally. The experimental values of into Individual output power for each source. This technique
reonant frequencies and intbility frequencies were com- Is applied to large electric power generating plants for knti-
pared with predictions for two stage of sheer4ayer Inter- ficetion and characterization of multiple noise sources Inside
ection. the plants.
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81-395 D.S. Doll ing and S.M. Bogdonoff
An Effective Noise Diagnois Scheme for Industrial Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,

Plants Princeton Univ., NJ. Rept. No. MAE-1468, 75 pp
R. Elmaraghy and C.N. Baronet (Mar 1980)
Centre de Recherche Industrielle du Quebec, Quebec, AD-A084 768/1
Canada, S/V. Sound Vib., 14 (9), pp 14-18 (Sept
1980) 3 figs, 3 tables, 8 refs Key Words: Shock wave propagation, Boundary value prob-

lems

Key Words: Industrial facilities, Noise generation An experimental study of thedmnonal shock wa

turbulent boundary layer interaction is carried out. Inter-A comprehensve noise analysis program can provide an
actions generated by fin models having shr and heeli-

understanding of the overall noise problem in a plant before
controls are Implemented. Field measurements ere per- cylindrically blunted leading edges are studied.

formed in order to generate a plant noise matrix. Rank.
ordering of machine noise sources, noise reduction priorities
and noise reduction magnitudes required in the plant are
established based on the workers' exposure index criteria. 81-398
This Information is used to develop an optimum noise con- Space-Time Flementa for the Shock Wave Propaga-
trol plan from an economical and technical standpoint. tion ProhiD

A. Celia, M. Lucchesi, and G. Pasquinelli
C.N.R. c/o Istituto Scienza delle Costruzioni, Univer-
sita di Genova, Genova, Italy, Intl. J. Numer. Meth-

81-396 ods Engr., 15 (10), pp 1475-1488 (Oct 1980) 9 figs,
The Contribution of Normal Modes in the Bottom to 15 refs
the Acoustic Field in the Ocean
M.K. Macpherson and G.V. Frisk Key Words: Shock wave propagation, Finite element tech-

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, nique
MA 02543, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 68 (3), pp 929-A 0A space-time finite element procedure is presented that inte-
940 (Sept 1980) 13 figs. 33 refs grates on time the equations of nonlinear dynamics. When a

shock occurs and subsequently propagates, the spece4ime

Key Words: Underwater sound procedure gives accurate and stable numerical results, with-
out afterehock wiggling, at relatively low costs of computa-

The effects of normal modes in the bottom on the acoustic tion.
field in the ocean are examined. The ocean bottom model
consists of a slow isovelocity layer overlying an isovelocity
half--epce to simulate the characteristic sound velocity drop
at the water4ottom Interface. Attention is focused on the 81-399
perfectly trapped modes which are excited in the layer by
inhomogeneous waves emitted by a point source in the water The Uncoupling Critera for Ssbysaem Seismic
column. The relative normal mode contribution to the total Analysis
acoustic field in the water is calculated analytically for a C. Chen
nearbottom sourcelreceiver geometry and evaluated for Gilbert/Commonwealth Companies, Reading, PA
epresentative ocea bottom examples. 19603, Nucl. Engr. Des., 57 (2), pp 245-252 (May

1980) 8 figs, 12 refs

SHOCK EXCITATION Key Words: Coupled system ., Seismic response. Equipment

(Also see Nos. 243,244,253,260,416,467,471) response, Nuclear power plants

The uncoupling effects of a subsystem from the system based
on frequency, mode shape and response variations Is dis-

81-397 cussed. The two-mes system Is first used to study the prob-

Expewlsentel Investigation of 1Treeimeaio Ism, and a closed form solution of the frequency variation is
derived for the two resonant mses with different ma

Shock Wave Turbulent Boundary Layer Interaction: ratios. Proper selection of modes for frequency variation
An Espioratory Study of Blunt FIninduced Flows check is also discussed.
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61-400 Key Words: Crash research (aircraft), Nonlinear systems,

Effects of Hosolotaly Travellig Waves in Soil. Computer programs
Stmwbam UtesetonStJ.ctP. e W lfatdP. hThe formulation basis for establishing the static or dynamic
J.P. Wolf and P. Obemhuber equilibrium configorations of finite element models of struc-
Electrowatt Engrg. Services, Ltd., CH-8022 Zurich, tures which may behave in the nonlinear range are provided.

Switzerland, Nucl. Engr. Des., 57 (2), pp 221-244 With both geometric and time independent materiel non-
(May 1980) 34 figs, 3 tables, 25 refs linerlties included, the development is restricted to simple

one and two dimensional finite elements which are regarded
as being the basic elements for modeling full aircraft4ike

Key Words: Interaction: soilatructure, Wave propagation, structures under crash conditions.
Nuclear power plants, Seismic response

Phenomena related to horizontally traveling waves am
normally not considered in soUltrcture interaction. Only
vertically incident S- and Pwes ara commonly assumed.
To determine the influence of this very basic assumption, the
responses of a massless basemat, a m iasless structure, a bae- 81403
mat with mas and a mass-spring system connected to a Vi.,ti ad L Defonaioal Anslyma of
beemat with mass are parametrically analyzed for harmonic Voo ateadLreDfrainAayko
and transient excitations for all wave forms. Comparisons Axid Symmnetric Defonmations of Thi-Waled Crcu-
of the results of the same structures, calculated for the stan- lar Tube
dard vertically incident body waves of the same amplitudes K. Murase and T. Nishimura
are made. Faculty of Science and Engrg.. Meijo Univ., Yagoto-

Urayama Tenpaku Nagoya, Japan, Bull. JSME, 23
(182), pp 1297-1304 (Aug 1980) 20 figs, 11 refs

Key Words: Tubes, Cylindrical shells, Nonlinear systems, Im-
81-401 pact response (mechanical), Finite element technique, Nu-
Dynamic Crack Propagation is Precracked Cylindri. merical analysis
cal Vosela Subjected to Shock Loading A dynamic structural analysis involving material end geom-
C.H. Popeiar, C. Gi - mnand M.F. Kanninen etrical non4inear characteristics is proposed and applied to
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH, ASME Paper No. a practical problem. This analysis is based on the finite ale-
80-C2/PVP-1 08 ment method and diecl numerical Integration, and can be

used to predict the crushing behavior of various structures.
Key Words: Crack propagation, Shock response

Previous work has shown that a speed-independent dynamic
fracture toughness property can be used in an elastodynamic
analysis to describe crack initiation and unstable propagation
under impact loading. In this paper, a further step is taken VIBRATION EXCITATION
by extending the analysis from simple laboratory test peci- (Also see Nos. 269,425, 451,476, 477)
mens to treat more realistic crack-tructure geometries.

81.404
Leading-Edge Flutter of Supereavitating Hydmfoa

81-402 C. Brennen, K.T. Oey, and C.D. Babcock
Nonlne.- Traamnt Analym- by Energ Mhiniza. California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, CA, J. Ship Res.,
tion: A TheoreficAl Ba, for the Action Comuputer 24 (3), pp 135-146 (Sept 1980) 16 figs, 2 tables, 27
Code refs
M.P. Kamat
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacks- Key Words: Flutter, Leading edges, Hydrofoil craft
burg, VA, Rept. No. NASA-CR-3287, 109 pp (July Results of experiments and analysis of the phenomenon of
1980) leading4dge flutter which has been observed to occur for
N80-26697 suporcavitating hydrofoils are presented.
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81-405 square velocity to be uniformly distributed over the structure
Modal Dynasuic Assalysi of Linear Elastic Syatiesua as the number of reeponding modes Increase. Localized
with Spee islcretTime Histories zones or taem of Intensified responee heow been noted In

Spe.Canied Cen acent..Mice an-enslonall and cettain symmentrical two-dimnensional
A.W. Can, C.. Che, andtructMuches. It is sh~own th~at under some circumtances te

Stone & Webster Engrg. Corp., Cherry Hill, NJ, can also be localized zones or lanes of reduced response.
ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-9 1

Key Wovds: Modal analysis, Elastic media, Linear systems.
Computer programs

A procedure for the dynamic analysis of linear elastic systems 81408
with specified displacement time histories at multiple support A Symemetric Modal Fomaulatioss of Fhid-Stucture
locations using the classical modal analysis computer pro- IneatoIcuiga Stati Approxiiuation toIgrams without computer software modifications Is pre- heOrrFliMo ssented. Based on the equations of motions, the exact proceeOdr-ludMoe
dure for modal dynamic analysis with displacement time- R.H. MacNeal, R. Citerley, and M. Chargin
history inputs is shown equivalent to grounding all the dy- The MacNeal-Schwendler Corp., Los Angeles, CA,
namic degrees of freedom where displacements are specified ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-1 16
and applying appropriate forcing functions to adjacent mas

points.Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Finite element tech-
nique

A method of fluld4tructure coupling Is described which
81-406 results in symmetrical matrix equations of standard form
An Application of the Poisicare Map to the Stabdity that can be solved efficiently by existing finite element
of Nonlin Normal Modes computer programs. The method requires that the uncoupled

L.A.Monh ad RH. andvibration modes of either the fluid or the structure be corn-

Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of California, Berkeley, ptdpirt h ope nlss

CA 94720, J. Appi. Mech., Trans. ASME, 47 (3), ppj 645-651 (Sept 1980) 9 figs, I table, 28 ref;s

Kay Words: Normal modes, Periodic response, Nonlinear sys-
tems 81409

Non-Stationary Rtesonance Vibrations of Non.Linear
The stability of periodic motions (nonlinear normal modes) Systems with Many Degrees of Freedomn and with
in a nonlinear two~degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system is Many Non-Linearitiee in Flexible Constrainta (Nee-
studied by deriving an approximation for the Polncare/ map . " I,
via the Birichoff-Gustavson canonical transformation. This tamiofari resonancs kmuity ndeinelic eoueta a
method is presented as an alternative to the usual linearized vice stupi volnodz a a vice nedinearstami Y proinych
stability analysis based on Floquet theory. Vazh"&)

J. Brynich
9K0DA Plzen Central Res. Inst., Czechoslovakia,
Strojnicky Casopis, 31 (2). pp 121-139 (1980) 13

81407 figs, 3refs
Localized Reeponse Reductions in Wide-Bad Ran- (nCeh
doms Vibration of Uniform StructuresI Ceh

S.H. Crandall Key Words: Asymptotic series, Resonance pass through,
Ford Professor of Engrg., Massachusetts Inst. of Nonlinear systems, Multidegree of freedom system
Tech., Cambridge, MA 02139, Ing. Arch., 49 (5/6),
pp 347-359 (1980) 11 figs, 10 refs Non-etationary vibrations of non41inear systems oain during

a uniform overtravel of the main resonance regioins are
analyzed In an asymptotic metnod. The external force exci-

Key Words: Random excitation, Damped structures tation Is formed by a single frequency complex vector with a
slow linear change In frequency and with constant ampi-

When a lightly damped uniform structure bi excited by a tudas. The non41inear system Is considered in the form of a
broad band random source, there Is a tendency for the mean- simple chain with non41lnearities In flexible constralnso.



81410 JSME, 23 (181), pp 1100-1108 (July 1980) 9 figs,
A Dynamic Modd of a Systn with Viecodastic 22 refs
Restoing Force (Nibradni dynamieky model sys.
tlmu a vidcLolautickou vratimo dos) Key Words: Composite materials, Layered materials, Wove

A. Tondl propagation, Vcoelastic media, Harmonic excitation
National Res. Inst. for Machine Design, Praha-Becho- The pltion of harmonic viscoelatic waves in laminatd
vice, Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky Casopis, 31 (2), pp media is analyzed. The frequency equations are formulated
141-146 (1980) 2 figs, 1 ref for various wave modes propagating in the direction parallel
(in Czech) to the layers of viscoelastic laminated media. The frequency-

complex wave number spectre are obtained for the waves in
Key Words: Nonliner theor, Harmonic excitation, Single an alternate larninted compoelte which consists of elastic

oey WorsNonlires H c ereinforcing laoers and viscoelastic matrix layers. The phase
degre of freedom ystems velocity and the attenuation on the lowest branch re invwsti-
Some elastic elements show a difference between the static gated in the range of low frequencies.
and dynamic restoring force characteristic. A mathematical
model of a system consisting of such an elastic element with
one mas excited by a harmonic force is presented and
analyzed.

81413

Hamonic Wave Propagation in a Periodicdly Lay-
ered, Infinite Elastic Body: Plane Strin, Numerical
Reasta

81411 T.J. Delph, G. Herrmann, and R.K. Kaul
Tie Nul Dynamical Effect, and Some Frequency Div. of Appl. Mechanics, Stanford Univ., Stanford,
Spectra, of Resonant Inertial Prermre Waves in a CA 94305, J. Appl. Mech., Trans. ASME, 47 (3),
Rapidly Rotating, Rigt Circular, Sectored Cylinder pp 531-537 (Sept 1980) 15 figs, 5 refs
W.E. Scott
Univ. of Tennessee and the Ballistic Res. Labs., Knox- Key Words: Layered materials, Wave propagation, Elastic
ville, TN 37916, J. Appl. Mech., Trans. ASME, 47 media, Harmonic excitation
(3), pp 475-481 (Sept 1980) 9 figs, 1 table, 20 refs

Numerical results are presented for the dispersion spectrum
for harmonic wave propagation in an unbounded, periodi-

Key Words: Reonenit freqluencies, Interaction: structure' cally layered elastic body in a state of plane strain. Both
fluid, Fluid-filled containers, Rotating structures, Spacecraft real and complex branches are considered.

It is shown that inertial waves in the form of standing asym-
metrical preaure wam can exist in an incompressible liquid
in a rotating sectored cylinder in a rigid body executing a

emall amplitude gyroscopic motion about its center of men.
Some of the frequency spectre of thes waves are presented 81414
along with the result that sectoring the cylinder into any
number of equal sectors remits in eliminating the destabi- Harmonic Vieco de Waves Propagating Normal to
lizing effect of these waves when there is a "Stewartson" the Layers of Laminated Media
resonance between the frequency of one of the inertial K. Tanaka and A. Kon-no
modes and the frequency of the nutational component of Faculty of Engrg., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan, Bull.

emotion of thecontiner. JSME, 23 (181), pp 1092-1099 (July 1980) 5 figs, 18
refs

Key Words: Composite materials, Layered materials, Wave
propagation, Harmonic excitation, Viscoelastic media

81412
Jlsmemic Vieoe~lalic Wave. Propagating PJr l The propagation of the harmonic viacoelastic waves in theth e oLnied MavedPragt laminated media in the direction normal to the layers is
the Laym of I nated Media analyzed, and the frequency equations for the dilatetional
K. Tanaka and A. Kon-no waves ad the shear wves are formulated. The frequency-
Faculty of Engrg., Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan, Bull. complex wave number spectra e obtained for the laminated
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composites which consist of estic reinforcing layers end Aerospace Systems, Inc., Burlington, MA, Rept. No.
vlscoelestlc matrix leyers. The phase velocity spectra and the NASA-CR-i 59130. AS[-TR-78A45-VOL-1 * 134 pp
attenuation spectre are inveetigeed In the range of low fre- (Jan 1980)
quencies. N80-26269

Key Words: Computer programs, Aerodynamic characteris-
tics. Natural frequencies. Mode shapes

FlaterAnysi o ius C.o.tr ra ce Conain Recent developments of the Green's function method end
the computer program SOUSSA (Steady, Oscillatory, and

iqStractusal No.lieteaift Unsteady Subsonic andi Supersonic Aerodynamics ans re-
R.M. Laurenson and R.M. Trn viewed and summarized.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., St. Louis. MO,
AIAA J., 18 (10). pp 1245-1251 (Oct 1980) 10 figs.
9 refs

Key Words. Flutter, Missiles, Nonlinear system s a81-18
Missile control surfaces often contain nonlinseritles which Detennmnation of Hydrodynamic Mass Uing a
affect their performance characteristics end flutter bound- Ceneral Purpose Finite Elemnt Structural! Codle
wsae. Analysis techniques accounting for these nonlinearities I .-W. Yu

are discussed along with their application to the investjgs- Westinghouse R & D Ctr., Pittsburgh, PA. ASME
tion of the dynamics of missile control surfaces containing Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-1 17
structural fraepl*y~ype nonlinearitlas.

Key Words: Computer programns, Hydrodynamic excitation,
Interaction: structure-fluid, Finite element technique

81-416 A computational technique using a general purpose finite
element structural code in determining the hydrodynamic

Cosnshaity of Earthaquake and Wind Analys man of a fluid~etructure system is introduced.
P.J. Cevallos-Candau
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Illinois Univ. at Urbana-Cham-
paign. IL, Rept. No. STRUCTURAL RESEARCH
SE R-472, U ILU-ENG-80-2002, NSF/RA-800022, MEC AN AL P P RTE
210 pp (Jan 1980)MEHNCLPO RT S
PBS0-178312

Key Words: Wind-Induced excitation, Seismic excitation,
Random vibration, Response spectre

DAMPING
The common features of general dynamic analysis pro- (Also wee Nos. 302,348,480)
cedures employed for evaluating the effects of wind and
earthquake excitation are investigated. A major goal Is to
Investigate end deveopsa basis for generating response spectra
for wind loading, which In tumn would permit the use of ai 1
model analysis techniques for wind analysis In a manner Sa noe Stdy irton ofa oniea
similar to that employed for earthquake engineering. ubrokSed Viatns faNa4 w

Damper with Two Degrees of Freedom and Viscu
Damping
R. Riganti
Istituto di Meccanica Razionale, Politecnico di

61.417 Torino, Turin, Italy, Intl. J. Nonlin. Mech., 15 (3),
Steady, Osclaory, and Unsteady Subsonic and So- pp 173-183 (1980) 7 figs, 16 refs
perenic Aerodynamics, Production Verdon (SOUS.
SA.? 1.1) Vohanme 1: Theoretical Manual Key Words* Dumpers, Dynamic vibration absorption (equip-
L. Morino ment). VIscious damping
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The stady-state, 1/3 subhannonlc vibrations of a dynamic National Res. Inst. for Machine Design, Praha-Becho-
damper with two degrees of freedom, sinusoidal forcing vice, CSSR, Stroinicky Casopis, 31 (3), pp 319-330
function and internal viscous damping, are presented.(18)6fg,3rs

4 (In Czech)

Key Words: Umit analysis. Paramrotr identifcation tech-
nique, Damping coefficients

81420
Active DampkS~ of Mlodal Vibratilon by Force Ap. The shape of the sc. limit envelopes depends on the charac-

radilaftter of damping and exciting forces. Application of limit
W.L.HalluerJr.envelopes for damping identification is propoed end agree-
W.L.HalluerJr.mont between analytical solution and anallog simulation Is

Dept. of Aerospace and Ocean Engrg., Virginia Poly- presented.
technic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA, Ropt.
No. NASA-C R-1 63396, 48 pp (June 1980)
N80-28372

Key Words: Active damping, Force apportioning merthod,
Computer Program 81423

Critcall DusaMm inlir Dascretle Dyasmic Systuana
Fare apportioning, a method of active structural damping
baeed on that used in modal vibration testing of isolating D.E. Beskos and B.A. Boley
modes by multiple shakcer excitation is analyzed and nu- Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, J. AppI.
,nericaliy simulated. The computer progams developed Mech.. Trans. ASME, 47 (3), pp 627-63 (Sept 1980)
am deecribed and Possbl refinements of the research e 3 figs, 2 refs
examined.

Key Words: Critical damping, Uneer systems. Viscous damnp-
IngI Free viscously damnped vibrations of linear discret system

81-421 wre studied. A general methuod is developed for determ ining
the critical damping auirfce of a syetem. Three examplesGyrodunpen for Large Space Structsre presented in detail Illustrate the proposed techniquesanod

J.N. Aubrun and G. Margulies somes of the important characteristics of critical damping
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Palo Alto, CA. Rept. No. Sulfcs
NASA-CR-159171, 107 pp (Feb 1979)
N80-2841 7

Key Words: Gyroscopee, Dampers, Sacecraft

The problem of controlling thes vibrations of large asc 81-424
structures by the use of actively augmented damping devices Som ~~Asp of nhi&b.efnre Coupling with the
distributed throughout the structure Is addrese. The gyro. IPMtCmk mEilrasHda wic lo
damper which consists of a set of single gimbal control lspitCotnosEeim yddnmc M -
moment gyros which are actively controlled to extract the HIuiu
structural vibratory energy through the local rotational A.V. Jones
deformations of the structure, Is described and analyzed, Joint Research Centre-Ispra Establishment, Ispar

(Val, Italy, ASME Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-101

Key Wombs: Interaction: structure-fluid, Algorithms, Damnp-
ing effects

81.422
Veifiom of Lhi& nvloe Meth" for 0mspia Tha ICE algorithm Is widel used in fluld-etructure problem

Idodielllm(oasi but Is thought by som to produce unacceptabbf numerical
(Ov~~~ens Frodyltioi damping. An evalustion is mad of the damping of each

weemtad OMUMAm) elgaenmode bath in ICE alone and in ICE coupled to a very
J. Sve~ina and V. Fila simnple structure In the acoustic approximation.
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31-425 81-427
Somme Reonance Properties of a Systemt with Mui. Random Reepona. of a Rigid Sphere Emabedded ka a
linw Hyseesise (NiAktot6 resonm~ii lantnoi Vocodadic Medu and Related Proma
"INv a multimeimon hyierimaon) A.I. Beltzer

J. Murin Holon Center for Technological Education, 52 Go-
Inst. of Machine Mechanics of the Slovak Academy lomb St., P.O. Box 305, Holon, Israel, J. Appi, Mach.,
of Sciences, Dubravska cesta, 809 31 Bratislava, Trans. ASME, 47 (3), pp 499-503 (Sept 1980) 6
Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky Casopis. 31 (2), pp 147- figs, 28 refs
156 (1980) 4figs, 4refs
(in Slovak) Key Words: Wphrest, Viscoelastic media, Random response,

Harmonic raoe

Key Words: Coulomb friction, Resonant response, Hysteretic ndmadhmoiroesa csdrdfoargd

movable Sphere embedde In a vlacoelartlc medim. The
The effect of dry friction magnitude upon the resonance solution takes into account fth filtering effect of the visco-
dynamical magnification factor of a mehnia sysaitmdu nthorvligrno m eut
whom Stiffness and dumping properties may be expressed obtained ame applicable to the prediction of mechanical
bw the so called mutle cetal ymtrclhseei properties of composite matels, as wail a to those of
loop is preaased buried Structuree, when these objects wre excited by incom-

plsel known or random disturbances.

FATIGUE EXPERI MENTATION
(See Nos. 236, 237, 238, 258, 285. 327, 437, 438, 470, 48 1)

ELASTICITY AND PLASTICITY MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS
(Also see No. 303)

81426
Identification of lb. Eleatic Charactierietica of Corn- 81.428
posite Materials by Means of Vibration Tests and a Callculation of Frequency Reeponge by Momse of
Modell of Discrete Conservative Calculation Programsmable Pocket Callators (Dam Beranen
D. Engrand and D. Louis von Frequenagagen suit Tasebensedaaerpmogra.
Of fice National d'Etudes et do Recherches Aero- mens)
spatiales, Paris, France, ESA-TT-632, pp 79-90, P. Vaske
1979 (Engl. transi. of La Rech. Aerospatiale, Bull. Fachhochschule Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany, Fein-
Bimestriel, Paris, no 1979.6, pp 401409, Nov/Dec werktechnik & Messtechnik, 88 (6), pp 316-319
1979) (Sept 1980) 9 figs, 1 table, 11I refs
N80-26261 (In German)

Kay Words: Composite materials, Elastic properties, Vibra- Key Words: Computer program, Frequency rsponeeu, Mae-
tion tests, Shells, Cylindrical shels surement techniques

A method for deermining the elastic properties neceasary to Four examples are presented which Illustrate how to obtain
define a truly represntative calculation mdlof a corn- frequency responass of instruments, circuits and other sys-
pad*t Structure Is propoaed. The method consists of defining, term used In measurement and control technology by means
In terms of Stiffness, the differenc between a preliminary of programmable pocket calculators. The program enables
computation and experimentally determined elgsnmodss, to compute Nyqulet or Sode plote of filters fromn the transee
end then iteratively minimizing this differenc In elasticity function of the sy sem and to Invrestigae the effect of
coefficients by adjusting the calculation model, tolerances of the components used.
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61429 Energy balance In the dynamics of systems subjectead to
Coamputer-Aied Vibratio Analysi by Means of tkiedependent constraints is analyzed. Lagrenglan equations

Fou~r Tumdna. art1: undaentls.Compter arecompleted by the energeitical equation that assures the
Foumr TrnafonsubPast1: uadmntds Comenergy, balance. These equations wre applied to the motionHlardware and Digital Fiters (Recbnergstutste of the system in the potential anod dissipetiv field anod ame

Schwinunaaualyse nit Hule dew Fourier.Trmador. illustrated by an example.
mation. Tel 1: Gnaiagen. lmchner-lardware und

-iil Flter)
E. Gossmann and H. Wailer
VDI-Z.. 122 (11), pp 431437 (June 1980) 13 figs, 7
refs 81432
(In German) Frequency Trad~ed Pulee Technique for Ultrasonic

Analysi
Key Words: Vibration response, Fourier transformation, J.H. Cantrell and J.S. HeymanDigial iltrs NSA angey es. tr. LagleyStaion VA

Digital filtsPAS-APPLngley R8.21 tr Laungey Staion0VA
An Introduction to vibration theory and the application of PTAP--5 8,1p Jn 90
Fourier transformation and digital filters in vibration analysis
is presented. Key Words: Spectrum analyzers, Testing techniques

A tracking generator is sieved to a spectrum analyzer to
produce an input signal having a frequency that follows the
frequency of the spectrum analyzer sweeping local oscillator.

*1 The input signal is gated to a transducer by a transmitter
81-430 gate to produce ultrasonic waves In the sample.
Computer-Aided Vibration Analysis by Means of
Fourier Tranafoun. Part 2: Spectrum Analyyis, Ran.

doem Vibrations and Examuples (Rechnergestulzte
Schwinguangalyse suit Hife der FounierTranafor.
mation. Tel 2: Spektrellanlyse, Zutfolluackwingungen 81433
Una Ddislide) A Paramsetric Transducer for the Detection of Sal
E. Gossmann and H. Wailer Displacements (Traoduttore Parnetuico Per [a Rivela.

AVDI-Z., 122 (12), pp 477481 (June 1980) 11 figs, zioedi Piccoli Spotanaenti)
1 table F. Bordoni
(In German) Laboratorio di Ricerca e Technologia per lo Studio

del Plasma nello Spazia, Frascati, Italy, Rept. No.
Key Words: Vibration response, Fourier transformation LPS-79-3, 17 pp (Mar 1979)

The determination of mechanical properties of machines (n8Italian)
by means of Fourier transform Is Illustrated. Other applica-
tions of the method are also described.

Key Words: Displacemnent transducer, Antennas

A parametric transducer used for the detection of vibrations
in a gravitational antenna is described. Several noise sources
are examined in detail, comparing the noise sensitivity of the

81431 described transducer with previously described transducers.
On Enetgy Balsame in the Dynamics of Systems with
Tune-Depenident Constrits
V. Nicolac and V. Chirolo
Inst. for Physics and Material Tech., Bucharest, Rev.
Roumnaine Sci. Tech., Mecanique, 25 (2). pp 237-242 81-434
(Mar/Apr 1980) 1 fig, 5 refs Surface Dispilacnnent Measurements, Strain and

Vibrational Andlysis Uing Speeke Metrology Tech.
Key Words: Time dependent peramesters, Dynamic structural inue
analysis A.B. Lerchbacker
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Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey, CA, 154 pp DYNAMIC TESTS
(Mar 1980)

Key Wan*s Platws, Rectangular pla,esbcie@ metroloav
techniques, Vibration analyzers, Displacement measurement 81-437

SHauinon Ezdtatilouof Meebaoled Syatens at Hi#

andviratonl aalseswee lsocoduced Th vbraioal spatiales, Paris, France. ESA-TT-613, pp 79-64,

doule~posre imeaveageholgrahy.Bimestriel, Paris, no. 1979-5, pp 345-M4, Sept/Oct
1979)
NBO-25491

Key Words. Fatigue tetTest equipment and instruments-

81-435 tion, Harmonic excitation
Tbe Rotating Deam Gyroscope A structure mey be excited for fatigue tests at high fre-
C.H.J. Fox and J.S. Burdess quencies and amplitudes by a conventional electrodyvnamic
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Nottingham Univ., Notting- exciter. The structure and the exciter are connecte by a
ham NG7 2RID, UK, J. Appi. Mech., Trans. ASME, mechanical device designed to resonat at the excitation fre-
47 (3), pp 631 637 (Sept 1980) 8 figs, 5 refs quency.

Key Words: Measuring Instruments, Displacement measure-
ment. Accelerometes, Gyrosoe

The dynamics of a novel muitisnseor comprising a two-axis 81438Igyroscope and a single-axis linear accelerometer ae invast- DitaCorlof ufcasn tpeTsig-oo. The theoretical analysis Indicates that the gyroscope DSyital Conrl eA of liekaInutr Fatigte Teetinhas two modes of operation, untuned and tuned, offering, SseafrteAtmtv nuty(iiaelee
respectively, angular rate and angular displacement measure- lung von Meluopmne.esibfeietpf
ment cspebilit, depending on the damping and mistuning stand=n fur dile Automohlindre )
present. F. Klinger

Bismarckstrasse 59A, 1000 Berlin, 39 Germany,
Automobiltech. Z., 82 (9), pp 469-474 (Sept 1980)
10 figs, 7 refs

81436 Key Words: Fatigue tests, Test faciie, Aute' testing
Analysi of a Tranient Load Measuring System To improve the analog control of sroltydraulic fatigue
R.R. Goad and T.R. Meachum test rigs, a new digital concept has been developed which
EG and G. Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Presented at the uss high-speed digital computers and array-processors to
26th International Instrumentation Symp., Seattle, calculate all transfer functions of the system and then to
WA, May 5,1980, 11 pp (1980) produce drive signals for up to 16 actuators.
CON F-800502-5

Key Words: Measuring Instruments, Transient rpones

An analysis of the performance of a load measuring system 81439
is presenited. The load system was designed to measure the Development of a Taped Random Vibration Techk-
weight of a pressure venael containing high presure and iefrAcpaeTstn
temperature watr. The uncertainty and frequency response nqefrAcpae otn
of the system are quantified for both steady state and dy- G. Hirschberger, J.J. Popolo, J. Devitt, and R. Po-
namic conditions. kallus
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Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage. NY, J. En- DIAGNOSTICS
viron. Sci., 23 (5), pp 11-14 (Sept/Oct 1980) 5 figs,
2 tables81 

2
Key Words: Vibration tasts Random vibration, Vibration Acoudti Emission Arsing from plastic Deforanato
p raetlon, Testingtcnqe ad Fracture

Results of a studty to develop an economical technique fo K. Ono
pneis Ing randlom vibration are described. Dept. of Materials, California Univ., Los Angeles, CA,

Rept. No. TR-80-02, 42 pp (May 1980), Presented at
the Joint Meeting of ASA and ASJ, special session on
Acoustic Emission, Honolulu, HI, Dec 1, 1978
AD-A086 263/1

81.440Key Words: Acoustic emission, Diagnostic techniques
A Feadblfty Study of Detecting Resanforcing-Dar Current status of acoustic emission signal detection methods,
Debosid"n by Acos.mis simon Technique theoretical analysis of acoustic emission sources and acoustic
A.S. Kobayashi, N.M. Hawkins, Y-L A. Chan, and emission behavior of materials arising from plastic dlefoima-
l-J. Lin tion and fracture are reviewned. Recent developments in

quantitative signal detection and transducer charecsjwlzationUniv. of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, Exptl. are considered. Several theories of acoustic enmio sources
Mech., 20 (9), pp 301-308 (Sept 1980) 10 figs, are summarized.
15 refs

Key Words: Nondestructive tests, Acoustic emission, Rain.
forced concrete, Cyclic loading 81.443

Aoustic emissions detected by two transducers mounted Pra5ctical scliation of Taped Random Secu~I on a reinforcing bar in a reinforced-concrete block, which Using Digital Vibration Control System
is abjected to cyclic tension-compression loading, are used DA. Mahn
to ases the locetions of re-bar dsbtondling. Dynamic Systems Div., Thermotron Industries, Hol-

land, MI, J. Environ. Sci., 23 15), pp 15-17 (Sept/Oct
1980) 3figs, 4refs

Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, Random vibration

With improved commercial audio record/playback systems,81-441 cssete~taped random provides the avionics and commercial
Nondestructive Evaluation of Airport Pavements. Industries with a practical and cost effective means of Imple-
Volume 3: Operationm Manudl for MLGPAV Po menting a random vibration screening program.
grasn at TCC
D. Yang
Yang (Nai C.) and Associates, New York, NY, Rept.
No. AD-A079591; FAA-RD-78-1 54-Vol-3, 47 pp 81444
(Sept 1979) Progress Toward Acose Emission Chsarsceiratom
N80-26331 for Continuous Monitoring Reactor pressure Vassals

P.H. Hutton, E.B. Schnenk, and R4J. Kurtz
Key Words: Nondestnuctive test, Airports, Pavements, Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA,
Interaction: whasl-pavoment Rept. No. PNL-SA-7746; CONF-7909132-1, 7 pp

(1979), Presented at the International Symp. on
Sensitivity analysis of aircraft parameters on functional Methods of Nondestructive Testing of Mater, and
peirment d~ig Is discussed. The MLGPAV programn Is an TerAp.i ul nrSabukn etGrIntegrte system which Is date Independent based on de- TerAp.i uI nrSabukn etGr
fined mathematical modeals and operaitinal logic. The Input many, Sept 17, 1979
data Is divided Into job and universal default Inputs. N80-28760
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Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, Nuclewar eato r compo- D.M. Boyd
neote, Pirer vessels, Crack detection, Acoustic emisson Lawrence Livermore Lab.. Livermore, CA, ASME

The feasibility of detctIng and analyzing few~ growth In an Paper No. 80.C2/PVP-25
operaIng rear vssel using acoustic emission data is evalu-
Ae. A preliminary AE flow growth relationship was dw. Key Wers. Monitoring techniques, Pressre vesels. Hole-
oped enc~ompassing six variabl~es. graphic techniques, Interferometrlc techniques, Acoustic

*minilon

Optical holographic Interferometry and acoustic eatistion
BALANCINGmonitoring were sirmultaneously used to seduaaw ewe sal,
BALA CINGhigh pressure vassals during pressurization. The tech ne

provide pressure vassal designers with both quantitative
Information such as dIsploamenrt/straln measurements and

81.445 qualitative Information such a flaw detection.
Expeuinuentail Invstigation of Multi-Span Rotor
Baancinig using Leas Sur.method
F. Fujisawa. K. Shiohato, K. Sato, T. lmai, and E.
Shoyamna
Hitachi Res. Lab., Hitachi, Ltd., Japan, J. Mech. 81.448
Des., Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 589-596 (July 1980) Programsin Vibration Analysis Technology
10 f igs, 3 tables, 10 refs R.J. Kiefer

Spectral Dynamics, Subs. Scientific-Atlanta, Son
Key Words: Balancing techniques, Rotors (machine ale- Diego, CA, Power Transm. Des., pp 108-112 (Oct
ments), Leas squares method 1980) 9 figs. 1 table

The lesat-eiuaes method which uses Influence coefficients Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Design techniques,
was applied to simultaneous balancing of a multibeering Rotating structures, Secrum analysis
rotating shaft systemn, and an experiment wee conducted to
demionstrate its effectiveness. Th discussion focuses on frequency spectrum measuremnents*1 for Identifying meintenance problems, and on reasonance

identification by mode shape analysis to assist in product

MONITORING design.

81-446
Vibration Montoring for Rotating Madamiery 81.449
I.R. Hitchen Modeling of Elestoplastie Fracture Behavior Using
Manager Instruments, U.K.F. Fertilisers Ltd., Mea- Acouti Emission Methods
surement and Control, 13 (3), pp 97-102 (Mar 1980) R.S. Williams

9 figsUnited Technologies Res. Ctr., East Hartford, CT,

Key Words: Vibration monitoring, Vibration prbs ca- Closed Loop, 10 (2), pp 15-23 (Oct 1980) 10 figs,
3 tables, 6 rotserometar

A guide for Instrument personnal involved in specifying Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Acoustic emission,
and/or maintaining vibration monitoring equipment is pre- Fracture properties
sented.

Acoustic emission monitoring of pressure -vassl Is receiving
increased attention by government aencies. code committees
end utilities as a vale technique for preservice lhydrotedt
end Ineerice Inspection. Results of a series of compact

81.447 tension 11raCtr teats,. heat treated to exhibit a range of
fracture behavior monitored with acoustic emission, e pre-

Holopaplhie and Acoustic Esuieion Evaluaion of sented. A theoretical modal is developed and several schemes
Freattae Vessels for acoustic emission source classification e discussed.
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN Dept. of Production Engrg., Faculty of Engrg., Kobe
Univ., Rokko-dai 1, Nada, Kobe 657, Japan, Stoj-
nicky Casopis, 31 (3), pp 251-267 (1980) 5 figs, 34
refs

ANALOGS AND ANALOG COMPUTATION Key Words: Parametric excitation, Perturbation theory

Vibrations of systems with paramnetric excitations have bee
extensively investigated by many researchers. In most works,

81.450 vibrations are analyzed by the perturbation method rather
On the Dyasca of Plates Uslin a Bem-Axilog than by a mathematically exact method. In such works that
M.E. Mohsin and E.A. Sadek Introduce the correct characteristic equations for systems
Aeronautical Dept., Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt, Corn- with parametric excitations, rational methods of determining

putes Sruc, 4 (3, p 267272(Set 180)7 fgs, characteristic roots are not shown explicitly nor Is accuracy
3utaesSc, 42 (3,p 2 72 2 S pt1 8)7 is of the resuts by the perturbation method shown.

Key Words; Analog simulation, Plates, Beams

A beemesnalog element which simulates both the static and
dynamic bahavior of plates, with or without in-plas forces, 81455
using the sme routine programn is described. Typical exam- Penalty Methods in Finit Ehlment Analysiis of Fluids
pies of plate dynamics are used to demonstrate the accuracy ad Structuesn
and convergency of the analog.D..Mks

Dept. of Mathematics, Ill1. 1Inst. of Tech., Chicago, I L
60616, Nucl. Engr. Des., 57 (2), pp 441-44 (May

ANALYTICAL METHODS 1980) 3 figs, 4 tables, I1I refs-
(Also see Nos. 409,422)

Key Words: Finite alement technique, Galerkin method,I Penalty technique
81-451 The use of penalty techniques In finite elemnent Galerkin

Dizect met"o of Detembnaton Ofif 1 M16 OcatOn f eqain Is discussed.
Thin-Walled Prusnatic Ellesenta (Priuna met6d&
ueomi wlasaincd ksntov tenkoatench pnz-

msafekychs prvkov)
F. Simcak
Mechanical Engr. of the Technical University Kosice, 81454
CSSR, Strojnicky Casopis,_31 (1), pp 75.88 (1980) 7 Compauison of Variational and Finte Element S4dm-
figs, 9 refs tiow of Ilelnkoltzs Equation
(In Slovak) P.A.A. Laura, R.H. Gutierrez, and G.S. Sarmiento

Insi. of Applied Mechanics, Base Naval Puerto Bel-
Key Words: Direct computational method, Prismatic bodies, grano, Argentina and Centro Atomico Bariloche
Oscillation, Beams (CNEA), Rio Negro, Argentina, J. Acoust. Soc.

A method of determination of self oscillation and shape of Amer., 68 (4), pp 1160-1162 (Oct 1980) 2 figs, 2
self oscillation of thln~walled prismatic elements Is presented. tables, 9 refs

Kay Words: Natural frequencies. Membranes (structural
members), Variational methods. Finite element technique

81452 Some numerical experiments on the determination of natural
frequencies of vibration of doubly connected membranes ofNotes on Accuracy of Approximate Soluations of Sys- complicated boundary shape are prean ted. Finite elmn

tema withi Parametric Excation results are compared with values obtalned using an approxi-
T. Kotera mate method.
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81435 triel Paris, no. 1979-6, Nov/Doc 1979, pp 395.4001
Study of Fracture Dynamics by die Fimite Element N80-26260
Method (Studium dynandry tdkbn metodou konvir
myeb prakd) Key Words: Elgenvalue problems. Unewr systm
Z. Bilek
Inst. of Physical Metallurgy, Brno. Czechoslovakia, Consideration Is given to the numerical bracketing of the

Stoiicy aspi, 1(1), pp 3344 (18)1sis igonvalues of a symmetrical operator ascied with ellipti-
32 refs linear structure. A method for solving a supplemental static

(In Czech) problem by means of a mixed variational formulation Is pro-
sonted.

Key Words: Finite element technique. Fracture properties

The application of a finite element computer program In
dynamic fracture mechanics is presented. Standard !so- MODELING TECHNIQUES
parametric elements are employed for spatial discretizedion (low o.2329262035
with an explicit central difference time integration scheme.(AsseNs.232926200)

81.458
The Stochastic Finite-Eement Method
H. Contreras

81456 E ESCO Energy Services, San Francisco, CA 94111,
Eigenvailues for Unstabtle Resonatos witht Sihtly Computers Struc., 42 (3). pp 341-34 (Sept 1980)
Misaligned Strip Mnor 4 figs, 3 tables, 29 refs
C. Santana and L.B. Folson
Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais, Sao Jose dos Cam- Key Words: Mathematical models, Finite element technique,Ipos, Brazil, Rept. No. INPE-1738-RPE/137-Rev, 17 Stochsicocesses
pp (May 1980) A generic stochastic finiteelement method for modeling
N80-261 40 structures is proposed as a means to analyze and design struc-

tures in a probabilistic framework. Stochastic differential
Key Words: Eigsnvalue problems and difference equation theory Is applied in structures dis-

cretized with the finite-elemont methodology.
Very smell misalignments in unstable strip resonators may
case detachment of the low loss eigenmode at lower equiva-
lent Fresnel number, i sub eq, and introduce differvot
peslodicities into the elgenvalue curve s a function of N
sub eq. Using the resonance equation developed previously
from wavegulde mode theory, this behavior Is expleined in 81-459
physical terms by coupling between mode fields with eown Numesica Modeling of Dynamic Crack Propagation
and odd symmetry, which are uncoupled In the perfectiy in Finite Bodies. by Moving Singsdar Elementa. Pert
aligned configuration. 1: Formulation

T, Nishioka and S.N. Atluri
School of Civil Engrg., Georgia Inst. of Tech., At-
lanta, GA 30332, J. Appi. Mech.. Trans. ASME, 47
(3), pp 570.596 (Sept 1980) 2 figs, 12 refs

81457 Key Words: Crack propagation, Finite element technique
Numeujiea Bracketing of the Ezgeuvdues of Complex
Linear Structurse An efficient numerical (finit-eement) metho Is prsented
P. Gibert for the dynamic analysis of rapidly propagating crecks in

Offie Ntionl dEtues e deRecerchs Aro- finite bodies, of arbitrary shape, wherein lneer-elestic me-
Offie Ntionl dEtues e deRecerchs Aro- terial behavior and twodkimensional conditions prevail. Pro-

inpatiales, Paris, France, ESA-TT-632, pp 69-78, 1979 cedures to embed analytical asymptotic solutions for slngu-
(Engl. transi. of La Rech. Aerospatiale, Bull. Bimes- lIties in stresues/stralna near the propagating crack-tip, to
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account for the spatial movement of then singularities along 81462
with the crack4ip, and to directly compute the dynamic DInuical Models for Mulltdiinnsilonal Stnactum t
stress.intsenslity factor, e presented. Using Bond Graphs

D.L. Margolis
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of California, Davis,
CA 95616, J. Dyn. Syst., Meas. and Control, Trans.
ASME, 102 (3), pp 180-187 (Sept 1980) 9 figs, 2
tables, 8 refs

81.460

NumnerIl Modeling of DOynasl Crack Propagatio Key Words: Mathematical models, Bond graph technique
se Finite Bois by Motrag Singular E.lesenta-Prt 2: Rbnmlt Bond graphs are used to construct finite mode, long wave.

length models of multidimensional structures. These struc-
T. Nishioka and S.N. Atluri tures are, in some c ses, either too large or constructed from
School of Civil Engrg., Georgia Inst. of Tech., At- so many physical pieces that complete modeling using finite
lanta, GA, J. AppI. Mech., Trans. ASME, 47 (3), element methods is prohibited. Bond graph development for
pp 577-582 (Sept 1980) 11 figs, 14 refs this type of dynamic system is given.

Key Words: Crack propagation, Finite element technique

Using the movineingularity finiteelement method, several NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
problems of dynanic crack propagation in finite bodies have
bean analyzed. DiscuNions of the effects of wave interactions
on the dynamic stress-Intensity factors are presented. The 81463
obtained numerical remults are compared with the corre-
sponding infinite domain solutions and other available A Modified Volterra Series Represmsitio for a Clam
numerical solutions for finite domains, of Single-Valued, Continuous Nofloe"ar Systeus

G.A. Parker and E.L. Moore
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Surrey, Guildford
CU2 5XH, UK, J. Dyn. Syst., Meas. and Control,

Trans. ASME. 102 (3), pp 163-167 (Sept 1980) 4
figs, 20 refs

81.461
Modal Cost Analyis for Liam Mtrix-econd-Order Key Words: Nonlinear theories, Functional analysis, System
Syda Identification techniques, Cron correlation technique

R.E. Skelton and P.C. Hughes A modification is presented to the Volterra functional series
School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Purdue Univ., representation of the response from a caeded linear-non-
West Lafayette, IN 47907, J. Dyn. Syst., Meas. and linear-liner system in which the nonlinear element is single-

Control, Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 151-158 (Sept valuedseperable,endcontinuous.
1980)

Key Words: Model analysis, Mathematical models NUMERICAL METHODS

Raducad models and reduced controllers for systems gov. i Nos. 459,480)
arnod by matrix.eacond-order differential equations are
obtained by retaining those modes which make the largest
contributions to quadratic control objectives. Such contri-
butions, when used as mode truncation criteria, allow the PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
sttement of the specific control objectives to influence the (Also see No. 316)
early modal reduction from very high order models which are
wallable, for example, from finite element methods. The
relative Importance of damping, frequency and eignvctor
In the mode truncation decisions are made explicit for 81464
each of thee control obJectiv: attitude control, vibration The Use of a Spectral Fiter Technique for the
suresson iand figure control. ldeniieation of Linear and Noainea Systemas

so
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(Anwendung ener Spektrallitertecdik zur Idesti- H.G.V.S. Borges
ation linearer und WieldimeeserSystems) Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais, Sao Paulo, Brazil,

W. Wedig 64 pp (Mar 1980)
Institut fur Technische Mechanik, Universitat Karls- N80-26058
ruhe Kaiserstrasse 12, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Bundes- (In Portuguese)
republik, Deutschland, Ing. Arch., 49 (5/6), pp 413-
425 (1980) 4 figs, 7 refs Key Words: Computer programs, Dynamic systems
(In German)

Computer methods for system dynamic simulation re
examined with specific emphasis on the dynamic modeling

Key Words. System identification techniques, Nonlinear translator and the Notre Dame Translator. Both are specific
systems, Linear systems, Spectrum analysis for simulation of continuous time.

For the identification of dynamic systems random noise
should be used which excites all natural frequencies in one
test. By means of a simple second order circuit, the band-
pass properties of which leads to a delt-filter in the limiting
case, it is then possible to measure or to calculate exactly 81467
the noise-epectr of all processes and parameters of the sys- CRASHC: A Two-Dimemional Code to Compute
tem as well. the Response of Azirmmetic Shipping Containes

to Fad-on Impacts
T.A. Butler, E.G. Endebrock, and J.B. Payne
Los Alamos Scientific Lab., NM, 46 pp (Jan 1980)

81465 LA-8121-MS
Parameter Estimation of Delay Systems Via Block
Pulse Functions Key Words: Computer programs, Shipping containers, Im-
Y. Shih, C. Hwang, and W. Chia pact response (mechanical), Axial excitation
Dept. of Chemical Engrg., National Cheng Kung Safety evaluation of radioactive material shipping containers
Univ., Tainan, Taiwan, China, J. Dyn. Syst. Meas. entails determining their response to severe impact condi-
and Control, Trans. ASME, 102 (3), pp 159-162 tions. A computer code for obtaining the nonlinear response
(Sept 1980) 2 figs, 19 refs of axisymmetric shipping containers to end-on impact is

described.

Key Words: Parameter identification technique

Unear time-inverint deleydifferential equation systems are
approximately represented by a set of algebraic equations
with block pulse functions. A lent squares estimate is then 81-468
used to determine the unknown parameters. Examples with Computer Model for Soil Structure Interfacim
satisfactory results are given. Analyses

J.M. Roesset
The Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, ASME

DESIGN TECHNIQUES Paper No. 80-C2/PVP-130
(See No. 448)

Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure, Computer programs,
Nuc0er power plants, Seismic design

COMPUTER PROGRAMS A number of formulations and computer programs have been
CAls o MUE PRO RAM No.28developed in the last years for soll structure Interaction

(Also see Nos. 218,232,268,269,291,292293,34, analyses, particularly In relation to the seismic design of
387,417,418) nuclear power plants. Characteristics of some of these mod-

ela, the simplifying assumptions which may be inherent In
their formulation, the conditions under which they may be

81-46 used with some degree of confidence and the decisions that
NDTRAN: Interpreter of Dynamic Systems (0 Inter- must be made in the selection of the appropriat model
prellador de Sistenmu Dinamicos NDTRAN) parameters in order to obtain reasonable answers, are dis-

cuseed in detell.
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81-469 Addition of a structural code to the previously developed
Rcent Deelopmeats ins Computer Methods for finit element fluid code is described. Preliminary conclu-

Stl r Anlsis sions concerning conditions needed to induce cavitation and

T.J.R. Hughes it effects on structural response we reported.

Div. of Engrg. and Applied Science, California Inst. of

Tech., Pasadena, CA 91125, Nucl. Engr. Des., 57 (2),
pp 427439 (May 1980) 10 figs. 71 refs

81472
Key Words: Interaction: structure-fluid, Finite element tech- T1ASIS: A Proram Module for Tranint Mod

nique. Bems, Plates, Shells, Computer programs AnalSIS o L rgra M ut 1
Aalysi of Linear Structures, Part I

A survey is presented of several area in which significant P. Stehlin
recent progress has been made in computerized structural Structures Dept., Aeronautical Res. Inst. of Sweden,
analysis. The m upon which attention is focused am: Stockholm, Sweden, Rept. No. FFA-HU-2125-Pt-1,
new transient algorithms; fluidetructure Interaction; and
finite elements for neariy4ncompressible solids, and beam, 56 pp (Oct 1979)
plate and shell structures based upon theories which include N80-28762
transverse sheer deformations.

Key Words: Computer programs, Modal analysis, Transient
response, Unear systems

An integrated program module of the BASIS 3 structural
analysis code which performs transient analyses of linear

8-'.0 structures is described. A summary of the theoretical rela-
Faigue Damage of Flexible Pavemnts under Heavy tions on which the code is based is given. The operation ofLoads the program module is explained and illustrad by examples.

J.H. Havens, R.C. Deen, and H.F. Southgate
Div. of Research, Kentucky Bureau of Highways,
Lexington, KY, Rept. No. RR-518,25 pp (Apr 1979)
PB80-197114 81473

Usne of Minicomputers for Dynmic And'ym
Key Words: Computer programs, Pavements, Fatigue life D.B nico e r m a

D.B. Nickerson

A modified Chevron N-Layer computer program has the Stress Analysis Associates, La Canada, CA, Test, 42
capability of calculating the work done by the total load (5), pp 8-11 (Oct/Nov 1980) 1 fig
on a given load group. Earilier analyses of AASHO Road
Test sectione and tast vehicles had permitted the develop- Key Words: Design techniques, Computer-eided techniques,
meit of damage factor relationships. This paper presents Pumps. Beams
seven twoire and four-tire ingle axles, tandems, triaxles,
and four-ae, five-exle, and six-xle groups. The possibilities of microcomputers, equipped with inter-

active software, to solve dynamic problems are discused.
To illustrate the advantages of the microcomputers, shaft
vibrations, a typical problem in vertical pump field, are
determined using a large general purpose finite element
program (ANSYS), Timoshenko theory, and the microcom-

81471 puter with SEANVIBS software.
Effects of Cavitation on Underwater Shock Loading.
part 2. ame Problem
R.E. Newton
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, Rept. No.
NPS9O80-001,18 pp (Apr 1980) 81474
AD-A084 755/8 Nonlinear Transient Andyss by Energy Minaimi-

tion: A Theorticd Bais for the Action Computer
Key Words: Compute programs, Cavitation, Underwter Code
explosions. Shock excitation M.P. Kamat
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Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacks- Recent developments of the Green's function method and
burg, VA, Rept. No. NASA-CR-3287, 109 pp (July the computer progrwm SOUSSA are reviewed and sum-

1980) marlzed.

N80-26697

Key Words: Computer programs, Transient response, Energy 81-477
methods, Finite element techniques, Crash research (aircraft) Vibration Analy sm of the Long Duration Expomue

The formulation basis for establishing the static or dynamic Failty (LDEF) Usng SPAR
equilibrium configurations of finite element models of struc- H. Edighoffer
tures which may behave In the nonlinear range are provided. General Electric Co., Philadelphia, PA, Rept. No.
With both geometric end time independent material non- NASA-CR-159239,96 pp (June 1980)
linearities included, the development is restricted to simple
one and two dimensional finite elements which we regarded N80-26696
as being the basic alements for modeling full sircraft-like
structures under crash conditions. Key Words: SPAR (computer program), Computer programs,

Test facilities

The structural modeling of the Long Duration Exposure
Facility utilizing the SPAR systm of computer programs
for vibration anelysis is discussed.

81475
ROTOR: A Fortran Program to Calculate the Critical
Speeds of Rotating Shafts
P. Brooks and D.L. Duffett 81478
Reactor Equipment Ltd., General Electric Co., Whet- Ufe Manual: Second '3 Data Reduction ProMrua
stone, UK, Rept. No. REL/R(79)2, REL/TM(78)23, for the Eclipse 5.2001230 Shock and Vibraion Ma-
41 pp (Jan 1979) msument Systems

N80-26674 H.W. Swan
Data Processing Div., Sandia Labs., Livermore, CA,I Rept. No. SAND-79-8065, 43 pp (Nov 1979)

Key Words: ROTOR (computer program), Computer pro- N opp v9

grams, Shafts (machine elements), Critical speeds N80-25708

A computer program is described written In FORTRAN for Key Words: Computer programs, Measurement techniques,
the PDP 11-70 which can be used to calculate any number of Shock response, Vibration mmu rement
critical speeds of transverse vibration of a rotating shaft
supported in two bearings. Operating instructions, method of The Eclipse secondary data reduction programs from the
calculation, comparisons made with other methods of calcu- user's point of view is described. Thes secondary processing
lation, and tes problems ae given, routines manipulate the data in ways that are outside the

scope of the primary reduction routines. Included are loga-
rithms, antilogerithms, and powers of data; polynomial
smoothing, dividing end multiplying one data set by another,
and scaling; combinations and separation; and others.

81476
Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodyamnics, Production Version (Sore G RO
sap 1.1). Vohsne 1: Theoetical n GENERAL TOPICS
L. Morino
Aerospace Systems, Inc., Burlington, MA, Rept. No.
NASA-CR-159130, ASI-TR-7845-V-1, 134 pp (Jan
1980) TUTORIALS AND REVIEWS

N80-26269
81479

Key Words: Computer programs, Aerodynamic characteris- Historcall Aspects of the Seiunic Analysis of Lamge
tics, Green function Dams
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R. Dungar A summary of literature concerning static strength and

Motor-Columbus Consulting Engineers, Inc., Park- fatigue analysis of bolted joints In composite materials Is

strasse 27, CH-5400 Baden, Switzerland, Shock Vib. @hWen. The objective of this progran Is to develop a fatigue

Dig., 12 10), pp 3-8 (Oct 1980) 44refs life prediction methodology that will improve design effi-

D8 ciency, facilitate structural certification and provide uide-
lines for service life management.

Key Words: Reviews, Dams, Seismic design, Concrete con- l

struction

Generalities of the emiemic design of dams are reviewed.
Specific details related to concrete dams and to embank-
ment structures are presented. 81-482

Acoustic Hologralphy. 1964 - June, 1980 (Citations
from the NTIS Data Boe)
W.E. Reed
National Technical Information Service, Springfield,

81480 VA, 172 pp (July 1980) (Supersedes NTIS/PS-79/
Damping of Mechanical Vibrations and Acoustic 0735 and NTIS/PS-78/0700)
Waves PB80-812530
J.R. Birchak and D. Rader
Acoustic Sensors, NL Petroleum Services, Houston, Key Words: Bibliographies, Acoustic holography
TX, Shock Vib. Dig., 12 (10), pp 11-30 (Oct 1980)
261 refs Aspects of acoustic holography are covered in this bibliog-

raphy. Theory, equipment design, uses, and imaging tech-
niques am presented. The applications include underwater

Key Words: Reviews, Vibration damping, Acoustic absorp- and underground object locating, structural geology and
tion tectonics, sonar imaging, non-destructive testing, antenna

radiation patterns, nuclear reactor Inspection, remote sensing,
An overview of the mechanisms underlying the damping of and use in medical examinations.
mechanical vibrations and acoustic waves is preented. Ref-
erences are grouped according to damping parameters, gases,
liquids, solids and surface looses at interfaces. Practical im-
plications am summarized to show engineering applications
and directions for future investigetions of energy dissipation.

81483
Acoustic Holography. 1970 - June, 1980 (Citations
from the Engineering Index Data Bae)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES W.E. Reed
National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
VA, 334 pp (July 1980) (Supersedes NTIS/PS-79/

81481 0736 and NTIS/PS-78/0701)

Compreson Fatigue Life Prediction Methodology PB80-812548

for Composite Structures - Literature Survey

C.R. Saff Key Words: Bibliographies, Acoustic holography

McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, MO, Rept. No.
NADC-78203-60,77 pp (June 1980) Worldwide research on aoustic holography is covered.
AD-A86 0 7 Theory, uses, equipment design, and imaging techniques

are presented. Most of the studies are general and not applied
to a specific use of acoustic holography. However, them are

Key Words: Bibliographies, Fatigue life, Composite struc- citations which do discuss its use in medicine, nuclear re-
tures, Prediction techniques actors, and nondestructive testing.
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21 -pr Lubicaion vmpdumIASMJ Sn FrncicoStres Analysis IBS%S.M. anid SESA] Edinburgh
21-Ar 1Lubrcaton Smpoium[ASM] Sn Frncico.University, Scotland (Q ItCwvM nk~tlon

CA (AWE Hif uiofior, &.&S.M, 281 Hieamo ao, Newsa

31 -Apr I Pressworklng Machinery for the Eighties Confer- wonf Tyne, NE16, 50, UK()
once IMachEl Birmingham. UK IIM,*hE, I Slid- 7-11 Applied Mondelling and Simulation Conference end
ow b. ~bStr Lonvdba SWIM .11 Exhibition 11.A.S.T.E.D. anid A.M.SE.I Lyon,

France (AA.ME, 16, Avenue do Grar* Blanche,
APRIL 196169100 Tasuin.L&-OernbLune, Franc.)

22n Stuctres Stuctra Dyarncs.andMaoi- 20-23 Design Engineering Technica Conference [ASME)

ala Conference (AIAA. ASME, ASCE, AHS) At- HrfrC W q
lanta, Georgia 4A, AWE, ASCE, ANS HO&) 211-30 Specialists Meeting on "Dynamnic Environmental

Qualification Techniqusa" (AGARD Structures
.0 NOISEXPO '81I[S/V, Sound and Vibration) Hyatt and Materials Panel) Noordw~kerhout, The Neth-

Regency Ol~are, Chicago, IL (NOISEXPO 181, erlad (Dr. Jenes.1A Oben, Stnuctume mid Oynwn-
27101 E. OvIart Rd.. Bev if ~9, OH 44140) ~ D~eArFr.Wli~rnre~.oe

27430 27th Intl. Instrumentation Symposium [ Aerospace todeFeeflB Wrigt PAtterson Air Fame. Best, OH
Industries and Test Mewsurement Divisions of the 443
Instrument Society of America] Hyatt Regency,
Indianapolis. IN ilW Dori'55V c/o NesieAW nfts OCTOBER 1961
G'ua. P.O. Sox 27777, Raleigh, NC 27611)

Eastern Design Enginerng Show (ASME1 New

MAY______________1___________ York, NY (AWE Hqj
MAY 9614-7 International Lubrication Conference (ASME -

4-7 Institute of Environmental Sciences' 27th Annual ASLEI New Orleans, LA (AWE HqJ
Technica Meeing IIES) Los Angeles, CA IIES,
940 East Northwt Highway, Mt Proapect,. IL 11415 Fail Meetng of the Society for Experimentsl

semiStre Analysis ISESA) Keystone Resort. Key-
stone, CO (SESA. P.O. Box 277, Saugatuck Ste-

314%n 5 Springl Meeting and Exhibition of the Society for tion, mae tcTrOWJJ
Experimental Stress Analysis (SESA] Hyatt
Regency, Dearborn. MI (519.4, P.O. Box 277, 10-22 International Optimum Structural Design Sympo-
Saugastuc Staion, mesoa, CT 00380) slum (U.S. Office of Naval Research and Unive-

sity of Arizonal Tucson. Arizona (or. Eid A-
________ ______ ,k, Dept of Clvil Englorseeig suldig No. 72,

JUNE 1961 Unkvri of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85 721)
1-4 Design Engineering Conference and Show (ASMEI 27-29 52nd Shock and Vibration Symposium (Shock and

Chicago, I L (AWE Hq1 Vibration Information Center. Washington, D~.C.)
New Orleans, Louisiana (Henry C. Araey, Director,

8-40 NOISE-CON S1 fInstitute of Noise Control Engi- SVIC, Naral Researh Lob. Cube 5806 MbtpWg
nearing and the School of Engineering, North ton, D.C. 20375)
Carolina State Universty] Raleigh, North Carolina
(Dr. Lana' Roysterr, P1morm Chain, Center for
Acoustical Studies, AWLt of 4ftch.,ioei & Acre NOVEMBER 1981
*we Ene., Nfort Carolina Statt Unieraty, 1-0 AM itrAna etn AM)Wsig
Raeig, NC 2.7650) 52 SEWne nulMeig[~A)Wsig

ton, D.C. (ASWE Hg.)
22-24 Applied Mechanics Conference (ASMEJ Boulder, 30-Dec 4 Acoustical Society of Arica, Fail Meetng

CO (ASWE Hg.) [ASA] Miami Beach. FL (ASA Hg.)



CALENDAR ACRONYM DEFINITIONS AND ADDRESSES OF SOCIETY HEADQUARTERS

AFIPS: American Federation of Information IEEE: institute of Electrical and Electronics
Processing Societies Engineers
210 Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645 345 E. 47th St.

New York, NY 10017
AGMA: American Gear Manufacturers Association

1330 Mass Ave., N.W. IES: Institute of Environmental Sciences
Washington, D.C. 940 E. Northwest Highway

Mt. Proapect, IL 60056
AHS: American Helicopter Society

1325 18 St. N.W. IFToMM: International Federation for Theory of
Washington, D.C. 20036 Machines and Mechanisms

U.S. Council for TMM
AIAA: American Institute of Aeronautics and do Univ. Mass.. Dept. ME

Astronautics, 1290 Sixth Ave. Amherst, MA 01002
New York, NY 10019

INCE: Institute of Noim Control Engineering
AIChE: American Institute of Chemical Engineers P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch

345 E. 47th St. Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
New YorkNY 10017

ISA: Instrument Society of America
AREA: American Railway Engineering Association 400 Stanwix St.

59 E. Van Buren St. Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Chicago, I L 60605

ONR: Office of Naval Research
ARPA: Advanced Research Projects Aency Code 40064, Dept Navy

Arlington, VA 22217
ASA: Acoustical Society of America

335 E. 45th St. SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers
New York, NY 10017 400 Commonwealth Drive

Warrendale, PA 15096
ASCE: American Society of Civil Engineers

345 E. 45th St. SEE: Society of Environmental Engineers
New York, NY 10017 6 Conduit St.

London WI R 9TG, UK
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers

345 E. 45th St. SESA: Society for Experimental Stress Analysis
New York, NY 10017 21 Bridge Sq.

Westport. CT 06880
ASNT: American Society for Nondestructive Testing

914 Chicago Ave. SNAME: Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Evanston, IL 60202 Engineers

74 Trinity P1.
ASOC: American Society for Ouality Control New York, NY 10006

161 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee. WI 53203 SPE: Society of Petroleum Engineers

6200 N. Central Expreeway
ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials Dallas, TX 75206

1916 Race St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103 SVIC: Shock end Vibration Information Center

Naval Research Lab., Code 5804
CCCAM: Chairman, do Dept. ME, Univ. Toronto, Washington, D.C. 20375

Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada
U RSI-USNC: International Union of Radio Science -

ICF: International Congress on Fracture U.S. National Committee
Tohoku Univ. c/o MIT Lincoln Lab.
Sendal, Japan Lexington, MA 02173
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PUBLICATION POLICY 

Unsolicited articles are accepted for publication in 
the Shock and Vibration Digest. Feature articles 
should be tutorials ar 7or reviews of areas of interest 
to shock and vibra^on engineers. Literature review 
articles should provide a subjective critique/sum' ary 
of papers, patents, proceedings, and report? of a 
pertinent topic in the shock and vibration IwH A 
literature review should stress important recent 
technology. Only pertinent literature should be 
cited. Illustrations are encouraged. Detailed mathe- 
matical derivations are discouraged; rather, simple 
formulas representing results should be usec When 
complex formulas cannot be avoided, a funtiona; 
form should be used so that readers will understand 
the   interaction  between  parameters and  variables. 

Manuscripts must be typed (double-spaced) and 
figures attached. It is strongly recommended that line 
figures be rendered in ink or heavy pencil and neatly 
labeled. Photographs must be unscreened glossy 
black and white prints. The format for references 
shown in DIGEST articles is to be followed. 

Manuscripts must begin with a brief abstract, or 
summary. Only material referred to in the text should 
be included in the list of References at the end of the 
article. References should be cited in text by consecu- 
tive numbers in brackets, as in the example below. 

Unfortunately, such information is often un- 
reliable, particularly statistical data pertinent 
to a reliability assessment, as has been previous- 
ly noteJ [1]. 

Critical and certain related excitations were 
first applied to the problem of assessing system 
reliability almost a decade ago [2] . F;nce then, 
the variations that have been developed and the 
practical applications that have been explored 
[3-7] indicate that . . . 

The format and style for the list of References at 
the end of the article are as follows. 

• each citation number as it appears in 
text (not in alphabetical order) 

• last   name   of  author/editor   followed   by 
initials or first name 

• titles   of  articles  within  quotations,  titles 
of books underlined 

• abbreviated title of journal in which article 
was published (see Periodicals Scanned 
list in June and December issues) 

• volume, number or issue, and pages for 
journals; publisher for books 

• year of publication in parentheses 

A sample reference list is given below. 

1. Platze.-, M.F., 'Transonic Blade Flutter - 
A Survey," Shock Vib. Dig.,_7, pp 97-106 
(July 1975). 

2. Bisplinghoff, R.L., Ashley, H., and Half- 
man, R.L., Aeroelasticity. Addison-Wesley 
(1955). 

3. Jones, W.P., (Ed.), "Manual on Aero- 
elasticity," Part II, Aerodynamic Aspects, 
Advisory Group Aeronaut. Res. Devel. 
(1962). 

4. Lin, C.C., Reissner, E., and Tsien, H., 
"On Two-Dimensional Nonsteady Motion 
of a Slender Body in a Compressible Fluid," 
J. Math. Phys.,^7_(3). pp 220-231 (1948). 

5. Lan-ahl, M., Unsteady Transonic Flow, 
Pergamon Press (1961). 

6. Miles, J.W., 'The Compressible Flow Past 
an Oscillating Airfoil in a Wind Tunnel," 
J. Aeronaut. Sei., _23_ <7*. PP 671-678 
(1956). 

7. Lane, F., "Supersonic Flow Past an Oscil- 
lating Cascade with Supersonic Leading 
Edge Locus," J. Aeronaut. Sei., 24 (1), 
pp 65-66 (1957). 

Articles for the DIGEST will b^ reviewed for tech- 
nical content and edited for style and format. Before 
an article is submitted, the topic area should be 
cleared with the editors of the DIGEST. Literature 
review topics are assigned on a first come basis. 
Topics should be narrow and well-defined. Articles 
should be 1500 to 2500 words in length. For addi- 
tional information on topics and editorial policies, 
please contact: 

Milda Z. Tamulionis 
Research Editor 

Vibration Institute 
101 West 55th Street, Suite 206 

Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 




